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Rockland Shells Have Some Tells Rotary of His Visit To Road Commissioner Win- |
Chicago and
Discusses
chenbach Was Despondent (
New Gadgets To Spring on
—Left Word of His 1°"!,
Westbrook Huskies
Some Phases of Education
tention
ij

The Rockland Shells will have
some stiff opposition next Sunday
when they meet the Westbrook
Huskies. This team recently defeat
ed the Canton Blues 12 to 0, and
LINCOLN’S FALL TERM
shows promise of being one of the
Superior Court In The Neighboring strongest teams In the State. Coach
County Begins Nov. 14.—The Jury Olson and his men have held prac
tice every night this week and have
Lists
The fall term of Lincoln County developed some new plays which they
Superior Court will convene Nov. 14. beheve will baffle the Westbrook boys.
A new grand jury has been drawn All ladles attending this game will be
thus: Alton E. Ames, Wiscasset- Admitted free.
Manager Bill Koster has also ar
Clarence R. Benner. Waldoboro:
Joseph T. Blake, Boothbay; Ira ranged a return game with the Can
Boynton, Jefferson. Ralph J. Brewer, ton Blues, of Portland on October 22.
Bristol; Artelle Bryant, Bristol: This will be a benefit game, the proTheodore S. Bryer, Boothbay; Avery , ceeds going to the Knox Hospital
Colby, Somerville; Edward S. Hunton Fund.
The starting line-up for tomorrow's
Boothbay Harbor; Harry E Flint
Damariscotta; Oeorge S. Graffam, (game will be: le, Fowler; ig, MoulalWhitefield; Herman F Kimball, Ison; It, Glover; c, Larrabee; rg, MonNewcastle; Philip Lee, Waldoboro: iaghan; rt, Frye; re, Mazzeo; fb, HamRoy Marr, Boothbay Harbor; Simon lln; lhb, Knight; rhb, Valenta; qb,
McDougall, Boothbay Harbor. H. H. Black
Miller, Bremen; Ivan Scot.’, Waldo
Other players who will be seen In
boro; Ruel T. York. Nobleboro.
taction are Plaisted and Nash, of
Twenty-seven will report for service j Camden, (Coach) Olson, of Union,
on the two traverse Juries Those who Big Bill Flanagan. Hooper, and Faies.
have been drawn to serve are: Actor
P. Abbott, Boothbav; A. B. Achorn,
Jefferson; Frank W. Adams, Boothbay; A P. Aliev, South Bristol: J.
ONE YEAR AGO
Vance Bell, Boothbay Harbor: Del
bert V. Benner. Waldoboro; Maurice
R Blake, Southport; Carleton Boyd,
From the files of The Courier-OaBoothbay Harbor; Roswell H. Carney, zelte we learn that—
Newcastle; Evan T. Chase, Edge
A reception to Mrs. Russell William
comb; Leonard T. Cooper. Whitefield; Harry M. Davis Boothbay Har Magna, president general of the
bor; Edgar E. Day, Waldoboro; Ear! D AJt.. was held at "Montpelier.”
Olidden. Whitefield; Van B Hager
Henry Clukey drove nine straight
man, Waldoboro; J. A Hoffses. Jef heat wins in three light harness heats
ferson;
Melville
R.
Houdlette, ’ at Topsham. He made It ten straight
Dresden; Oeorge Raymond Huntley, next day.
Damariscotta; Vio E. Kuhn, Waldo
Albert D. Libby who had been on
boro; Andrew F Lawler, Bristol;
Leon A. Marson, Boothbay Harbor; the Keith circuit, and later was clerk
Walter P Munsey, Wiscas'et; Frank at local hotels, died at his home in
A. Osler, Bristol; Harriet N Palmer, Union lane, aged 60 years.
Mrs. Margaret Maxey was elected
Nobleboro; Leeman Potter, Wiscas
set; Clarence H. Walker, Aina; U president of Kalloch class of the First
Baptist Church.
M. Webster, Boothbay.
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Duty—thecommand
of heaven. —
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LADIES’ DAY

FOOTBALL
SUNDAY, OCT. 8—COMMUNITY PARK
ROCKLAND SHELLS
vs.
WESTBROOK HUSKIES
Admission 35c.

PRINCIPAL BLAISDELL

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, October 14, 1933

All High School Students 25c

LADIES FREE WITH ESCORTS HOLDING TICKETS

Many Vital Reasons Why
You Should Buy Now”
Will be the theme song of the Rockland series of
Radio Programs to be broadcast over

WLBZ BANGOR
Watch these columns for announcement of the

Opening Program
This is in connection with the

National ‘‘Buy Now” Movement

A number of interesting things J
stand out In yesterday’s session of [ Sanford E. Winchenbach, 66, road I
Rotary, among them the Introduction [ commissioner in Waldoboro for the 1 |
of Put Bicknell as the vice president, j past ten years, committed suicide 1
The guests introduced included Dr [ Thursday night by hanging.
Everett C. Herrick, president of1 Before ending his life, WinchenNewton Theological, Just returned bach mailed a special delivery letter
from a tour of England, and a pupil I to James Walt.-!, undertaker, telling
of the school, Mr. McKinney. Both him where the body would be located (
were warmly welcomed, recalling and what he was doing to ensure |
previous occasions when Dr. Herrick finding it, and another letter was1
had addressed the club and in par- mailed to a son. Edgar. In the two
ticular McKinney's visit last summer letters Winchenbach made all arwhen he delighted with artistic sing- i rangements and the disposition of
ing of Negro spirituals, recollection hls business affairs and for his burial.
The undertaker was first to receive a
of which called him forth at yester
day’s session, when he responded with letter Dr. William Hahn said death
was due to drowning Winchenbach
had been despondent because of 111
health.
He had always resided at South [
' Waldoboro and for some years he
was engaged in the grain and grocery
business. He was a Democrat in poll- j
i tics and had always taken a keen ln- !
I terest in town affairs. He was a ■ I
member of King Solomon's Lodge of |
Masons and was a member of the .
committee engaged on the project of | •
a new schoolhouse. Besides the sons ,
he leaves a sister, Miss Sarah W.
Winchenbach of Somerville, Mass.
Funeral services will be conducted
at the Methodist Church at South
Waldoboro, Sunday at 2 p. m-

CHAUTAUQUA
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

Tues., Wed., Thurs., October 17,18,19
Splendid Programs—Afternoons, Evenings
For Season Tickets Phone Mrs. Charles Hewett, 636-M
Benefit P. T. A Milk Fund
122-123

Owing to the Unemployment in the Town of
St. George
The Town Has Voted to

Close its Clam Flats to Non-resident Diggers
As of Oct. 10, 1933
Complying with the Statute Laws of Maine
Per Selectmen of Town of St. George
123-125

QUAKER STAGES BUS
* “THE BUSINESS MAN’S EXPRESS”
(Special) Leaves Rockland Daily 7.30 A. M. Arrives Boston 2.15 P. M.
Additional Trips 10.10 A. M. 4.40 P. M. 1.40 (Midnight)
THROUGH, FAST, SAFE, SERVICE—FARE $4.00
FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION—CALL
THE CORNER DRUG STORE 378; ROCKLAND HOTEL 580
lOaSAcTtf

Volume 88................... Number 123

KNOX COUNTY’S NRA PARADE

THE FINAL DRIVE

Once again, and with unshaken faith, the Community Chest
Association presents its program for raising a sum of money suffi
cient to enable the Red Cross and the Home For Aged Wogien to
carry on through thc winter. It regards thc present crisis as hut a
challenge to more determined effort.
Forty percent of the sought-for funds have Been raised through
the generous co-operation of I he Couiier-Gaz.ette and by personal

appeals by letter. For thc fine response thc directorate of the
Community Chest wishes to express its heartfelt thanks.
However, further action is necessary. A final drive by means
of personal appeal is the method offered. On Wednesday, Oct.
25, a group of loyal workers will make an intensive campaign for
the lacking $1800. The Chest is confident of the result. The
hungry will be fed, the sick will be ministered to, and the unfortu
nate will know the fellowship of love. Civic pride will be main
tained, and our citizens will glow with thc satisfaction of a fine
task achieved.
1 hose who wish to make anonymous gifts will have their
desires respected.
Remember thc date, Oct. 25, which is Wednesday. Prepare
to give. Receive the workers with a handshake and a smile and
rejoice in this service of good will.

Present Plans Call For Greatest Spectacle Ever Seen In
This Section—Last Week In October the Time
|

Rapid progress is being made on | dications point to many industrial
thc huge task of organizing Knox and business floats, there will be genCounty's great NRA parade It will eral Participation by civic, fraternal
and patriotic organizations with as
be held the closing week of the pres- „
,
,
, .
near a universal cooperation of buslent. month somewhere between Oct. , ness establishments as possible. The
26 and Oct. 31. The exact date will schools of all sections of the county
be announced in an early issue, pend- will be in line, pupils and teachers
' ing the settling of some points.
I The task of handling this huge
Chairman R. F. Saville has secured parade will fall on the capable shoulassurances of cooperation pointing [ ders of Major Ralph W Brown, a vet' toward the greatest parade feature ln,eran marshal of many parades. He.
the history of this section. A gen- I will have as division aides Capt Sher1 eral holiday will be observed and not-i man E. Willard and Capts. Warren
ables from all coiners of the State'P Eldridge and Warren O. Feyler.
will be present including the Oover-j Mr Saville as genera! chairman will
nor and staff and many high NRA head up arrangements and announce
officials.
his complete committees ln the tmSeveral bands will be in line, ln- ' mediate future.

THE LINEUP OF UNEMPLOYED
Nearly 2900 Have Registered With the Local Bureau—
Work Obtained For Nine Hundred

The extent to wnlch unemployment senting men who worked four or five
existed tn Knox. Lincoln and Waldo [ weeks on a special assignment to
------------, ,-----j counties may be Judged from the fact fight white pine blister rust.
M .i II
/>• l -tl
L»l«
,
_
that tbere has been 8 total regtstraThe highway construction which is
IMorth Maven Girl 1 nought Symbols of New England Community Life Brought Down ,ion of 2872 slnce the Re-empiov- In progress between Camden and
To Be Victim of Concuscrom n. r_ri’ ,
n,rnt ofnce wa* openpd ln thIs clty Lincolnville finds about 100 men on
From Its Larliest Beginnings
Aug. 17. Occasionally additions arc the payroll, and within a week or 10
sion Returns Home Happy
being made, but it Ls fair to assume days four new road projects will be
| that the bulk of the idle men and started—52 hundredths of a mile in
Romping hand ln hand at North
BY RUTH WHITTEMORE
women in the three counties have Waldoboro. 98 hundredths of a mile
Haven Thursday. Marion F. Carver
e,.
nnnr
ri
un,..
„
i • j
....
placed themselves ln line for some in Northport, 39 hundredths of a mile
Principal Blaisdell gave the Rntarians and Lucille Oillis found a sudden a^btlw theworts cafi 11D( The Prie^rt.?
* ,n.an parthe" P°l opportunities as might present them- In Belfast and 23 hundredths ol a
an entertaining story of the Cen cessation of thrtr frolic when the associations the words call up! The Friends of mine, seeing the picture, selves.
mile in Wiscasset Men for those
former
stumbled
and
fell
upon
a
throueh^veare o^MttenrAlamirn09?1 !nsUt.that the Prpnch family arc cat- Manager Marsh stated yesterday Jobs will be hired in the counties
tury of Progress Exposition
rock, the other girl falling upon her. take m even
of .’S? who
“nd bPan-S' Whil" ,hal approximately 900 have been where the work ls located Lincoln
---------------------------------------- Fearful that Marlon might have take in every member of a parish who others are equally insistent that It is assigned to Jobs- 100 of them repre- and Waldo.
“Get on board, little chllluns." and suffered concussion, her parents Mr. can and will serve once a year on a j black oread and stew. So far I have
"No More War."-the club joining him and Mrs Charles Carver brought her supper committee The astonished found no one who has ever eaten
In the chorus with great effect.
to Knox Hospital, where she was ex- stranger who found her name on the baked beans ln France except the
MATINICUS FISHFRMAN 1 CIST
Joseph Blaisdell. principal of High amined yesterday by Drs Fogg and printed list without even knowing boys ln khaki but whether this is beIUMIII1IVUO r lOlUilUYlnli
I
School, was the speaker, with an ln- North. An ex-ray showed that there what it was all about and the leassur- cause beans were not to be had or
fzxvminre
rfnei.
zxf
hie
FOAcnt
»/!
had
I
y
PPII
n<Y
CprlnilX
VMIlIt
onH
fhxx
.
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forming story of his recent visit to j had been no serious result and the ance of the pastor s wife, "Oh, that because tourists feel that It is a waste
Men from thc Whitehead Coast I ercl Ledges. The water there has a
: the Chicago Century of Progress, i party left for home happy.
merely means that you are accepted of opportunity to eat anything In Guard Station have been unsuccess- considerable depth and the tide runs
which he attended in connection with
-----------------by the parish-. If you don't want to France that they can get at home, I ful in their search for the body of strong.
the session of the National Educa- s
NAMED FOR GEN. KNOX
serve at that time just call Mrs. D do not know
Wilmer Ames. 80-year-old fisherman.
Mr. Ames has seven children- Mrs.
J tlonal Association, to which he was a
----delegate His select on of points ol This Tells About A Penobscot River and tell her. And Mrs. D.'s skilful [ At any rate Priscilla. If it were who is believed to have fallen from Fred M Philbrook of Matinicus,
manipulation
of
lists
so
that
thenPriscilla
who
started
all
these
alli

his boat while pulling lobster traps Mrs. Edgar B Cooper ol Wollaston.
i particular interest in thc exhibition,
Fori Built To Allay Fears
nhall always be ten housekeepers on ances between beans affl ptgs. would Thursday. As the gaff was not | Mass. Mrs A M. Ripley of Matinlj described with such e’ear attention !
----be astonished Indeed to see thc goings found in hts boat It is surmised that cus. Miss Evelyn Ames of Matinicus,
to details as opened to his listeners
Since the completion of the new a committee, ten large cakes ...
"Large? Well, iarge enough to re- on of a circle supper night ln connec- he fell in attempting to gaff a buoy. Fred Y„ Weston L. and I .a von 8.
, a knowledge such as even the copious Waldo-Hancock bridge at Bucksport,
Clifford Young found Ames' boat Ames. He was a Mason, and a memnewspaper descriptions fall short of 1 °‘d Port Knox at the entrance to quire twr cups of sugar. Do you tion with any institution so staid and
Lodge
comparisons with the Chicago Fair of , ,,be Penobscot River in Prospect has make dark cake or light? And large awesome as church. I do not recall adrift, with the engine running. He ber of the island's K. of
1833 gave some suggestion of how the j come info its own as a point of in or small beans? It doesn't make any seeing a single bean pot Jn thc John was unable to board it, and sum- while It was ln existence,
world has moved forward ln knowl- terest. This fortress Ls built so close real difference? Well, then chocolate Alden kitchen at Duxbury, with its moned other fishermen. The acci- , A brother H. J. Ames; and a stsedge—the opening of that exposition 10 '■be river that from the water it cake and small beans Most of the smooth scrubbed table and straight dent happened about 8 a. m., half | ter, Miss Henrietta Ames, survive
with the pressing of a button by '°°'cs almost as if it rose out of the others are baking light and large backed chairs. When John spoke for way from No Man's Land to Mack- him.
President Cleveland; the opening ot I channel. Probably thousands have You can put your salad together down himself In that kitchen dining room
the present one from the beam of a \isited the_______
ancient structure during. at the church if you like. That is was It. "What, succotash again,
;star millions.and millions of miles the past, summer The great sus- all. Yes We have a big coffee urn. 'Silla?" or did he respond with a
pension bridge, the new bridge from The pastor usually makes the coffee sound “I will!" when she popped the
' distant.
_____ "Wilt thou have more beans,
Dividing his address into two chap- Verona Island to the mainland and it ls easier than showing so many _question
Joseph Caron, alias Joseph Libby, stalled this move by sending Leroy
, ters the speaker turned to education finally the fort make a trio well different people and saves accidents John?'
(You don’t have a car? Well. Mrs. S.
j in respect to these modern features of worth viewing.
of Portland, scaled the prison walls Clark, a guard, to the Carleton Bridge
manyx..do not know will call for 'you.
That------’s all Goodwith which
our own
communitym™.. Quite
Iit
............
......... —
-------------------K-r,„v likely
«... R„n»
— -----The only evidence I can find re Thursday night, and made for the where he carefully scrutinized the
sts with the whole country has lo deal. 'hat Port Knox was built by the bye.’’
| gardlng the origin of baked beans in ' Kennebec. Yesterday forenoon the occupants of every car which ap
[ Rockland High School opens this Government to allay the fears of
....
New England is from a letter writ-' driver of a Massachusetts car obllg- proached from the East
i
l£°h£& *n -u"
*p thTkm and BriL
The tense moment when the vestry
by a" En^man visiting here IIngly gave the stranger a ride and he
He finally spotted the fugitive,
I common vrith’the world it buffers for ^e™ occupy Bangor in the Ar<x»- clock says half past six It may really £
f BTlx± dUUnre be.wX ’hlm^lf^nd Z offered a polite "Good morning," and
lack of funds, a world that ls spending t0°k war many >’ears *«>• cau“d bv be 6.40 or 6 45 according to whether ,
at beans £ » ce between himself and the snapped the bracelets on the con
vict's wrists
vastly more for automobiles, movies a boundary dispute with Canada the rolls arrived on time, prevarica- '?CI"“Ivp*are a,mon* U>e oldest cul- Big House
Caron ls now back at the prison
and resorts, tobacco and amuse- 11 ’as a bloodless conflict but it i tion in a church clock being no re- tlvat<>d foods of man. They were The officials (Warden Thurston
ments. that it is spending for educa- sirred Maine folks on the coast as flection on religion, but when the ^ro’n ln pl?ypt and among the lake was attending a prison congress ln where he is serving four to eight
tion. Methods are changing. Can
as along the boundary.
clock says half past six the pastor dwellers of Switzerland way back in Atlantic City at the time) had fore years on a forgery charge.
| we go back and get along without
Knox was included in a plan
a blessing and the ten house- jthe bronze age. Beans were used by
some of the things we used to do of defense authorized by Congress keepers begin to fly back and forth the ancient Greeks and Romans as
It is strange that, with these evi
HINT TO SPORTSMEN
u'“wfd howev?r' bul d“r- with beans and ham. the ten house- ballots. "A white bean signified ab
without? It is a problem that should
dences before their eyes, so many in
Civ 1 War several companies k
. husbands (or ftanccs „r solution; a black one condemnation."
earnestly be faced. We certainly can ing the
Urged To Recover the Waterfowl dividual gunners make only half
in troininn
thorn and
anz4 n4 l^net
r
training
there
not afford to drop our High School, were ln,___
,
j . . _.at least
.. spare men of any sort) to juggle bean The original "black ball" of modern j Crippled By Guns—Great Annual hearted efforts to find and retrieve
one regiment occupied it during the r?
d
ff ’ Dltchers and ,hcre secret societies?
he said.
their crippled game. If. on thc other
War. It is quite
“ . .. , „ ,
.
Probably. like circle suppers. I Wastage
Mr. filaisdell's earnest and straight Spanish-American
hand, every gunner will do hts ut
a surprise to many to learn this for comes a notable luI1 ln the buzz of
conversation
grange suppers, lodge suppers and j
forward address was warmly ap
most, will ln fact make it the first
Pointing
out
the
tremendous
an

popular
fancy
would
have
the
fort
at
ancy
would
have
the
fort
at
•
h
,
Drove
the
many
other
8
°
od
things,
the
New
plauded.
rule of sportsmanship to recover hls
nual
wastage
in
ducks
and
geese
least a
a relic of the Revolutionary
,
.. . .. avornffp individual Encland
method
of
baking
beana
England
beans
War or the War of 1812 and find it (say“ig that the average individual "Jest growed" and reached its present crippled or killed during the open wounded birds, thc number of breed, hard to believe that It never saw rea'.
e®t more abroad than at home, state of perfection through the re shooting seasons and never recovered,.,birds going north in spring will be
| warfarein the company of others than by
ar8?r by se,'eraI millions than will
peated endeavors of a large number W C. Henderson, associate chief of I !be
the case if this appeal ts ignored.
Engineers who have examined the himself. The cake is cut in small
individual, nnt
the
Bureau
of
Biological
8urvey.
U.
old fort marvel at the workmanship P‘«*a to encourage sampling Over, °f ‘"dividu aby
mere ly as the
"The supply of ducks Is far too
S
Department
of
Agriculture,
In
a
which was begun in 1846 and never in Cusning they have a similar sys- Product of one inventive brain or
small to permit the least unnecessary
our
Insti
really completed altho this was four j tem with pies so that It is possible brain trust. Most
“ of
- “
•* stable
-~
-  statement Issued today (October 14). wastage, and further restrictions on
on
behalf
of
both
the
Advisory
Board,
WITH FIXINGS
years after the so-called Aroostook to eat a piece each of apple, squash, tutions are pretty much like icebergs
shooting privileges may be required
j War which was settled in 1842 by custard, date and minoe and still anyhow, one-tenth visible and the1 Migratory Bird Treaty Act, and the unless every gunner does what he can
other
nine-tenths
down
out
of
sight
bureau,
urged
American
sportsmen
to
j the Ashburton treaty. In all about 1 survive the night.
Baked bean suppers are more than 1 unite ln a campaign to reduce these
th“c p‘lUu* loBS,es' ”1}lc
$400,000 was spent ln its construe- j These new square dishes must delosses
The
statement
follows:
teast
he
can
do 18
adhrre t0 SP™«They
are
a
symbol
of
sturdy
EVERY SUNDAY
tion the last appropriation being in 1 light the hearts of Cushing supper ,0°d
manlike practices and save his own
i servers. By the use of them it would ] thrift, cooperative effort and intelli "Authorities estimate that for every cripples."
1864 amounting to $150,000
Today engineers marvel at the be possible to eliminate the few square gent evolution, of a social life de two ducks killed and brought to bag,
spiral of granite and at the beauty Inches of white tabic cloth which pendent, not on the bounty of some at least one bird ls crippled and
“I told that man I was so dead
[ of the granite arches, the stone still must inevitably appear even on a few great ones, be they generous and probably lost. This becomes appalWEST ROCKPORT, E.
lha^ ? had to, s|ppp out-d°ors,
clean and white although taken from grange supper table set with round hospitable as Oeneral Knox, but- on ling when it Is realized that probably [
Mount Waldo at Frankfort many or oval dishes
itbe sharing together of common 15.000.000 ducks are counted into the but he said he was sleeping out-doors
years ago. The brickwork is also What a temptation such a table , things in a communion of effort in bags of American gunners each himself and had to pay the doctor for
splendidly preserved. Of the many presents' Thc scriptural wamingi ’hlch all partake where aprons ap- season. It means that at least 7,500.- telling him to do It."—Boston Tran
guns placed ln the fort during the 'The drunkard and the glutton shall) P031" *n RO°d society and men folks 000 birds are crippled and lost. They script.
Civil War only a few remain Mast come to poverty" has little weight fPCl at home In the church,
are not included in the gunner's bag,
LEGION HALL, SATURDAY NIGHT I
have fcen tfven as souvenirs
and they are not Included In the YOUR FAVORITE POEM
with us today when so many who j
....
25c—5.00 to 7.30
to Maine parks, and armories.
were neither drunkards nor glutton- j Whether beans mean food, ballots numbers of birds that return north
Baked Beans. Brown Bread, Cabbage
The fort was named for Gen
If I had tn live my life again I would
Salad, Coffee, Doughnuts, Cake
Henry Knox secretary of War un ous have come to It. Of course drunk- or brains the adjuration which floats to rear young In such cases the have made a rule to read some poetry
stock
of
breading
birds
is
thus
122-123
ards
do
still
come
to
court
occasioniover
the
playground
fence
this
sparkand
listen to some music at least once
der Washington. It was sold to
a week The loss of these tastes ls a loss
Maine during the administration of ally even In these repealing times but ling October afternoon ls worth heed- seriously decreased without any re of
happiness.--Charles Darwin.
sulting benefit, except to the crea
Governor Baxter and the price be not from Cushing suppers; and thc lng.
ing $2,121. And it cost well toward glutton may come to obesity or even “Aw, use yer beans! Whaddya tures that prey on the unfortunate
THE BABY
cripples.
half a million. It is just half way apoplexy but not to poverty at the think this is. hopscotch?"
BOSTON
Where did you come from, baby dear?
between Belfast and Bangor on the [prices charged there. Indeed. I have
Perhaps the trouble with America "The picture ls not a pleasant one. Out of the everywhere Into the here.
DAILY TRIPS
Penobscot river at Prospect and the [ known at least one man who Insisted today is that we have graduated from However, most of this Inhumane and
7.30 A. M. and 1.40 P. M.
new bridge makes it easy of access [on paying double for his supper be- [hopscotch and do not yet know beans wasteful crippling can be prevented Where did you get your eyes so blue?
$3.50 One Way; $6.30 Round Trip
to motorists along the Atlantic high-1 cause he was ashamed to cat so much about thc new game except that there If gunners will refrain from shoot Out of the sky as I came through.
BE SURE YOU’RE SAFE
way.
for so little.
are giants to be tackled tf we are to ing at birds at long range, and from What makes the light In them sparkle
(Protect yourself with Railroad
spin?
Responsibility
make any gain.
using shotguns of a gauge too small Some and
of the starry spikes left ln.
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
Beans! There are actually people Well, it was a bean stalk and not to be effective.
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland,
did you get that little tear?
who claim they don't like ’em. but. as a wheat stalk nor yet a cotton stalk 'Flock shooting,' the Indiscriminate Where
I found tt waiting when I got here.
and Thorndike Hotel, Rocktand:
we used to hear over the radio, "You up which Jack the Giant Killer firing into a flock of birds In the air
Ocean
View
Ball
Room
and B. L. Davis, Life Saver Cabins,
ean’t do that." Not like baked beans? climbed to fame. Beans have to be or on the water, is a prolific source What makes your forehead so smooth
Music by
at Warren.
high?
Well, of course there are people who cultivated and baked If they are to of crippling and is properly regarded A softand
hand stroked It as I went by.
Eddie
Whalen
’
s
with
disgust
by
experienced
sports

don
’
t
care
much
for
food
anyhow,
serve
the
noble
purposes
of
circle
supMAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
What makes your cheek like a warm
[ and I’ve heard that the old Greek pers. Let us not begrudge the time it men.
PRIVATEERS
TEL. 92
99-tf
white rose?
IlflTh-S-tf Kods occasionally tired of a steady 'takes nor the fuel necessary to do a "Every gunner should make con Something better than any one knows.
I diet of ambrosia. What would Priscilla J thorough Job for we cannot have our scientious efforts to recover hls
that three-cornered smile of
------------------------------------- 493tT“
Mullens think? If. indeed, it really [New England schools and colleges wounded birds. Those acquainted Whence
bliss?
were Priscilla who first combined the [ turning out naif baked beans to cause with the wildfowl situation are genu Three angels gave me at once a kiss.
well soaked bean with pickled pork ' indigestion in the body politic. May inely concerned over the relative
did you get that pearly ear?
Her‘reputation as a cook Is well es- ,hp lx’an P°’ and no1- lhe pork barrel scarcity of these birds, caused by Where
Ood spoke, and It came out to hear.
tablished
but
those
who
give
her
a
I
l°
n
8
continue
to
be
the
symbol
oi
overshooting
and
by
a
series
of
dis

FOR SALE
did you get those arms and
French ancestry and claim that she New England community life,
astrous breeding seasons due to long- Wherehands?
$1.00
Females,
continued droughts.
Every sign Love made Itself Into hooks and bands.
brought the recipe for baked beans
.over from France have need to “The last speaker,” said the chalr- plainly indicates that the future of
Specialize en Chimes und French
$4.00
Rollers,
did you come, you darlln/
[ offer further proof.
man of the Health Congress, “Is a the sport of duck shooting depends Feet, whence
Clocks
things?
$5.00
Choppers,
There Is a painting, by Millet. I be- striking example of the efficacy oi entirely upon our ability to protect From the same box as the cherubs' wings.
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
[lieve, (my worldly goods being ln the doctrines he so eloquently advo- 1 now the diminishing supply of breed
did they all Just come to be you?
MRS. ALBERT RISTEEN storage I cannot verify this belief,) cates. Hale and hearty at eighty ing birds. Federal and State con How
Jeweler
Qod thought about me, and so I grew.
NORTH
CUSHING,
ME.
Now Located at
which shows a French family gath years of age, he could tire out many servation authorities are applying
But how did you come to us. you dear?
TEL. 189-31
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
ered around a table on which the two a man younger than himself.” A emergency measures by restricting God
thought of you. and so I am here.
123-lt
404 Main Street
Rockland
viands represented arc a large brown Voice from the Audience "He did. open seasons and reducing bag limits.
Oeorge Macdonald.
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CIRCLE SUPPERS AND BAKED BEANS

CONVICTS FREEDOM BRIEF

FRICASSEE
OF CHICKEN

‘Every Thinking Person Should Buy a Season Ticket’

THREE CENTS A COPT

25c

“HEALD’S SPA”

BAKED BEAN SUPPER

Dance On Tuesdays

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

CANARY BIRDS

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Every-Other-Day
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AN OLD MUSTER

' NOTICING I

£

This City Certainly Did Kick

OUR "MAINE" LETTER
[By Cliff Laddl

THE MEN'S LEAGUE
Open

Season

Next

W eek

25 YEARS AGO

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO

With New Helmsman—
OFFERS
Came unto me all ye that labor J
Up Its Heels In That July
Among other things in Maine's
A review from the columns
and are heavy laden, and I will give X
.......... ......4
of
this
paper
of
some
of
the
Ex-Congressman
Partridge
4, Celebration, 1894
new memorial gymnasium are two
you rest.—Matt. 11:28.
***^+**4^**^++-M-+++++*
happenings which interested
-------j rooms devoted to handball. My
~
Have any of this paper's
Coming
Rorkland and vicinity in this
Frank C. Flint recently handed to! room.mate and i decided to look
readers, gifted with the
month, 1908.
A CITY’S GREAT ASSET
noticing faculty, noticed—
this paper a program of the grand , in^o (be game and see why so many
The Baptist Men's League enters
A Home Company and Local Investment
upon the 26th year of iU existence
♦
firemen's
tournament
and
celebration
had
been
talking
about
it.
Alluding to "the splendid institu
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
went up to the third floor and next Thursday night, with a new! Rev. Robert Sutcliffe and family
tion of the Y.M.C.A.,” the Kennebec J THAT this is a queer idea Octo r j bejd jn tbis city July Fourth, 1894.
at the helm, and bent upon
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
has got hold of that the public is Reference t0 The Courier-Gazette walkvd do,-n a long corridor search- president
restoring the organization to 1U for*<* ‘h™ ne" h°™ n 9Te«°nn<;
Journal sounds a note of encourage- c
her tQ take lhe pIace of
files, which carried a full page ac- j ing for the courts. The first door mer state of activity.
Free
From Normal Federal Income Tax
Harry R “arsh mov^ l° St0"lngment to the public-spirited people
Herman M. Hart of the First Na- j ton where he was employed as lococount of the celt&ration, shows it to , was marked Boxing.
The next
Par
Value
$100. Dividends payable quarterly,
engaged in the campaign for funds to
,have .been one of, .v,
the most important 1 said.„ "Wrestling." The next "Hand- tional Bank of Rockland is the new I motive engineer by the Benvenue
February,
May,
August and November 1st. Callable
support the activities of that valuable THAT the philosopher De Matotre | affalrj. Qf that Wnd ever held in this rwt ordTr
Cer‘ain’y U th* C°r' head of the league, and associated J Oranite Co.
with him on the board of officers are ' Nathan B. Allen was elected presias a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
community asset, of which, the Jour, .
: wasn’t evidently running a business ..
Boxinsr reouiies speed, and skill Laforest A. Thurston and Milton M. ; dent of the Maine Confectionery
This stock, issued under the approval of the
nal adds, lu citizens have every rea- £addled wlth charge accounts when The forenoon parade was the Out- wrestling requires strength and Griffin
_ _
as vice presidents, Axel E 'club.
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
son to be proud We hope tne ‘argenunclated hu golden opinion that ; . di , . e and that it was an stamina. and handball requires all Brunberg as secretary, and Almon | Sanford K Hatch sold his lunchest measure of success attends upon,
j
the
t imnr<.«ive nffair mav be iudaed from thl* ftnd lotsu more' H 'ooks very Blrd
treasurer. President Hart room at The Brook to Andrew J.
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
the campaign. The Augusta Assocla-ito
*
impressive affair may be judged from Jimple You
a uttle rubbe;
;ulnounced lhese committees:
i Emmons.
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
tion entovs a reputation for valuable
°f £Uccess'
the following line of march:
, ball up against an end wall in a recEntertainment-Frank H. Ingra- | shepherd Butler lost a team of
, .
„„
the,
**
First Division. First Battalion. Pla- tangular room But we discovered ham. Frank A. Winslow and Elmer B. : Worses when thev fell over the narrow
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
work done among the youth of th , raAT
of
folks
a].
mounted.
. Mar. h t „
t as lt.
d
: c°aT into tut
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
city, a work that should not be , ready starting for Florida
ln
tending
H(lu
Mank
The
little
ball
is
verv
hard
and
It
Executl
-----------------------------------The
League
offlcers_and
Thomaston
road
Florida Intending £hfll Hamilton, officers Hills, Mank
suffered to lapse or be circumscribed.
which the
7“*“?''/*““'
bounces about in a horribly discon- Edwin L. Brown, Rev. J. C. MacDon-1 D. N. Mortland moved into hls new
land, Maine.
to make a long
season
ot it, w men
tne, and orbeton. Marshal and aids
certingf
manner. You ---run.■ -Jump
„
____
. i------.-----------------—-■, aid and Edwin H. Crte.
We wish our own city had not allowed
I law offices in the Thorndike A Hix
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
Florida doctors earnestly recommend ( mounted. Chief Engineer and guests | slide, groan and puff until some one' Membership—Lloyd N
the doors of the Y to close. If ever as the best thing in the world for in carriages. Belfast Band. Gen. wins and then you go home and Harry P. Chase, Osmond A Palmer. ! building. School street.
109-8-tf
Erma Slcotte was elected president
there was a time when the boys and
Berrv Hoce Co J. F Sears Hose Co.. swear you’U neJer r,eturn: But lt a a Vesper L. Packard and Crosby F. of Anna Oordon L. T. L.
you.
ceir> nuce vu.. u. v.
___ great game and we re going over to- French.
young men of Rockland needed the
The baby show held in connection
O’ ♦
INA. Burpee Hose Co.. Rockland Hook
wholesome and restraining influence THAT one of the gratifying things and Ladder Co , Rockland Steamer morrow and beat that ball at its own Finance—Fred A. Carter and Put- with the Pleasant Valley Grange fair
game
nam
P.
Bicknell.
of this institution it is today. Touch is the announcement that the public No 1. Rockland Steamer No. 2. Sec• • • •
.
Sick and Welfare—Rev. Herman R. resulted in these awards: Under one
.„™„ .1
mm. cub
sss
upon the subject with any of the
There's
an
old
man
who
sells
poems
Winchenbaugh,
Walter A. Greenlaw year. Wendell Copeland and Horace
Maxey; between one and two years.
business men and get their reaction are sponsoring the annual sale of the Kennebec Steamer Co , Bath. Tiger to the students for a living. He has and Charles L. Collins,
Engine Co., Hallowell, Brunswick
The entertainment committee has Wlnola Richan and Helen May Do
to it. And don't lose sight of the fact Red Cross Christmas seals.
Brass Band. Niagara Engine Co., written one about everyone's home
herty; under three years, Earner Ris
that there is a fund of nearly $15,000
Brunswick. Niagara Hose Co.. Bruns- town. The one about Rockland tells been fortunate enough to secure as ing. Marguerite Miller and Beu
Vrr7
Bath
Thomaston
about
the
lime
quarries
and
about
the
first
speaker
ex-Congressman
already in hand, waiting upon the THAT nobody more enjoys receiv nr^ corns Lr^I Cornice Eheine Co a four-horse team that belonged to Donald B Partridge of Norway whose lah Rokes.
Harriet Marsh was
BOSTON, MASS.
BEACON STREET,
company
subject will be "The Hills Ahead. ' awarded a special prize.
day when the work of the Young ing letters, than yourself, but oh the Drum Corps. R H Counce Engine co
Third Battahom Augus a Drum Corps, ^hn Bud compa 15
u ,n the publlc eye Jujt
John E. Leach was clearing a lot
Men's Christian Association shall be burden of replying to ’em.
Capital Hose Co .Aug . ,
now as a possible gubernatorial at Crescent Beach for the construc
resumed here.
tai Hook A- ladder Co.. Oardner.
A traveler coming up he Penob- nomlne<,. but ,i^has dec*Uned to
e <9
Owdrner <<ot or the Stillwater rivers could cuss h mftt
d
address n„t tion of a cottage.
THAT the local markets are now Continental Ho^ Co
L. L. (Link) Brown, railway mail
Located on Beacon
Rockport Cornet Band. G. F Burgess not hejp noticing the piers that an
nlaht wiU
non-partisan.
MANNERS AT TABLE
displaying fresh telephone peas from Engine Co.. Rockport. G F Burgess mattered aU up and down both rivers lnursaa> "ignt wm pe non partisan. clerk, was transferred to the Port
HUI next to the
State llou.se
| California, violating all traditions Hose Co.. Rockport. W O Masters The piers are at frequent intervals
land-Rochester run.
waDWC rtf CUAWrr
There is a feeling quite natural to 1,^ respec[
lhifi pieasant Fourth Drum Corps, Thomaston. W. O. Mas- and at one time were connected by
Shipping Commissioner W. F. Tib'» AKfNo Ur VnAINkjfc,
: betts bought the O J. Conant house
all of us that this detail of table
Ju]y vegeUble
ters Hose Co . Thomaston. Ellsworth 1 huge chains. They served as bounEngine Co.. Vinalhaven.
daries for artificial channels that Hunters Forever Lose Rights on Oranite street,
manners is something that imposes
»
The Courler-Oazette recorded that
built to keep the logs *from
---Second Division, First Battalion, were built
an obligation frequently—perhaps at raAT
no ]onger geU aU the
In Maine If They Wound Mayor Rodney I. Thompson, 8heriff
Assistant Engineers and guests in scattering along the banks. There
Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial
all times difficult to cope with. This bjame for cigaret ashes on the carpet, carriages. St. John Baptist Band, are many islands in the rivers and it
A. J. Tolman and County Attorney
Another Sportsman
and shopping renters
relates itself chiefly to the masculine. |
Philip Howard were still wearing
Brunswick. Androscoggin Engine Co., this channel were not there, there
straw
hats
Oct.
6
for nature or something equally that when you ask the editor to Topsham. Oardiner Drum Corps. would be great difficulty tn keeping
Fish and Game Commissioner
potent appears to impose no difflcul- prlnt the artlcle which you are un-I
Ho“ ^amX^WtUeXro the logs from grounding on them.
Oeorge J. Stable has called attention Clarence A. Pendleton, talented
to a hunting law amended by the Rockland baritone, was touring the
ties whatever upon the gentler sex. wiiling y0Urself to sign you make a cadet Band. Eureka Hose Co. ThomJust above the campus, in SU11legislature to read that any per- Provinces with the Boston Opera
with whom is born an instinct in this grea^ demand upon his good nature, aston. Hook and Ladder Co.. Thom wa'ir. there is an an old sawmill son who while in the pursuit of Company.
Rooms without bath, $2.00 up; with bath, $3.00 ,»P
as in manifold other directions that
aston. Volunteer Hose Co.. Augusta, When Bangor was a great lumber wud game or ?aihe birds shoots, kills Four Alperln brothers were clerk
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
becomes her guide, philosopher and -THAT
toa-t’
Battalion. Citizens Band. Gen. center this mill was busy, but today Or wounds a human being in mistake ing on Main street, and another kid
when you read «r
of the ln
in-_ Second
Bates Etagine Co., Lisbon Falls. Hal- it stands deserted, a monument to for game shall forever lose his right was being groomed for a similar Job
friend whenever matters of taste and creaSing number of inebriated gen- 1 ;owell Drum Corps. Hallowell Steam
a lost Industry. It ls true tha’. ln t0 hunt in Maine
The Couriers'.azette said.
deportment present them^lses. The tlemen displaying their private er Ca. Hallowell. Kennebec Engine Ca, the jpring there are some logs ln the
The law originally barred from ob—
Ralph Daggett was home from
man, more coarselyflbered, finds opinions in public parades you are Brunswick. DamariscottaBrass Band, rtver
are pu]p logs and not (alning a Ucense anyone who klUed Dover. N. H.. recovering from the
IN NEW YORK CITY
himself perpetually
the victim of more than ever convinced that the Ma^sasoit En^ne Co , Danuulsc
. the ]ong lumber logs that fed the a person In mistake for game. The effects of a benzine explosion.
false moves with knife and fork, the glorious days Of oldare on their way
vnnhor" EnmnJ' Co ‘ Oromx
t"? emP'®yed th2L rlv" drivefs amendment was made to include
The community was suffering from
Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations
Band. Monitor Engine co., uro o, wlth tiwjr eamdogs The short pulp anyone who wounds another person a long continued drouth.
napkin, the multiplied accessories of back.
Eagle Hose Company. Orono
sticks come down unattended and
Next Monday, the deer season The Rockland 'chooner Race
DOUIll
SINGII $j5°
the table and the desperate inclina
Third Division. Grand business disdis paU£.» ln Orono only long enough for 0F;ns in Aroostaok. I>enobscot. Horse struck on Belle ledge near
♦
Direction of B. J. Carrel
tion to cool hls coffee in the saucer THAT when the maid drops the play, A. F Crockett Co., six two-horse the man under the bridge to count Somerset. Piscataquis. EYanklin and i Bajiey t island and sank the crew
HOTIL YORK - 7th Ave. and 36th St — 1 minute Ptnn. Station
Oxford counties and opens Nov. 1. having a narrow escape. Capt. Wilwhich was originally designed for platter it is sure to be the one given teams; Fuller A Cobb, one two-horse them.
HOTIL GRAND-Broadway and 31*1 St.—1 minute* Ptnn. Station
team;
John
Bird
Co.,
one
four-horse
•
•
•
•
In
the
remaining
counties.
that purpose. We knew a man, a you by Aunt Emetine who had it
liam White was in command.
HOTIL INDICOTT-Columbu* Av«. and S1*t St — Oppotita Park
team; C. E. Rising, two one-horse
This coming weekend Maine plays ‘,Deer are ,”5°^ “ a*ut
bachelor and gentlemen of the old from her grandmother forty years teams; Atkinson House Furnishing
HOTIl MARTHA WASHINGTON for Women - 89 Ea*t 89th St
Lowell Textile. Bob Gregory's Alma
,‘n 1932 wlt* P?“lbly ™°re
school, as the saying goes, who im before you were born.
Co., one two-horse team and two one- Mater. If vou'd like to come up Hen detr in
There
was
a
double
launching
from
organized districts ban
IN CHICAGO
IN BOSTON
horse teams; Fred R Spear, one one____ .J _
.
r
las% year.
CAmmijadoner Stohln Cobb. Butler A Co.'s yard, and
posed upon himself the most rigid
Hotel Plata. No Ase. A No. CUrk Bt. SI.50 up
Hotel Manger, No. Station. $2.50 up.
♦♦
hone taam; Charles T Spear.jme
™ tfve ,ou a lesson in hand- ^ry careSupreme
Court
adjourned
in
honor
discipline in his daily luncheons at
THAT if there's any other region one-horse team, one two-horse team;
ful before shooting at this time of cf the event. One of the vessels was
restaurants and hotels.
in
Maine more beautiful than Knox Alfred Murray,
.... , . .. . ,
,
- one two-horse
. team:
t
i
year' “
u ahnasl impossible to:the tour-masted schooner Lewiston
It is by this inexorable observance County ln its present garb of red and Star Publishing Co., one two-horse
with the coming of the depression distinguish objects in the woods at 814 tons, to be commanded by Capt cf Mars Hill and Nettle Murphy of' quarry. Rockport, that amputation
was necessary.
of the rules of table etiquette when yellow foliage you'd be glad to have t€am: Red Seat Remedy Co- one it has been increasingly difficult for any great distance, due to heavy Thomas J. Ginn, formerly of Owl's Friendship.
Rockland. Sept. 29, George M
Mrs. Mary Cook and Mrs Kata
four-horse team; Clifton A Karl, one the newly graduated student to get foliage.
Head- and the three-masted schooner
nobody observes me," he said, “that I news of it.
Floyd were burned to death when fire
one-horse team; J W Anderson, one a job. I heard an Interesting story
-it is quite evident from the law.
Brainerd 254 tuns tn h. mm Pease and Vera M. Pierson.
am protected against the shame of
<9 O
one-horse team; H. M. Brown, one the other day about a man who util- as amended bv the last legislature. .nandf.ri hv
un-„.nj
Rockland, Sept. 30. Forest L. Karl destroyed Mrs. Cook's house In St.
ized his textbook knowledge advan- that the legislature intended to
Pt Theodore Rowland and Susie Crouch.
faux pas when I dine at the home of
THAT when the advertisement two-horse team.
jGtorge. It was believed that both
Major John Bird was chief marshal, tageously or otherwise according to eliminate the careless hunter. It
'
onf„n.„d hu on . „
Bangor, Sept 30, Fred H. Call of had become overcome by smoke.
a civilized friend."
offers "the ten best books of the year"
conitontca by an ice Rockland and Miss Bridie 8. Sinclair Hope was abandoned for the bark________ :—(you question whether more than one and had as aids William W. Case, E your way of thinking IH tell it as I would therefore seem if a hunter . ,
B Spear Harlow P Wood. Elmer S heard It. and you can judge for your- wants to continue this sport, he
entlne Auburndale, which completeANOTHER MAINE WONDER
of them can grammatically be per- Bird. Robert H Crockett. C. F Sim- self:
should be doubly careful before
™;
d 7?mer!,,beatYoun8 of Bangor
Washington.
Sept.
24.
Harry
C.
iy disappeared from the seas while on
mons. Ralph R Ulmer and Walter H.
Albert had been graduated from a shooting."
Fellers at bowling .112 to 2050.
------mitted that distinction.
a voyage from Turk s Island to PhilaSpear
certain college for two years and had
, , ,
.
Forest fires were raging ln Knox Conant and Sylvia Ash.
In a vague way the chief part of
<§, <$
Rcckland, Sept 29. Charles E 'delphia. She was commanded by
The'
celebration
opened
with
a
^t
been
p
a
“
*
n
"
d
WITH
THE
BOWLERS
County
'
alon
»
Its
other
troubles
our readers have knowledge of
THAT when your young friend
of that period. A small cottage Burke ci Augusta and Miss Margaret capt Everett B Haskell of Deer Isl9v
and had been out 60 days.
"Maine's wandering desert." the answers you with a nasal "mh-hm" in bicycle race from the foot of Lime- ^nted employ ment agenctes and had
owned by Cleveland Sleeper was de T Ryan of Rockland.
rock'street to Hoboken schoolhouse, followed up ads unt“ he
a"
Recent bowling results: Oardiner X™
Portsmouth, N. H, Sept. 26. A.
Mrs RjChard O Elliot was elected
story of which is told upon another place of the traditional "Yes" you
page. It is certainly in itself a pheno- wonder how she's coming along in her
c‘Q ChaUo (tww ^Xumt *lbert a;|ced /or a
,he
^d, ^2410: Snow^Swgs lSM^Three
DHla Aylward bouKht Arthur \\ aiker Brewster of Rockland and pr£Sident of the Thomaston Art Club.
menon. a wonder of nature, and with English.
postmaster i, the other contestants ”
nwi- Crows 1552: Barbers 1299. Stewart's
\ 1,nter“t
,the firm of Susie F Sawtelle of Boston, former- | Ak>U20 Thompson. 60. of Pleasant
ly of Rockland
Point dropped dead while digging
another
wonder
g,
g
finishing
in
the
order
named,
being
£>»
W
Stars
1259.
Wl,son
&
Aylward.
confectioners
it is associated
Rockland, Sept. 10. Ernest Lindsey ciaro£
A
r* xr«T
Pharlne
Dnhiricnn
OUl 3 raCKcl- OI »OUrt O*I1.
• • • •
C.
Kalloch
was
elected
president
of
THAT the smashed window glass
S^w^^d
stack ffi hUmlnd andla few
and Dora May Davis.
..
,
a
namely that so small a proportion ot
_________ __
_
____
At the Recreation
alleys
next he class of 1912, Rockland High
Thomaston. Oct. 7, Maurice C Or-,,_Mr ®?d Mra' J*®"? JI’i°^'L°n
our State's own people have ever set showing in vacant houses throughout S. Arthur Macomber.
months ago he told me of hU plan, week: Monday? Clerks vs’" BarbeVs. Sc*10”!. A. Peterson being vice presi- beton of Boston and Ida E. Singer 'Thomaston celebrated the r golden
eyes upon it; nor do we recall having the city suggests the need of extend-1 The winners in the yacht race .four !
and Recreation men and women vs. dent • John Perry, secretary, and of Thomaston.
wedding at he home of their son.
—
.Edward Gonia, ln Rockland.
seen attention directed to It in the ing the Boy Scout principles,
classes) were the Vandal, Georgia, |
jaWs of Delaware were the Augusta men and women; Tuesday Frances Davis, treasurer.
Tenants
Harbor,
Oct.
6.
Herbert!
_
_ .
TT/rt
m
n
»rt
>4
V/x'/nwip
♦
Vrt
zi
lopt
TV
Q
A
f
I
«
....
Parole and Nokomis, the last named
%he next day Altert Slm's sh°P vs Kent's 8*”**: Wed- , H ? Farnbam- band l«K>*r. conbroadcast literature directing the at- i
g <»
, Oeor9 ,
h
th', „ '
“
,
_
____ ____ ..
mosl tvmeni. ine next oay morn n-ssday,
Th,tranted
with
C
R
RtnnW
fnr
«a large Davidson and Miss Alice M. Balano.
ladles'
night;
Thursday,
tracted
with
C.
R.
Staples
for
tention of tourists to the numerous
THAT nothing exceeds the pride
a Rockport craft.
j ..j. for Delaware and incorporated
Portland. Oct. 3. Alfred W Tobin! drl°wn^d
harb°r at B“rri:ane
Merchants vs. Perry's Market and pleasure launch.
features of Maine which are worth with which you ornament the home
Il0!:l5!arl? def^a"ed
an ent*rPrise known as the "Eureka
Rev. E. S. Ufford was in the city, of Camden and Miss Daisy Emery oi! 7he" h/ Retime entang ed between
icaiuies vi
at baseball, with Casey and McManus O;I Co - As soon as the necessary Gardiner Ramblers vs. Recreab s boat and another craft.
arranging for the erection of Galilee Portland
visiting. For the use of the inform- ! with those belated flowers from your
battery. The other Rockland play- papers were adjusted he went to tioners.
Adelyn Bushnell of Thomaston was
—
—
Temple.
ing story by Fred Hawes and tlie garden,
j ers were Simonton, McLoon. Jason, Kentucky and bought a lot In a
! attending a dramatic school in BosHARRY'
N.
WALKER
Janitors
of
the
city
school
bulld, Glover, Wilbur. Emery and Prince. ; Louisville suburb. He hired a man
Thcse births were recorded:
•! ton.
illustrations accompanying it (that
------Ings were J. T. Lothrop, W. A. McRockland, Sept. 23. to Mr. and Mrs j isaac Barker of Camden broke hls
The winners of the muster contests to dig an artesian well on the lot.
Rockland bqy Alton Blackington made
FAULTFINDERS READ THIS
Hn.7yr^
•pr.?ife"t.of_th* Lain
E s Simmons. John Lurvey,
were: Hand engines. firSt class, G. F. As soon as the digging operations •"..n.*Arthur Gray, a son.
j right arm while playing baseball at
o i.i./<
a- z.-rt
them) we are indebted to the courtesy | A Hancock county correspondent: Burgess.
Rockport, 183 feet. 8 inches; were underway Albert took pictures
reSjdence
92 Townamd
"ave- -New. Ocorge w Hicks. Charles Saunders
Rockport, Sept. 20. to Mr. and Mrs. j West Rockport.
of that admirable Boston publication, Someone aaed 92 Ivina m bed fiat At ™"'’ <=!»“• Massassolt. Damariscot- of the digging machine and of the
and John W. Titus.
Tileston Noyes of Hope sold a colt
I meo e aged 92. lying in bed flat on (a 17g {eet j lnch; steamers Kenne. i crowd that had gathered to watch. IH
.
The State W.C.T.U. convention was Enos E. Ingraham, a daughter.
the Evening Transcript.
South Thomaston, Sept. 16. to Mr. t0 Boston parties for a fancy price,
I her back, with a broken hip doing ! bec. Bath. 254 feet. 8 inches.
Having made plans for his racket. | _H1S "eath was caused by an attack held in this city and Miss Clara M
a year Farwell was elected recording secre and Mrs. Charles Montgomery, a son. 1 Frank E. Achorn, a member of the
its best to knit. She's cheerful and
m the hose races for out of town Albert came north to Massachusetts °{
of heart
falIln
«disease,
health.andHefollowed
THE VANISHED SMITHY
.......................
had just re- tary for her 28th year. Mrs R. C.
Warren. Sept. 21, to Mr. and Mrs. (nrm of Achorn Bros, died at his home
------fine, so happy to see you. and es- companiesi the Eag.e Company of £ngraver nrint 10000 shares of turned from a motor trip to Portland.
I *n Rockport, aged 61.
Hall paid tribute to the 89 members Clement Moody, a son.
Rockland. Aug. 4. to Mr. and Mrs.
James Pease ®f H°>* raised an lmNothing could more definitelySpecially to show vou the clever in- I second. The local races were won by Eureka oil stock with a par value of Rockland and other places ln his na- who had died during the year.
tive state.
$100.
establish the fact of Its passing, than ventions for her comlort rigged up the Burpees.
'
Associate Justice Albert R. Savage Hosea Barter, a son-Bernard Elden. ’ XXaTas ta.shN,
.. .
... , u. „ 1 Hu next steP was t0 start on an He was 66 years of a«e and 18 sur‘ cf Auburn presided over Sunreme
Port Clyde, to Mr. and Mrs. Wil- 5l^dln& 43®
Jf; , _
the announcement that the Smith- around An arch is erected over her,
The executive committee in charge €X‘.?nsiVe stock-selling campaign, vived by his widow. Mr. Walker was Court. The Jury foremen were P 11am Nash, a son
I The Waldoboro Water Co. was or
sonian Institution is adding to its « « «he were in a booth, and dangl of ttie ce.tb:ation comprised H. G. He could approach a prospect with $ oom in Naples. Maine. He learned Eugene Gilchrest’ Thomaston erandganized with Elmer E. Jameson as
ing on one side is the callbell, that Bird, chairman, F H. Crockett, James ' nvnnn,ltl.n ,».a. ...as hard to beat the nrinttno trarta in
Spruce
Head,
Sept.
20,
to
Mr.
and
S
'
lnomaslon
"
grand,
museum a collection of tools and
A Wahh' John A Karl-1 He Offered a share of stock in the worked on the Portland R-entag &
Emery, South Thomaston
Thomaston, nnH
and Mrs. Fred Cousins, a son Leonard president and John T. Gay, Jr. as
treasurer.
equipment that went with the village Its tinkle reminds one of green pas-jT. S. McIntosh. George E. MdLaugh-‘ “^Kon for“'$ToO. ’ H^ would a't^ pre^and R^ktand^ny’Star* and " " T0'™"' W”1™' traVerSe'
Austin.
‘
blacksmith shop of early days. Im tures and sunny fields and summer \ «n. David A Friend and F. C. Flint, glve the purchaser a certificate that was identified with other branches of Horace Lamb was elected president
North Haven, Sept. 14, to Mr. and
*tated that if the Eureka did not tbe prln
cf the High School Athletic Associa Mrs. Merton Ames, a daughter—Hat
perceptibly but inexorably this one air. On the other sire, a capped I secretary.
tion
with
Ralph
Clark
as
treasurer
bottle
holds
the
fresh
cool
drinking|
------------—
strlke
0
„
wlthln
a
yea
r.
(ha
would
!
othe
r
parts
of
New
England^?
mlnv
tie Eudora.
time business feature common to
and Richard Fuller as director.
North Haven, Sept. 18. to Mr. and
show them pictures
of, the derrick. years.
veare He
He organized
ormnizeri the
STRAND THEATRE
eyery community nas found itself run water. With the long cord, the in-1
,
the WalkerQV’a/av
Crel E Davies bought the Jere Mrs. Irving H Grant, a son.
valid is abue to be independent and !
and the 4™Vlbfem|n°hil^aa;SlRacltliff Co' m
Ha-n A^> >•
over by the automobile. We have no drink without summoning help, though
Harrington
house
at
the
corner
of
,ould
be
able,
in
hls
capacity
,
918
pn>m
up
h|s
gud(Jen
Appleton,
Sept.
16.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Claudette Colbert will be the wicked-1 R,> be would
record of the number of shops that j jying flat on her back, because a est woman in town
Broad and Pleasant streets.
Starling Hart, a daughter.
George Carver of Vinalhaven was
did business In this city in the years : bottle can be safely tipped, where a "Torch Singer" which comes Mon
Newry, Oct .1. to Mr. and Mrs. I
the company and due largely to hls elected president of the Fourth Maine
George K. Robinson, formerly of)
when the forge was a corner stone of j glass could not, however easily day and Tuesday. The cast features 95"< of their investment.
ability,
energy
and
enthusiasm
lt
An
investment
that
involvis
the
civilization. There may have been a reached. Lots of courage and plan Ricardo Cortez. David Manners. risk of only 5% of the capital and grew from a very modest print shop Regiment, Second Maine Battery, Rockland, a daughter.
Berdan's Sharpshooters and Naval
ning thoughts go to make the hours
Seat Harbor, Spruce Head, Oct. 5,
__ at the annual reunion in
dozen, perhaps more. It should be pleasant for such a situation as this: Lyda Robert! and Baby LeRoy. Cast assures a possibility of striking oil to one of the largest and most effi- Veterans
to Mr and Mrs. Ira Coleman, a son.
in the role of Sally Trent. Miss Col
clent
printing
plants
in
New
England,
this
city
interesting to recall some of them,
bert portrays a New York show girl is good bait Albert was able to Mr Walker was an enthusiastic
Rockland, Oct. 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
in love with a scion of one of the market all of his shares, and so to
and the men. expert ln craftsman
William J. Frye, twin sons.
THEY CAME HIGH
yachtsman
and
ln
1931-32
was
Comi
THINK OP ITI Only $150
town's wealthiest families. Deserted give hlm the contro1 over $1,000,000
Union, Sept. 29, to Mr. and Mrs.
ship, who gave to them a romantic
as she learns she is to bear hls I HU next m0'- was to
' an offer modore of the New Haven Yacht I Ple marriages for this period were Clarence Gould, a son.
a day tingla .... and $4.00
Here Ls a paragraph from the Just
atmosphere and life. In the brief
child^he^m^Vhard. bUtar^vln- Wlth a New York bank of 4 percentJciutk from which a year ago he reGroves^'" Sy’VeSter and
Warren, Sept. 28. to Mr. and Mrs.
double for thi* unart centrally
space of a block or two lying north of Washington Merry-go-Round;
rttct.-vA
Fnrr,d
m
ahiM
on
the
million
for
one
year.
This
|
signed
because
of
ill
health.
He
was
Re
“
a
°
r
°
ve
n
s
'
“The expense accounts of the dict.'.ve. Forced to give up her child,
Harvey Post, a daughter—Helen
this news office there were five suoh Democratic National Committee are for adoption, she takes on the name completed the scheme and Albert also a member of the Branford! K0CKIanf>" Oct. 7, James Dondis and Grace.
located hotel
had nothing more to do but wait[<Conn.) Yacht Club. In his younger 1
^da Pollock,
shops, as we remember, all in action, revealing . . . Bob Gore, now Gov "Mimi Benton" becomes a brazen for the year to end.
Deer Isle, Oct. 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
idays
Mr.
Walker
was
interested
in
:
Rockport,
Oct.
12.
William
A.
CarWilliam E. Annis. a son.
and keeping the street alive with the ernor of Puerto Rico, charged up torch singer, hostess to the night
At the end , of .the ..yaar
$6.10 for laundry on September 30.1 life of the town. When "Mimi
__ the de- ,J musical
.
. activities.
..
. , He was a musi- Jro11 and Julia M. Miller.
Stonington, Oct. 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
familiar odor of the burning hoof as $5 40 on October 21 and again $12.10 becomes a success, she find.? that she ' Rre’sl®I1._was,1.^u?.e_r*
North
Haven,
Oct.
7,
Irving
Stin,cla9 Almself a?d. Pla>'ed ln numerous
the artist set to it the red-hot iron on November 10. He was living in hasn't bc?n able to stifle her longin'", *hat when AIbert went around to the' orchestras and bands, among them |con of Stonington and Miss Maud A W. Libby a daughter—Lucy Au
but whal rooms they an I
gusta.
shoe. What a loafing place for the Chicago . . . Rco-evelt charged the for the child and institutes a nation- ! stockholders and told them that he that of the late John Philip Sousa. , Maker of North Haven,
Lynn,
Mass.,
Oct.
10,
to
Mr.
and
wide search The child's father re- had not Struck oil but was going to re- He was a member of Olive Branch ’ Rockland, Oct. 15, Sydney F. Brown
Cheerful, colorful,cozy, ea di wMi
unemployed, and how rejoiced with committee $134.80 for “rooms, meals turns to town learns of her diffl- fund thc Promised 95% he was not Lodge of Masons, Lafayette Consist- I °f Hardwick. Vt. and Miss Nina F. Mrs. Charlie W. Burpee, a daughter.
Hope, Oct. 14, to Mr. and Mrs.
private bath, shower, radio, drawIts possibilities of entertainment the at Groton on October 30 . ° . Pullman | culties and seeks a reconciliation. dU®stio?,ed' byUw?'s,1’'neb yith ,gra’tl‘ cry, Scottish Rite. Harmony Council, | Crockett of Dix Island.
__ .
..
_
z-»*_ _ .. ........
turlp
mrlnn Oct.
t 11, James
Tnortrt.rtz. H. Heal and George True, a daughter—Olive
tude. 14
HeP Pnli'T'C.
collected IiIP
the lritPrPSt
interest iroin
from in*vz$
and New Haven Commandery, YZ*rtrt<z»irt4
Knight; Camden,
heart of the boy who, showered by conductors ’ot $50
la ti ng ice water and many other
in '. ps on Roose She spurns him —adv.
Frances.
the bank, deducted 5% from the Templars, the latter organization Bertha L. Green.
sparks from the anvil, hoped to grow velt's southern campaign trip Train
feature*
you'll be happy about
capital
of
the
Eureka
and
found
hlmWaldoboro, Oct. 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
conducting his funeral services.
Lincolnville, Oct. 3, Almond Gushee
up to fill the place of the sooty artisan men got $105 . . On October 26 Pro A local citizen burst Into the office seif $90,000 richer than before.
Clarence
Waltz,
a
daughter.
and
Miss
Amy
Parks.
of
a
railroad
official
and
demanded:
whose hammer was beating them out. fessor Moley’s expenses Were $43 for "I want you to give orders that thc
Albert was undoubtedly a crook, a
• • * •
Rockland Oct. 15, Caleb L. Morris
hotel, $57 for long distance calls.
NORTH HAVEN
Are there such shops surviving today $27.10 for four stenographers . . . Jim engineer of the express that passes darned clever one which goes to show
and Ritchie L. Robinson.
Union
Fair
had
the biggest day in
of the type our older people recall, Farley is now struggling to reduce thp through Elm Grove at 11.15 be for that a college education Is a wonder
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Dyer have re- Rockland, Sept 22, William P. Fltz- its history, with an attendance of
ful
thing!
bidden to blow the whistle on Sun
tumed from Boston where Mr. Dyer gerald of Camden and MLss Eva 6000. F. M. Simmons of Rockland
the type that the Smithsonian ls pre Committee's deficit.”
recently underwent a surgical oper Burnhelmer of Rockland.
day mornings."
started the races.
serving in Its museum?
Boss
(with
a
hint
of
sarcasm)
—
"I
ation at the Carney Hospital.
Camden. Sept. 16. Pearl A. Hardy The Knox County Sunday School
Miss Gushin—“It must be wonder The railroad official retorted:
noticed
in
the
paper
that
there
were
and Georgie M. Kaler.
ful to be a parachute jumper. I sup "Why, that's impossible. What leads
Convention in session at Thomaston
Husband—“Who is that man?"
people at your ‘sister's wedA roan's Idea of ah unreasonable Deer Isle. Sept. 14, Delmont C. elected Frank P Seavey of Warren as
51st STREET
pose you've had some terrible experi- you to make such an unreasonable !20
request?"
ding yesterday."
wife ig one wb„ expects him to work Torrey and Beulah M. Haskell,
Wife—“I don’t know.”
president.
I ences "
AT
7th
AVENUE,
NEW YORK
Parachutist (fed upi—“Yes, miss. | "Well, our preacher preaches until Office Boy (rising to the occasion) up as much admif-atlon for the grand Bath, Sept. 10, Arthur B Haggett
Mrs. Edward Anderson, 79, died at
“But I heard you call him ‘darIOV
MOULTON
—
"I
couldn't
be
sure
of
the
figure,
sir,
slam she'smade at bridge as he would [and Asenath A. Gross, both of Ston- her home in Camden.
j[ng’">
terrible. Why, once I came down he hears the train whistle blow -and
Cxecvfrve Vico-Fros. and Managing Dir.
George Young had one of his feet
••T zaiiert him 'darling' because I do where there was a sign. 'Keep Off the ithat confounded express was 35 min- j but my sister Is very popular."— for a grand pie she'd made in the in^on.
WRITE FOR DESCRIFTIVI IOOKKT
kitchen.
_ ___ _______
_
I Friendship, Sept. —, Arthur Pierce so badly crushed in the Shepherd
cot Sw his nome "
Grata."-Boston Transcript,
utes late last Sunday."—Boston Globe. 1 Christian Science Monitor.
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Principal and Mrs. Joseph E.
Kenneth V. White of Moor's drug
COMMUNITY CHEST
Blaisdell, Mrs. Maurice Ginn, Mrs. store goes out tonight on his an
W. E. Morgan, Mrs. William Elling- nual vacation.
This Campaign Is To Raise
wood, Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy, Mrs. John
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 17 (2 to 7.30)—Woman's Educa H. Flanagan and Mrs. Waiter O.
The Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows
$3000 By Voluntary Sub
tional Club picnic. Mrs. Leila Benner Ladd attended the annual Parent- will be held in Lewiston next Tuesand Miss Lenore Benner hostesses.
Teacher
Congress
in Brunswick , day and Wednesday.
Nov. 17-18 — Camden — Megunticook
scriptions
Thursday.
Orange Fair.
Oct. 17-19—Chautauqua Festival for
,,
. .
,
.
Harry M. Beck of Deer Isle has been
Parent-Teacher Association.
The football game to be played at; drawn fOr petit jury service at the , Rockland’s Community Ciiest is enOct. 19—Appleton Ridge—Annual Har
vest Home supper and sale ot the Will Community Park one week from to-1 November term of U. S. District Court ; gaged in a canvass to raise $3000 for
ing Workers.
1 the help of the Home for Aged WornOct. 19—Opening meeting of the Bap mcrrow by the Rockland Shells and Which opens in Bangor Nov. 7.
in„thp naturf
------« and to retain here the service of
tist Men's League season.
Oct 20—The Diligent Dames meet of a benefit for Knox Hospital. A
There will be an important special j the Red Cross, which without this
with Miss Charlotte Bulfum.
of lhe American Legion ! Immediate help must be withdrawn—
..,1 meetln?
n
Oct. 20 ( 2 30 p m.)—Methebesec Club o^the 'week and the'school
meets with Mrs. J. E Stevens, Talbot c
iho
,,„b >. in p, ‘ Auxiliary Monday at 7 30 at Legion which would be a calamity, ln paravenue.
nwt/nf
t ck_ts wi I rpcelvp hail. All members are asked to be tlcuiar to the less fortunate classes of
Oct. 20—Warren—Annual meeting of
present.
the city.
Knox County Sunday School Association a prlze of »5' _____
ln Congregational Church.
The headliners for t.he next
_ „ , „------- , „
D
The following contributions have
Oct 21—North Warren—Knox Pomona
Thp Naval Communication Reserve been received. Others may be sent
Grange meets with White Oak Grande smoker at the Legion hafl were aneither
to the Chamber of Commerce ]
Oct. 25—Don Cossack Russian Male nounced by Matchmaker Hamlin yes-1
have its first drill of the season
Chorus ln Bangor.
or to this paper. Checks should be
terday.
The
main
boxing
bout
will
;
a
'
m
®
u
"
day
°
n
8888
Oct. 27—Annual fair, Penobscot View
feature Tete Whittier of Rockport i ,Ve a, unlt 1? 1 Monday night at made payable to Community Chest.
Grange
Frances Forchhelmer ............... 5 00
Oct. 27—Christian Science lecture at and young Stribllng of Oklahoma, Rockland postofflce at 7.30.
church edifice.
Winifred S Leighton ............... 25.00
Oct. 27-29—Bangor—Annual meeting of while the wrestlers will be Bull Mar
Maine Christian Endeavor Union at tin of Belfast and Allison MacFarThe Lincoln County brand of foot- E. K. Leighton ........................ 25.00
Columbia Street Baptist Church.
land of Union.
hall will be seen at Community Park ,
Oct. 30—Freight steamer CornlBh goes
this afternoon when Boothbay Har- A Friend .... ............................... i'uo
on for the winter season.
Oct. 31—D A R. contract and bridge
John Hutchinson and Mrs. Lunetta bor High comes here to try conclusions Miss Lena Miller ...................... 3 00
party, Mrs. Sheldon's, 58 Masonic street. Perry were rescued from the chilly with Coach Sezak's Rockland lads.
1 Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown........ 10 00
2.15 p. m
waters of Rockland harbor Thurs
F. M. Kittredge .......................... 2.00
Congressman Moran has taken up
and Mrs „ A
.......... io oo
day by a crew from the Coast Guard
WEATHER
.
„
„
cutter Kickapoo after the boat, in with the federal government the I
5 00
A fine, brisk fall morning finds an which the couple were sailing had matter of ceding to the State the site Mts Mary B- H. Seaverns
5.00
nounceme«t by radio, which our' capsized. Hutchinson and Mrs. in Stockton Springs formerly occu- Mr. and Mrs Henry Keating
local region shares ln with tempera Perry were taken to Knox Hospital pied by Fort Pownal. It will be pre- Mrs Ellen C L. Clark.............. 4 00
ture at breakfast time a Uttle bet where they soon recovered from their served as an historic spot.
Clinton H Crane ...........
25.00
ter than 40 and rising, which the uncomfortable experience.
Ensign Abbott. USH.R.. of Port- Mrs Mary H Wardwe11 ......... *°.°0
barometer ls also doing, promising a
fine day with fair and warmer in
The city recently received $500, land was ln the city Thursday, and McDougall-Ladd Co.................. 15.00
dicated for Sunday It. is a Satur representing voluntary contributions talked shop with Kenneth V. White. F. D. Alden ............................... 5 00
day shopping day that invites the made in Vinalhaven for the benefit1 whose friends do not need to be told no Name ...... ............................ 25.00
public to do its best at that form of of the Rockland firemen who went ithat this particular "shop" was amawin,
Lawrence Portland Cement Co. 50.00
business activity and give another to the island last May and helped teur wireless.
_____
.
Mr
Mrs- Wm- T- whlte •••• 10 00
push forward toward old-time pros fight the big forest fire which was
perity.
menacing the towns of North Haven
Mrs. Mary Marshall died suddenly Mr- and Mrs- c w Sheldon
10.00
and Vinalhaven. With Christmas thi5 morning at the home of Dr. J. Mrs. Ella P. Grimes................... 10 00
Alden Perry, head of Cedar street, only a few weeks away, and cold j a. Richan, Elm street. Funeral ar Mrs. E. D Spear
10.00
5 00
has had the telephone installed-* weather even nearer, the “divvy" rangements cannot be completed un- ! pr p B Adams
was
a
welcome
one.
til the arrival of her son Earl, from
321-M.
Andrew
J.
Peters
..............
„
......
10.00
Rangeley today.
Rockland will doubtless contribute
A Friend .................................... 1.00 ■
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets | practically 100 percent of its teachers
Among the many young men and ] Dr. C. D. North.......................... 5.00
Tuesday night with the new officers to the annual State teachers conven- women attending secretarial, business
Briu Home ........................ 15 00
in the chairs. Six o'clock supper.
tion meeting In Lewiston Oct. 26-27. administration, and accounting class- „
. ,
_ _ . .
™
“The House of Magic" is an out- es at Burdett College. Boston, are Gwendolyn F. Rochester .......... 25.00
F. Talbot ............................ 25.00
~
Paul Stark Seeley, C SB., of Port standing feature for the general Mary E. Veazie. Thalice Spear and Cora
Thimble Club ............
5.00
land, Oregon, is to present a lecture session Thursday evening, this lec- I Carolyn Graffam, of Rockport.
-------at the First Church, Christ Scientist, lure-demonstration presenting some'
E. E. Simmons............................ 2.00
of
the
most
recent
developments
in
Bertram
Gardner
has
been
asthe evening of Oct 27.
one of America's most renowned re- signed to the Western Union office as John Gribbel ............................. 20 00
Cassens.......................... 2.00
nf the search institutions.
Another out- manager until such time as Mana- G.
--Carl
---------------Oliver Hamlin, matenm
(standing feature will be the lecture- &'-r Clark is able to report for duty Mary E. Haines.....
5.00
local wrestling and biwinj rou»,
1^^
wl]Uam MacDonald. Can- Mr. Gardner is a Rockland boy. and a Friend ...............
» open a gymnasium
earaae adas P0*1 laureate, of hls own poetry has been in charge of the Livermore John w Burns
Jonn w' Burns
next north of Philbrooks garage The final feature for Friday evening Falls
Falls office
office two
two vears
years,
Aldana F. Bicknell
next Wednesday.
will be the third annual concert of
Knox County Superior Court con- ! Dudley Wolfe ......
the All-State School Orchestra and
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist Band, augmented this year by a venes Tuesday. Nov. 7. Associate, Herbert W Keep ...................... 5 00
2 oo
Church serves its annual public har chorus of 400 voices from nearly a Justice Oeorge H Wooster of Bangor Mrs E W Berrv
will preside. Although there are
~---------------- 2 00
vest dinner next Wednesday from 11 score of towns and cities.
quite a number of new entries in Itaoevik Club ........... .............. 6.00
to 1, under the direction of Mrs.
10 00
Minnie Miles, with Mrs. Grace Lurvey
Mrs. Herman Hart, chairman of prospect, the number of jury trials Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Wotton
Mrs. James Dononue .............. 5 00
the annual membership drive for is not expected to be large.
in charge of the dining room.
the Parent-Teacher Association, anManager Cloutier of the Togus base- A Prien<1 ................................... 5.00
m the Oct. 11 issue of a Portland Inounces the captains for the wards: ball team is hoping for much better , Adriel U. Bird .......................... 25.00
paper under Tlie Caravan appeared a Ward 1. Mrs. Addie Rogers: Ward 2, weather tomorrow than he had last A Friend
-> no
drawing by Stanley Farnham, 13. of Mrs. Willis H. Andersonv Ward 3, Sunday when the Major League Alln
..................... T'
Stars were scheduled to play there. ” ‘da George ...........................
5.00
luraue
(Grade o,
8) Entitled “In the Clear" Margaret Snow: Ward 5. Mrs Lester The game will be played tomorrow in- Rev. Erskine Wright ............... 10.00
and showing a football player, the I Post: Ward 6. Mrs Charles H stead, and it will mark the end ofthe Lucy Glover .............................. 5.00
drawing displays the marked talent Morey: Ward 7 . Mta Samuel IBezak. baseball season at Togus.
A
...............................
ring
i The annual dues are 25 cents and the
Stanley possesses,
I committee will endeavor to enroll all Next week's attractions at Strand M B & c- ° Perry------------ 75 00
_____
.
D.r,«.ni former members and many new ones, theatre: Monday and Tuesday. CiauI This money goes into the fund to detie Colbert and Ricardo Cortez in
"The Mcaning of Our
Economic Difficultiess is
is the
the oppor
oppor- provlde
We mUk for undernourished "Torch Singer; " Wednesday “Life In Total to date .................... $1,143.00
tune subject chosen M
by Jud'’- nwmaii school
. . children,
.------------------------------the Association's
onei„the _
with George’ O'Brien'and
Isadore Alpenn and friend, Mr.
of Camden for
lor his
ms address beiore ini
proJect The ne€d this winter ciaire Trevor; Thursday, Otis KruEducational
Club
at
its
meei
b promises to be greater than ever be- ger and Madge Evans ln “Beautv For Barron, of Worcester were in the cit.y
Tuesday. 2 to 7 30. with Missthe importance of Le;" Wda* Ja*M
u^T«e°n^»h^;
Benner as hostess There will also ,everyone possible Joining to add their zona to Broadway;" Saturday Helen uncook where they will hunt big
game, preferably bears, for the next
be current events and memory stums. bjt to
fund
upland ass0. TweJveUees
..My Woman
ten days. They made the Rockland
Box lunch and coffee at 5.45.
ciation is proud of having the larg------detour especially to meet, old friend?
------i est membership in the State.
Maurice O. Wilson, for 37 years a among whom the members of The
The Rockland Compliance Board
------faithful servant of Uncle Sam,
Sam. goes Courier-Gazette staff are happy to
, the NRA meets every Monday
Lively interest is being displayed in on
retjred ...»
ust Oct,
- 31. He was pp numbered.
afternoon at 2 o'clock in the City Chautauqua which comes for Tues- appointed April 1, 1896, and served
Council room for the purpose of re- day, Wednesday and Thursday after- M letter can.jer untu 1916
The committee which will serve
celving complaints from employers noons and evenings under tne which
he has conducted the the supper for the Baptist Meh’s
or employes relating to NRA viola- ( auspices of the Parent-Teacher- parce]
delivery. One of the most League next Thursday night com
tions This board has jurisdiction ciation for its milk Iuncy
P * remarkable things in connection with prises Mrs. Margaret Maxey, chair
over the southern half of the county • gram for every afternoon
-- hjs Jo
pustoffice career is that no- man; Mrs. Mattie Packard. Mrs.
-J ning will* of hl*h order -and the body cveLsaw him go through the Mayme Carroll, Mrs. Gertrude Stud
beginning with Glencove and
in- '----------will
Include
Laurent.
entertainers win
n
I day without singing, smiling or jok- ley. Mrs. Cassie Means, Mrs. Beatrice
cuding the bay islands.
_____
famous magician; Anitak Ball, ver'
Chaples, Mrs Abbie Morey, Mrs.
"
j
a
rattle artist; Vierra's Hawaiian?; U‘B'
_____
studenta'of1 high MholasUcMandtng. j?d«p M°rrte ^^“"^a'^m’p^ny
Thp Kickapoo was back in port Margaret Fifleld. Miss Bertha Orbe
ton and Miss Mabel Maddocks.
St Ssued by’the M^sachusetU Inwho will put on that
week after a long journey which
finite of Technology, shows that the
Pla>prs
,
rhe F.imilv Ud- proved tc be for nothing. She was
Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday
“lean years are more productive of
and on the fwal Afternoon a called to Southwest Harbor Monday night
with Mrs. Mary Cooper in
clp?u‘ wU1
£lftged fo, the morning to aid a distressed vessel and charge of 6 o'clock supper. There
high scholarship and intellectual,
wealth than the proverbial "years of children Few entertainment fea- upon her arrival 'here it was found will also be an all-day rummage sale
plenty.” The percentage of stu- tures will come to Rockland this win- that assistance had already been at the hall, with Mrs. Carrie House in
dents who attained the honor of ter so that everyone possible should rendered Orders were then received charge. Mrs. House entertained sev
being on the dean's list for the last take advantage of this splendid to proceed to Halifax, and the "Kick eral members of the Tent Monday
term is the largest in the Institute's treat which guarantees full value fo- made the leng trip down tbe coast afternoon at her home on Camden
history .and the scholastic average of every penny spent in a reason or only to find that its services were not street. Sewing occupied the time,
the entire student body attained a single admission ticket. Student needed
and a covered dish supper was
new high record. Among those on season tickets are also being issued.
served.
------the dean's list is Pyam Winsor Wil as all the features will hold interest Thursday was a day of recollections
liams of Dark Harborfor young folks as well as adults. Thc for Frank C. Pratt, manager of the
MARRIED
local committee In charge comprises Postal telegraph office. Thirty years WADSWORTH-DOUGHERTY — At Rock
land.
Oct
12.
by Rev. Father Flynn.
Fales Circle Ladies of the G A R. Dr. R. W. Bickford, president; Her- ago that very day he entered the
Walter Abbott Wadsworth and Mias
met Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. man M Hart, secretary-treasurer ^company's employ, and has remained
Doris Irene Dougherty, both of Cam
den.
Bernice Jackson. Honor guests were advertising and publicity. Dr. E W-’with it ever since, having had but
Peaslee.
Mrs.
K
C.
Rankin.
Walter
three
vacations
and
then
scarcely
go
Mrs Lillian Lincoln of Camden, de
DIED
partment president; and Mrs. Rose C. Ladd, Mrs. Elmer B. Crockett, and ing out of the sound of the click of
Warren. Oct 12. Clara V
Smith and Miss Emily Bridges, mem Mrs. W. E. Morgan; tickets. Dr. the key. He has been extremely faith HOSMER-At
aged 70 years. 11 months. 19
ful to the corporation which employs Hosmer,
days Funeral Sunday at 2 30 o'clock
bers of Joel Keyes Circle, also of James Kent. Supt. E. L. Ton'?r, Ml s.
at the residence. Interment ln Baptist
Camden. Refreshments were served W H. Anderson. Mrs. Milton M. Grif him. and enjoys the full confidence
cemetery.
of the local patrons. Many of the
A card party will be held next Thurs fin and Mrs. P. P. Bicknell.
baseball fans recall how. in the days SHERMAN—At Cushing. Oct. 10» Charles
day evening at the home of Mrs
F Sherman, aged 57 years, 8 months.
The first meeting of the season of before the advent of the radio, the
20 days. Burial ln Cushing.
Marcia Green, Owl's Head. Mrs the Parent-Teacher Association took Worid Series returns were received
MILLER
At Rockland. Oct. 11. Rinaldo
Jackson, who is department patriotic place Wednesday evening. The mem- at lhe Postal and how the crowds
H Miller, aged 85 years. 11 months. 24
instructor, and Mrs. Lincoln have re bershlp drive under the chairmanship | gathered there each day until the
days Funeral Saturday at 2 o'clock
from Burpee parlors. [Correction.|
cently Inspected the circles at Nor of Mrs. Herman Hart is already championship was decided.
RICHARDS-At Rockland. Oct. 13. Vlnal
ridgewock and Madison, and go on under way. and under the leadership
- ---------------H Richards, aged 88 years. 4 months,
Monday to Portland and Fryeburg of carefully chosen team captains
6 days. Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock
Harvest dinner M?thodilt ve^ry
from late residence. T street.
for the same purpose.
each ward will be thoroughly combed Wednesday, Oct. 18, 11 to 1- Corned
The program committee, headed by b?ef. harvest vegetables, choi«e of BUZZELD-A^simonton corner Oct. n
months. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
Business at the local postofficc R. S. Sherman is working out a sea- { pie, Indian pudding—all for 25 centa
123-u SPEAR—At Rockport. Oct. 12. Mary
took on something of a spurt in July son of interesting speakers, and the
Louise, wife of Edmund W Spear, aged
and August, but t.he September full program will be announced soon
— “
73 years. 5 months. 21 days. Funeral
quarter, as it is known, was not quite It was voted to donate $50 to the up- J Specialized car lubrication is better
Saturday at 2 o'clock. Interment In
Amesbury Hill cemetery.
up to the corresponding period of last keep of the tennis court in the rear and costs no more at^reproof Gay€ar. — Local mail service has in of the High School building and Mrs rage day or night 120-122&126-128
IN MEMORIAM
creased somewhat under the two- Walter C. Ladd was appointed chair- i------------------------------------------------In loving memory of
ccnt rat?, and at least one large busi man of the committee. Raising
1914—Marla Altonen—1933
■
1927—Philip Altonen—1933
ness concern has substituted the money for providing milk to under
1929—Robert Theodore Altonen—1933
mails for other methods of delivery. nourished school children was dis- J
Oone but not forgotten by
—The postal savings and money cussed, with special attention given
The Altonen Family.
order departments are showing an to the Chautauqua Festival Tuesday.
RESOLUTIONS
upward trend.—Donald L. Karl has
Whereas. By the will of Divine Provi
been taking a few shots at the birds Wednesday and Thursday afternoons
dence, Bethel Rebekah Lodge, No. 57
during a brief leave this week.— and evenings of next week, the pro
has again been called to mourn the loss
of a dear sister, Izzle M. St. Clair, whose
Carlyle Brown resumed mail toting ceeds of which will go to the milk
fund. Miss Lucille Goding gave a [
presence will be sadly missed; but we
today, after a week's furlough.
as members of Bethel Lodge, look for
splendid account of her summer in j
BEFORE
AFTER
ward with an abiding faith to the happy
France, where she studied at Sorreunion In that higher Lodge above.
Football tomorrow (Sunday) at bonne University, making her home Wear Dr. Scholl's Walk-Stratea In your
Resolved, That we will ever hold In
loving remembrance her kind and help
Community Park — Ladles' Day with a French family. Observations ihoea to prevent crooked heels and runover
shoe*.
Preserves
shape,
makes
walking
ful service In songs and words of cheer.
Rockland Shells vs. Westbrook of Paris were given informally, and
But silently she has crossed the
Huskies. Admission 35 cents. All she also told of her travels through ! a pleasure. Sizes ior men and women.
boundary line of time. Into a home ol
Easily
attached.
35c
pair.
high school students, 25 cents. Ladies
ineffable light and peace. And sweet is
that blessed assurance, “He giveth hls
with escorts holding tickets free— Belgium, Holland, England, Ireland (
I loved ones sleep.”
and
Scotland
after
her
summer
study
adv.
123
Resolved. Tkat this testimonial of our
was over. It is expected that Miss
deep sympathy, be forwarded to the
Lou Buker of Augusta will be speaker
family of our departed sister. A copy
Can arrange all expense trips from at the November meeting.
i be placed upon our records and also one
I be sent to The Courler-Oazette for pub$50 up to Century of Progress Expo
Rockland, Me.
I llcatlon. And as a token of love and
Before the fall rains cause your
respect, that our charter be draped for
sition by rail, bus or boat. Maurice
a period of thirty days.
car top to leak, have it dressed at!
We are Headquarter* for Dr. Schoi P*
F. Lovejoy, office telephone 106O-J:
May F. Robbins. Emma L. Robbins.
Fireproof Garage. Day or night.
Foot
Comfort
Appliances
and
Remedies
Myrtle Messer, Committee on Resolu
residence telephone 90-M.
114tf
123-125 & 128-130 1
tions.

TALK OF THE TOWN

CROOKED HEELS?

I

McLAIN

SHOE
STORE

Page Three
THE CONTEST CLOSES

IN THE
CHURCHES

SERMONETTE

A Prayer for Recovery from Illness
Hezekiah was sick and the
prophet Isaiah came to him and
said. "Set thine house in order:
for thou shalt die, and not live?'
Then Hezekiah turned hls face to
the wall and prayed unto the
Lord, saying,
"I beseech thee. O Lord, remem
ber now how I have walked before
thee ln truth and with a perfect
heart, and have done that which
is good in thy sight ” And Heze
kiah wept.
Not. a long prayer, for it came
to pass, before Isaiah had reached
the middle court, that the word
of the Lord came to him saying.
"Turn again and tell Hezekiah I
have heard thy prayer, I have
seen thy tears; Ijehold I will heal
thee, and I will add unto thy days
fifteen years.”
Since Hezekiah's day, in many
a cottage and many a home in
every land, there have been just
such scenes. Just such a prayer,
and Just such a recovery in
answer. The very truth of this
healing of Hezekiah will come
home to the hearts of thousands.
The healing of Hls seamless dress
Is by our beds of pain;
We touch Him ln life's throng
and. press
And we are whole again.

William A. Holman.

Last Votes Accepted Tonight
Leading
This evening at 10 30 the Cen
tury of Progress contest will close
after eight weeks of interesting com
petition and early next week two
youngsters will be on their way to
the World Fair in Chicago. They will
be showered with extra prizes and
those who fought a losing battle to
place in third, fourth, fifth and sixth
positions will receive rewards for
their efforts.
After Friday’s count Norma Seavey
was still in the lead with Ralph Rawley gaining a place to go into second.
Tom Pietrosky and Miss Breen are
well up with the leaders. Sid Harden
and Doris Caven are the only others
over 10,006 and will show a lot of
strength before the final vote is
counted. Bill Cross made a good gain,
polling 2400 votes. The fact that so
many of the contestants are putting
up such a close fight points towards
a fast and furious finish with the final
results in doubt until the last few
minutes.
In order to prevent any misunder
standing the official rules that must
be followed explicitly are presented
in an adjacent column.
Norma Seavey ........................ 19.863
Ralph Rawley .......................... 19.249
Tom Pietroski ........................ 18.597
Elizabeth Breen ..................... 16.190
Sid Harden ............................. 11251
Doris Caven ............................. 10,660
9226
Bill Cross ............................
7.943
Donna deRochemont .........
Ed. Hayes, Jr............................. 6.844
Kelsey Benner ........................ 6.537
Robert Hall ............................. 6.153
Judson Howard........................
5.836
Elinor Spear ............................ 5.699
Mary Dodge ............................ 5231
Henry Marr ............................ 3.587
2.388
Sam Beverage....................
1.505
M. Antllla ..........................
Bernard Nelson ......................
1.497
Leroy Stickney ........................
1.451
H. Roblshaw ............................ 1218
Bernard Thompson ................ 1.006

'
j

Millard Hart will conduct services
at Ingraham Hill Chapel Sunday at 1
2.30.
• • • •
At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject “Finding joy
in living." The Sunday School will
convene at the noon hour. The Com
rades Of the Way will hold their first
meeting of the season at 6.30.
• • • •
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate j
for the 18th Sunday after Trinity:
Holy Communion at 7.30; church
school at 9.30; Choral Eucharist and
sermon at 10.30; Vespers at 4.30.
« • • •
Rev. George H. Welch will have as
his topic at 10 45 at the Unlversalist
Church “The Living God." Com
munion will also be observed. Kin
dergarten class will meet during the
church hour and church school, in
cluding accredited Bible study class,
at noon. The week's activities in
clude circle supper Wednesday at 6
o'clock.
• t • •
At First. Church of Christ, Scien
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser
mon tomorrow will be "Doctrine of
Atonement.” Sunday School is at
11.45 Wednesday evening testimony
meeting is at 7.30. The reading room
is located at 400 Main street, and is
open week days from 2 until 5 p. m.
• • • •
"The divine signal" will be the pas
tor's sermon topic at the Pratt Me
morial M. E. Church on Sunday at
the 10.30 service. The vested choir
will sing the anthem “Saviour, again
to they dear name" Kate Llewellyn
and Mrs. Marianne Bullard and Har
old Greene will sing a duet “The Lord
is my Shepherd.” Henry Smart. The
church school will meet at the noon
hour with classes for all age groups.
Epworth League devotional service
at 6.15 p. m. At the Glad Gospel
service at 7.15 p. m. the pastor’s ser
mon topic will be "Some words of
Jesus.” The Gospel in song as well
as in sermon is a feature of this
service.
• • • •
The second sermon in the series on
"A church tonic,” will be given at the
morning service of the First Baptist
Church Sunday. The choir will sing
"Gloria in excelsis," Buck. The
quartet will sing "Ponder my words.”
Gray. A growing church school will
meet at the noon hour, with live
classes for men, women, boys and
girls. The Christian Endeavorers are
doing their utmost to make their
meeting at 6 o'clock one that will In
terest and help. The people's eve
ning service opens at 7.15 with the
prelude and big sing, assisted by the
organ and piano. The choir will
sing "Jesus shall reign," Schnecker.
and there will be a selection by the
male quartet. Mr. MacDonald's ser
mon will be the third in the series on
“Naming the children." The happy
prayer and praise meeting on Tues
day evening at 7.15.

Rules Applying to Last Day
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1933
1. No votes will be accepted for credit to any contestant's count
after 10.30 P. M.
2. Time of the contest will be Eastern Standard Time.
3. The clocks ln Perry's Market will be used to close the contest.
No other clock or watch will be accepted as being correct time.
4. The Judges' count will be final and will be announced as soon
after 1020 as the counting will permit.
5. All ballot boxes will be collected at 6 P. M and placed In Perry's
Market, after which time the official and only balloting station
will be at Perry's Market.
6. The standings will be posted at Perry's Market every two hours
from 8 A M. until 6 P. M.. after which time it will be posted
every one-half hour until the final count is announced.
7. Merchants participating in the contest will not be permitted to
give any contestant the votes that he may have left in his store
after closing time on Saturday night. Votes so obtained and
deposited will be ruled from the count.
8. Prizes will be awarded to placing contestants at Perry's Mar
ket at 8 A. M. Monday, October 16, 1933
9. The two contestants winning the Century of Progress trip will
prepare to leave Rockland Tuesday morning. October 17. 1933.
Parents of the winners will be obliged to notify the school
authorities and obtain permission to take the children from
school. The Superintendent of Schools. Mr. Toner, has given
permission for the two winners to be absent from classes.
10. No contestant will be permitted to transfer their votes to an
other contestan's count.
11. There will be no deviation from the above listed rules.

her home and left Sunday for South
Portland where she will spend the
winter with her daughter Mrs. O. L.
Thompson.

ST. GEORGE CHUBCIIES

Long Cove
St. Oeorge’s Church. (Episcopal),
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, pastor. Vespers
Office Manager — "Pardon me, and sermon at 7 p. m. All are wel
young lady, but in the matter of your come.
dress don’t you think you could show
a little more discretion?"
Flapper—"My gosh, some of you
guys ain't never satisfied "—Portland
I Oregonian.

PLEASANT POINT

THE ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING AS

Mrs. Madeline Stimpson and Miss
Melba Ulmer spent a day recently
with Miss Ruth Bradford in East
Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Orchard of
Watertown. Mass., who have been
spending a vacation at Port Clyde
were callers at A. W. Maloney’s Mon
day.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. arle of Ben
nington, R. I., spent last weekend at
their farm here.
Capt. Will Stanley of Rockland is
the guest of Capt. George Horton at
Camp Reposo. Leslie Dow visited
them Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. ilbur A. Morse of
Friendship and Mrs. Eudora Miller of
Waldoboro were ln town Wednesday
and called on Mrs. Fannie Morse and
Mrs. Grace Maloney.
The young people of this place are
practicing for an entertainment to be
given ln the schoolhouse Oct. 20. Ice
cream and cae will te on sale.
Burt Carter is leavig this week for
a visit withrelatives in Ellsworth and
Houlton.
Mrs. Josephine Shuman has closed

SOCIATION has just made its regular semi-annual
DIVIDEND of 2'/2', .

One hundred and sixty-three

shares of the sixty-ninth series have matured and
twenty-nine people in this vicinity who own these

shares will receive $32,816.79 IN CASH for them

during the coming week.

This Association has been

in business FORTY-FIVE YEARS.

This is its

NINETIETH DIVIDEND, and its investors have been

100' i SAFE every day of every year all the time.
You are invited to join them.

Come in and learn

more about it.

Rockland, Maine

18 School Street,

123-lt

PHILCO
III'I1,

CIVES
SUCH

If you would enjoy (he most
perfect reception, PHILCO is
YOUR radio! Glorious tone,
exceptional distance and un
usual selectivity—supreme
performance at outstandingly
low prices! PHILCO outper
forms and outselLs all other
radios. Buy now while prices
are low!

(J

a’l!

W-l
! IT- hi

PHILCO 60B--

$27-5°

Tl.ink of it! A genuine PHILCO Balanced Superhetero
dyne, in a beautiful Baby Grand cabinet, at this amaz
ingly low price! Features Automatic Volume Control,
Tone Control, Electro-Dynamic Speaker, Illuminated Dial
and special PHILCO High-Efficiency Tubes. Receives
police and airplane calLs in addi
tion to ycur favorite programs.

NORTH HAVEN
Dr. and Mrs. Gregory of Fryeburg
have been guests at the Inn the past
few days. It. is their first visit to
North Haven and they report them
selves charmed by the island, and the
hospitality of Mr. lind Mrs. Herman
Crockett.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Duncan are ln
Camden.
The beautiful steam yacht of At
water-Kent was anchored in the
Thoroughfare Thursday.
At. the church Sunday morning at
11 the pastor will speak upon "What
we should know about the Cross."
Singing by the choir; Sunday school
convenes at 10; young people meet
at 6.30; evening service, 7.30. Attend
and enjoy a good sing. There will be
special music. The pastor's subject
will be "The purpose for which
Christ came.” Everyone invited.

CENTURY OF PROGRESS CONTEST

—Seavey and Rawley Are

OTHER 1914
PHILCOS FROM

$20
FREE TRIAL
OFFER

Sprrial TradeIn Allowancei,
Thu ITeek Only!

Is

PHILCO 14L
II

AhuiIdi
the

up

swan

PHILCO with
patented Inclined

Soundlnc
Board
(con
cealed). new Anditoriom
Speaker. Shadow Ta nine,
etc. Exqaisite cabinet!

e

QC

*

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC442 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND,

TEL. 721

1
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ROCKPORT

THOMASTON

Probate Notices

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD

In Everybody’s Column

FOR SALE

-1

STATE OF MAINE
to
Advertisements ln this column not1 to
Mrs. Ella Overlock and Mrs. Maud
The 22d annual meeting of the Past
I To all persons Interested ln either of exceed three lines inserted once for 25
Idly
cents,
three
times
for
50
cents.
Addly
the
estates
hereinafter
named
Walker will have charge of thc sup
Matrons’ and Patons' Association, of
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. tlonal lines flve cents each for one til.ft SIX room house with bath, electric
per preceding the inspection of Har
District 11, O£ S , will be held with
In and for the County of Knox, on the 10 cents for three times. Six wor<
lights, barn, henhouse and 50 fruit trees.
To"
bor Light Chapter, O.ES.. Tuesday
Naomi Chapter at Tenant’s Harbor
> 19th day of September ln the year of make a line.
About seven acres of land, within city
i 3
fe 7 & 9
5
1
limits Priced right for quick sale. P.
our Lord one thousand nine hundred
Oct. 24. AU present and past matrons
i evening Naomi Chapter of Tenant's
and
thirty-three
and
by
adjournment
A. CLARKE. 32 Oliver St . Rockland.
and patrons are Invited to become j If you are “run down” or out of i Harbor and Forget-me-Not Chapter
in
IL
________ 121*123
1 from day to day from the 19th day of
members. Banquet at 6.30. and each ' condition, if sluggish bowels have ,of South Thomaston wUl be special
said September the following matters
*”pARi^for~^aie. 15 acres field. 10 nrres
I having been presented for the action
member entitled to invite guests.
wood, good buildings, good cellar, pump
allowed poisonous impurities to I guests for the evening, and D.D.G.M (
17
0 '4 i 15
thereupon hereinafter Indicated lt ls
In sink, electric lights, fruit trees, land
State Advisory Board meeting. accumulate
a^riimiilata in
in your
PAiir system,
cvcfatn. won
hereby Ordered:
you Winifred Conley of Camden will serve
borders on river, on state highway, 2’a
That
notice
thereof
be
given
to
all
as inspection officer.
.
DA-R.. will be held at Saco, Oct. 18.
10
i4
miles
from Prison, $1100. V. F. STUDLEY.
lb
~ causing «•a ~~
LOST in Rockland somewhere between
are very liable to suffer from
persons Interested, by
copy —
ol
Mrs. anest Torrey, accompanied
this order to be published three weeks. Knox: Hospital power station and TllN 283 Ma 1 n St Tel. 1154.____________122-tf
Oeorge Cate has returned from a
“
feverish
”
colds.
son WhBrf
Wharf a travelers check hook
book ionconEUNOLA cabinet heater for sale,
successively In The Courier-Gazette. a’jon
..... largo
by Capt. Torrey and Mrs. Cacilda
visit in New Hampshire and Mass
14
newspaper published at Rockland ln said |
A!iree T^AsfriSi r<^rVtwrloiiM
an
slzc at less than half cost Cash or
Caln, motored to Augusta Wednesachusetts. Mrs. Inee Libby, his
WOODMAN
terms.
FRANK
RIDER.
Rockport.
; County that they may appear at a ProDR
DANIEL
.22^34
! day to attend thc school of instruchousekeeper, who has spent the time
122*127 j
bate Court to be held at said Rockland North Haven
to
17
1 on the 17th day of October A. D 1933. at ! LOST- Between Beauchamp Point and
’ tion for the National W.R.C
in Warren, has also returned.
APPLES I
i
mrl
nine
o
’
clock
ln
the
forenoon,
and
be
1
olencove
out
of
an
automobile
on
TuesNod
he
ad
s.
J
F
CALDERWOOD.
Union.
Miss Fannie Fuller has returned to
Laxative Worm Expeller
The Baptist Mission Circle will1
ii
50
' heard thereon lf they see cause.
j day. Sept 19. a light grey rough over- Me
123*125
[
Boston
after
a
stay
of
several
weeks
meet with Mrs. Minnie Wilson, St. will ward off or lessen these attacks by
MARGARET SWANN BOWDITCH. late ' < oat with thc name Henry H. Chatfield
.
of Milton Massachusetts deceased Ex- In it
Makers- Romanes & PatersOtP
FARM for sale,
.0 acre- field
ana
at her old home.
Oeorge road, Tuesday at 2 o’clock.
1
giving relief from constipation.
emplltled
ropy
of
Will
and
Probate
425
reward
tf
returned
to
ZELMA
M
pasture,
house,
barn,
henhouse
for
1000
Miss Helen Small was somewhat
)
Mrs. L. Bliss Oillchrest has closed
i thereof, together with a Petition for DWINAL. Camden. Maine.
114-tf hi.jens. fine well, pump In sink electric
lights, good cellar Highlands $1100 V.
Probate
ot
Foreign
Will,
asking
that
■■■■■
her summer home here and is now ln Mrs. E. W. Stephan of 31 Ken- surprised on Monday evening when
J
>e
F STUDLEY 283 Main St Tel. 1154
3b
berma Road, Dorchester, Mass., in response to her invitation for the
the copy of said will may be allowed
122-tf
New York city.
filed and recorded In the Probate Court
m4
STEWART WARNER radio and speak
E. O'B. Burgess and Miss Harriet 1 writes: — “It was recommended 'Trytohelp Club to hold their weekof
Knox
County,
and
that
Letters
Tea
41
43
HI
er. and two storage batteries. Price $12.
tamentary be Issued to The New Eng
Burgess will arrive ln Boston Sun tome by a relative wbo had used b' meeting at her new apartment,
land Trust Company of Boston. Mas*
Call at 53 CEDAR ST
123*lt
day on their return from a visit to j it for years, and I in turn most the members came bearing packages.
and
Richard
L.
Bowdltch
of
Boston
R
-----48
FOR 8AI.E Rabbit, fox and coon
49
___ f.___ ________i ,4 ___4 -J prepared to give her a house warm
the World's Fair and Niagara Falls sincerely
without bond.
recommend it, most of ing. It was a very enjoyable occa
hounds,
police
pups
and
toy
dogs.
Six 8
ANTIQUE furniture and glassware
WILLIAM B FISH, late of Hope, de wanted
weeks old full blooded fox hound pups
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Shields have all for children, but also as a
Write BOX 401. Rockland.
ceased
Will and Petition for Probate
51
52
sion.
(Walker
strain)
While
they
last
$5
each.
120*12$
had as recent visitors Mrs Carleton ; laxative for adults.”
thereof, asking that the same may be
Six weeks old pigs. 10-12 weeks old shoats.
The Knox County Ministerial Asso
NW
proved and allowed and that Letters I ROOMER wanted
Man
preferred
White, Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey White
R I. R pullets laving and ready to lay.
i 57
ciation held its monthly meeting
5b
I of Administration with the will annexed Reasonable rate. 126 CAMDEN ST STOVER S CASH GRAIN STORES. DIS
and son Norman of Concord, N H . | w Successfully used for 81 years.
I be Issued to James L. Dorn an of Union Rockland. Me.
_____ 122*1^4 TRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED MFG.
________________________________
Monday
at
the
Baptist
vestry.
The
Miss Alice Dorr and Frank White
| or some other suitable person.
| WARDROBE trunk wanted
Will pay CO. on track at 86 Park St Roekland.
►♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦ subject for the day was “Vacation
fel
of Newton. Mass.
bond.
121-123 »
„ 1 cash. Write B O B.. care The Counler- Just below Armours. Tel.11200.
____________________ ____ Experiences" Rev. O. P. Currier was
iwv
MARY E WIOOIN SPEAR late of Oazette
122*124“fifty R I~Red ' pu'.lets*~lavilig. for*
_______________________________
Edgar Ames ls substituting for
Rockland, deceased
Will and Petition
ithe principal speaker and gave an
14
SALESMAN,, wanted
and j KP
Tel Liberty 1-14
ERNEST O.
Howard Beattie as town mail carrier I
for Probate thereof, asking that the same......
.... „ lor Rockland
,
__
8earsmnnt
123-125
WALDOBORO
account of his trip to the Century of
mav be proved and allowed and tha-. 'le nity for Schtltz Beer and Narraaan-1 8PROWL.
BP
for a week.
1lume
to oeora
Georalas "r" Ale Must
have small truck
Write; COWS
j
_____
Progress
Exposition.
The
Ladies'
lor sale, some just freshened.
letters
Testamentary
issue
to
distributors
.
Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cushman ano
ALBERT TAMMI. R F. D. 3. Union Me.
WlK«ln Olover of Rockland, she being EASTERN
VERTICAL (Cont.)
I HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
Mrs Malvina Comery. who has Circle was ln charge of the dinner
HORIZONTAL
123-125
121*123
two children of Friendship, Long
the Executrix named tn said Will, with- Me
17-An
evergreen
tree
50Part
of
a
vesael
1-More
courageous
been
guest
of
her
daughter
Mrs.
served
at
noon
Island, ate vteltlng relatives in town
I out bond
i FINNISH girl wants a position to do
FIRST-CLASS rabbit bound lor sale.
19-A kingdom in Asia
51- Ocean
6-Spoti
Mrs. John E Walker who returned I Francis Redlon. in Waltham. Mass
The many friends in town of Col I
FRED W McLELLAN. late of Friend- general housework Excellent character B L RIPER. RockporL___________ 121-tf
22-Local position
ship, deceased
Wtll snd Petition for pleasant, high school graduate. PHONF.
52- Eagle
11- Rescue
from Friendship Wednesday is feeling has returned.
Fernando 8 Philbrick of Rockland
DINING TABLE snd four chairs
Probate thereof, asking that the samt 784-W._____________ ______________ 121*123 forOAK
53- Printer's measure 24-Highest note in
12- Saucy
sale. 120 LIMEROCK ST.. City.
better after three days of rest.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Olidden arc regret to learn of his serious Illness
may be proved and allowed and that
MATERNITY patients given beat at
Guido'a
scale
119-tf
13-A
country
of
Europe
55-Employ
The Freshman class. T.H8.. have visiting in Melrose. Mass
from pneumonia and hopes are ex-|
Letters Testamentary Issue to Albert W care ,n private home by nur.e with bp—
56-A continent (abbr.) 25-A thoroughfare
-----------h
-------------------NDER-(abbr.)
,
WHKsN you arr plant.uig to «eil youi
McLellan, of Roekland. w.
he being the plul tralnlng
ETTA SMITH AN
elected these officers: President.
Miss Mary Harding of Head Tide pressed on every side to hear that he
114*tf rhlekens and fcwl f'all PFTER ED
(abbr.)
Executor named ln said Will, without' 8o«j 259 Talbot Ave. City
57- Epochs
15- Examine
Charles Delano; vice president. Gene- is visiting Miss Clara 3. Gay at Mar- is recovering.
Tel 806-J. Rockland
118-tf
26-Mother (Short)
tx>nd
”EXPERIENCED~gtrl (251 desires work WARDS
16- An artificial floor 58- Clip
vleve Bradlee; secretary and treas- tin's Point.
Mr and Mrs Frank McDonnell reELIZA E CUSHMAN late of Rockland
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS al all times.
28-Time
period
60Compass
point
for
some
sport
will and Petition fo? Probate ln ‘‘du,t Unilly or as chambermaid ln Prompt service.
urer. Cleora Condon; chairman enMiss Julia Kaler entertained the turned Wednesday night from a tenCRIE HARDWARE CO.
deceased Will
and Petition tor probate hotc) VIOLET REEVES. Newcastle My
31-Occurs
(abbr.)
17- Father (short)
thereof, asking that the same may be
tertalnment committee. Carleen Da- Susannah Wesley Society Monday day motor trip which took them as
121*153 __________________________________ 118-tf
34Feigns
proved and allowed and that Letters
61Smile
It-Owne
FOR SALE Values- New Low Prices.
vis; marshal, Cecil Day.
j afternoon
far as Chicago where they attended !
POSITION as chef or Older cook want
Testamentary Issue to Castera B Cush
35- An atom bearing an
62- Haul
20- Musical note
Corn. $1.23. Stovers Pride Flour. 98c /
The Second District Council of the
Miss Grace Black of Rockland has , the Century of Progress Exposition
man. of Rockport, she being the Execu ed Best of reference!. HORACE PERRY
electric
charge
;;;,
bag,
$7.75 bbl ; Best Family Flour. 93c
64-Trust
21- Terminate
Grace St.. City.
trix named ln said Will, without bond.
auxiliary of the American Legion will been visiting her aunt Mrs Carrie and Mr McDonnell, the American
_____________________________________ “ bag. 87.75 bbl . Best Pastrv Flour 87c bag.
65-A Spanish title (pi.) 36-A continent
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ANN
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----------—
----------------------------------—
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bhl . ptuaburyl Best. $117 bag;
be held in Damariscotta Oct. 17, at Black.
i eg<on Convention. They remained
38-A serpent
23- Large lake
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
, Occident. $1 25. line granulated sugar.
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Mrs. Hazen Cha*e of Holyoke. | ln ,ha. clty nve days and whllp therP
thereof
asking
that
the
same
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be
39Doze
VERTICAL
$
.
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10
lbs
19c with other goods 25 lbs.
26-Corroded
urged to attend.
Mass . has been guest of Mr. and WPre rpglsterpd at thP congress Hotel. ‘ 26- Pronoun
I proved and allowed and that letters
IllPPrl I A WTT'/IITP
81 2D. 100 Ila- »4 98. fresh native eggs
40- Cream color
Testamentary
Issue
to
Lizzie
R
levenMr and Mrs. Wallace Parser and Mrs. Fred Shuman.
th 1ar_-.
,hP world having 6000
41- Crowded
27- More commonplace 1- Low tree-like
wkz
| Jh 20- lbs $159 new native potatoes.
saler. of Thomaston, she being the * uiauvuuuz
<»Ui»ier ot M.rtento, «»■ n
Mr »nd Mr. Cu. BtodoU h«J»
.„a'M
' 29-Oebased
42- Opinion
Executrix named ln said Will, without
plants
87c bu
More For Leaa’’ Egg Mash or
*
.
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j
bond
sns
s-*«
*>» » «-•
Growing Feed with Nopco XX oil and
43A
city
thoroughfare
2- Because
SO-One who marches
r»a. uv.’. late
I ADIES Reliable hair gnoda at Ro**K- dried milk. $1 98 M F L. ....
..................
Scratch
Feed.
ESTATE
MARTHA
A
THOMPSON,
(abbr.)
3- Largc cask
32- Expresslon of
Petition for , land Hair Store. 24 Bmjtt. Mall order- j'Lg5*
'H„g' R„'ttnn. $1 75;
I of St George, deceased
glnia Brasier accompanied them to ( Crowell house
tn<ion. uc e e . t
44Journey
to
carry
a
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RHODES
Tel.
519-J
4- Always
surprise
M F L. Stock Feed $149; M F L 20%
Administration, asking that J Russell solicited.
spend the weekend with her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Turner of
|)airy FPrd $j f.3;
Right Egg Mash
message
5- lnquiry
33- Prefix. Upon
Davts. of Thomaston or some other ________
A surprise party for Kenneth Fales Southern Pines. N. C have been in Miss Hilda Wall is a patient at
suitable person be appointed Admr .
NOTICE After this date I will pay no with Yeast, $2 25. Domino. Confectioners,
6- Old musical
37-Master of small
46- Pitch
with bond.
bills contracted bv any one but mvstflf or brown sugar 7'2c lb. 4 lb. pkgs 3Oc.
of South Warren was held Wednes- I town.
Knox Hospital where on Wednesday
instrument
vessel in
47-Confections
ESTATE WILLIAM I, LAWRY. late of MAURICE O. ATHEARN. Rockland^ Oct Buy now and save STOVERS CASH
day evening by some of the American
Clarence Reed of New York ls she underwent a sinus operation.
Mediterranean Sea 7- To care for
12V123 GRAIN STORES DISTRIBUTORS for
52-lreland
(Poet.)
Warren, deceased
Petition for License 10. 1933_____________
Legion members of Thomaston, passing the week here.
A large number attended the union
8- Noah's ship
41-Errors
to Sell certain Real Estate situated In | RUO AND KNITTING YARNS for sale STOVER FEED MFG CO on track. 86
54-Mud
Just below ArThose attending were Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs Eudora Miller is visiting ln service at the Baalist Church ThursWarren, and fully described ln said by manufacturer Samples free H. A Park St TelRockland.
9- Pronoun
45-Performs
1200
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57-Before
Petition, presented bv Edward C. Payson, BARTLETT. Harmony. Me
123-134 11 ‘‘
Carl Chaples. Mr and Mrs. Benjamin Friendship
day evening and enjoyed the message
48- A nearly horizontal tO-Molded
of
Roekland
Executor.
59-Kitchen
utensil
Smalley, Mr. and Mrs Earl Risteen, Mr and Mrs. Ru-seil Cocney of lu
which was presented by CurHAND KNIT OARMENTS mad* to i
entrance to a mine 14-Segment
ESTATE JAMES HERBERT PRES order Instruction In knitting and. crp61-Gloria Patrl (abbr.)
Mr. and Mrs Charles Smith and Mr Brooklyn. N Y hav? been pa*sin? (is
Saulsbury, negro tenor, also the
49- Material with a
16-Removed from
COTT, late of Washington, deceased chesting. Cla-sse* for beginners under t if
63-Depart
and Mrs. Enoch Clark Cards, other a few davs with Mr. and Mrs. Carroll address by Rev F F Fowle of the
Petition for Allowance, presented by
corded surface
I
active service
Charlottle M Jones, otherwise known a- ^e^h'e" newW’k^d" wSTVn1’. *fm
games, and refreshments filled a live- T. Cooney.
Methodist Church
Mr. Saulsbury
Lottie M Prescott of Washington, widow dresses and suits at the YARN SHOP
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to
Previous
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ly and happy evening.
The newly elected officers of King g3Ve
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three groups of
ESTATE JAMES F WOODSUM late o! 28 North”’Maln 8t
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Eugene Henry of Chicago who had Solomons Lodge. FA M are. W M.. negro ,,plrituals and onP group o(
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Petition for Con
TWO room apartment with bath to
ol Prugrex- Votes
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firmation
of Trustee,
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.luntvc. asking
...a that
...». Amory | -NOTICE-Century
.at. let. thoroughly modern, heated and
Capt. Oeorge Lawry. F. F. Ames and R Allen of Rockland, be mnflrmed as
co“"il«hted $5 a week, also rooms snd bath
™ ePriday mOrnln* °n hU KtUrn Henrv P Ma£S.rt
F A Smaller returned Thursday Trustee of the estate given ln Trust for «”k if asked for b> the or.e paring tty {3
t Foj.^ Hou.r MABEL AT.
t A Smalley returnea 1 nur^< the benefit of Harriet Woodsum of Bannorland
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leaaon was read by Rev
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Rockland
Where
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attended
a(ir
and
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F Woodsum of Cortnna HARDWARE CO.. Rockland.
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ar. ana jus. lawrace uuiui
,
G F Currier Mr. Saulsbury has apthe school Of instruction and inspec- ) presented by Amory B. Allen Exr
SPEAR S Cider Mill at West Warren ts " SIX ROOM hoiw to let at North End.
Miss Hattie Dunn have closed their Andrew Kaier.
mTnn-,«-tbiK
lion Of Claremont Commandery.K. T
ESTATE HANNAH E WHITMORE late In operation Tuesdays and Saturday* bath, hardwood floors, garage, etc. CALL
home for the winter which thev will
The I T. Club met in the Baptist Pea.ed before several congregations
ln Portland ’ “ “ " V
vestrv Monday evening. the first time in this locality during the past week
Harvest Snndav will be observed °f Camden, deceased. Petition for Con-1 until further notice._____________ rt2rt24 493-W from 9 a. m. to p m.
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Twill fltmatlon of Trustee, asking that George
AUTOMOBILE repairing
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THOROUGHLY modern housf*. fur
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centrally located Apply LUDA
be a .'pecial sermon and special music : as Trustee of the estate given In Trust I rPasonablv q L BLACK 3 Rockland nished
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____________ ________ 123-125
Agnes F Belcher, presented by Oeorge
NEW
CIDER
pressed
fresh
every
dr,
whose life thus far spans 90 years It ! supper to be given by thc club Nov 30.
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Wooster and
All gifts cf fruit, flowers and vege W Heselton of Oardiner. Exr
.r
HOUSE to let aeven rooms and garage,
tables for decoration and distribu
iTO ns electric light*, running water. 3la miles I
was a graceful compliment to Mrs
• • • •
daughter Nancy of Bangor are spendOEORGE W SMITH, late of Rockland MAPLE CREST FARM. Warren. Me
.1
from
Rockland on State Highway rent
deceased
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
tion will be graBfulIy received.
Oorwaiz whose Interest in the club
En<a<einmt Announced
weekend with his parents,
121-123
T M Prnmhs o' Rockland has been thereof, asking that the same may
mav Ibe
k
CIDER MILL running every day Mike rea*,nablc Tel 352-3
has been marked. The meeting was
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• and
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T , 9con
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ney Wins'.ow the past week.
be Issued to Maude Knowlton Smith of ino STATION. Camden. Me
111P124 ARMATA at Men's Shop Park St.
AIhoj,,
Creighton and was attended by the
evennig. at which the engagement
Edmund W Spear
De Valois Commandery. K T.. was Rockland, or some other suitable per- ___________________________
low rent heated flat, three rooms and I
Dr.
following members and guests: Mrs. Qf Miss E;,zabeth Weston to Otto
E>r. and Mrs. F
F. R. McCullagh of
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estate r Herbert hager. late ot Orde^YS K^ntade^w n*eiocki““£h£: bMh
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Portland.
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deceased_
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Final
_
Acoriginal
keys
are
lost
House.
Office
or
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VrtsU^auttnm leavesrut ^T^^totelp Club'Zl^eet Mon*OES^nd°a £T*
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neralls“mo 01
modern, fine location
Grand
Generalissimo
of the Grand ' count presented for allowance by Her Car. Code book* provide keys for all let.
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L WATTS 187 Broadway
bert L. Grinnell of Union. Admr.
locks without bother. P8lf»ors and
FIRST FLOOR tenement of six rooms
ESTATE HELEN BRADFORD BRYANT Knives sharpened Prompt service. Reason. Mrs. Mary Overtook. Miss RIU on the place cards contained the an
late of Thomaston, deceased First Ac- I sonable pricer CRIE HARDWARE CO to let. all modern at 22S Main St In
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„ 7 j
j
... c-u--,__ t.—i,..______ j
(Century Club.
Portland, grand military instructor, count presented
__________
_ Harriet I( 408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel 791. llg_M quire at ROYAL SHOE STORE 121-123
for
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Smith. Miss Elizabeth Tobie, Mrs nouncement. The menu Included day
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Funeral
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will
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at
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a
n
d
Harold
A
Carmen
of
Farmingj Wilson Burgess of Thomaston. Exx
FURNISHED house to rent lor winter
Cora Currier, Mrs. Minnie Ludwig. tobster salad olives, potato chlpsjiot plans for , social which they are to ute home today. SatGrfay at Jotltik, ton. Orand Captain of the Guard., ESTATE GEORGE F ADAMS late of
at 38 Rankin 8t MRS A J CROCKETT.
Miss Elizabeth Washburn. Mrs G C. rolls, brlttalia marshmaJow
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i
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evening
of
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arshmallow cream, hold Friday evening of next week at Rev F F Fo'wie officiating Inter- TI-" Temoiar d-zree was worked Rockland, deceased. Second and Final,
Hopkins. Mrs. Eunice Shore)1. Mrs. iponge cake, vanilla
? SfSSSat %-^ia. e , Kccu'.„h c„,
«“
SS-SWB3A«B “■
Nol.ce. of Appo.n.m.nt
WELL furnished apartment to let.
Ethel Newcombe. Mrs Gorwaiz was fee. Mrs. Weston was assisted in I| Dr. 3ZUi
three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
and A&7S.
Mrs. P.
F. R. BsiOOUll&ffn,
McCullagh. Cftpt.
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served
by
the following commit
ESTATE
DOTHA B HILLYER.
late of I YI. Charles IL. II
Veazie.
Register of Pro- ST Tel. 156-W___________________ 118-tf
remembered by gifts of flowers and ^erving by Mrs. L. T Weston Miss ‘ Charles Harris and Mrs Nellie Coates
Hartford. Conn., deceased. First and bate for the County of Knox, in the
tee
from
Marguerite
Chapter,
OES
:
I
FURNISHED three room apartment'
birthday cards.
Account presented for allowance state of Maine hereby certify that ln
Weston was presented with a beauti- motored to Oldtown Thursday for the
WHITE HEAD
Mr.' Charles Ch;i es Mrs Oscar C. Final
The inspection of Grace Chapter. ful yellow gold bracelet inlaid with ’ day
by Hartford National Bank and Trust the following estates the persons were also one furntshed room with bath.'
Lar.e. Mrs. Fred Coombs. Mrs. L. R Company. Exr
[ appointed
Administrators.
Executors MRS E. K MILLS. Rear 11 Masonic St.
OES.. on Wednesday evening was black enamel, by her sUtera-in-law
Mr and
L Tnje g
are
121-tf
ESTATE HANNAH E WHITMORE, late I Guardians and Conservators and on the i —
Keeper and Mrs A J. Beal, of the Smith. Mrs. Carroll Oregory, Mrs.
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Boston
Light
and
Miss
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Beal,
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Lar.g'ry
Smith.
Mrs.
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Ames,
and
of sister lodges throughout the dis
ELLA O. DEARBORN, of Union. August board
All modern conveniences
8
preaented for allowance by George W
S1;16
P
•
visiting their daughter Miss Thallce ,AS’t weekend with relatives at West- | Mrs Wendell Smith.
22. 1933. Herbert L Ortnnell of Union ; PURCHASE ST Tel. 757-J.
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trict. The chapter was honored by it doubly enjoyable.
Heselton of Oardiner. Exr
Capt.
and
Mrs
Frank
Rossiter
have
Spear,
who
is
a
student
at
Burdett
brock
ESTATE JAMES LOOAN. late of Wor- was appointed Odn . and qualified by ] pcRNISHED heated apartment to let
having the grand matron of the
Cards followed the supper and at
ester. Mass
. deceased First and Final filing bond September 5. 1933
, inqulrP ,4 MASONIC ST.
118-tf
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grand chapter of Maine Mrs. Ethel tabl? were Mi» Alma’Glidden.' Mrs. ^i***..
. _
. .
.
E M Mills, officer in charge of the ivn’it,’'VnunYJtrt fr°m & lriP
th* cester.
account presented for allowance by
ALDEN G SHEA, late of South ThomHEATED apartments, all tuoaern. four
M Hilton, as Installing officer, who
sybil winchenbach. Mrs Agnes JameMaynard Porter and daughter coast guard, with Mrs. Mills and their ”. ‘
\,rr‘ Hpnn*--r
Donald B Logan and Edwin G Norman. , aston. deceased. August 15. 1933 Edwin rooms
Apply at CAMDEN Si ROCK
, V. Shea of South Thomaston, was ap- LAND WATER
was both graceful in manner, grason, MrS Sadie Currie. Mrs. Ida Stahl. Barbar® of Vineyard Haven are daughter Jessie, have returned from th» Mother v i'
■'
-' both of Worcester. Mass Exrs.
CO Tel 634
118-tf
ESTATE GEORGE F. LEWIS, late of
pointed Admr. and qualified by filing •
clous and complimentary in speech.
Mrs Neva Redman. Mrs Oladys &uest-1' for a week of her sister Mrs. ten days- fUrjough spent in various -T-mrcriav rventno
North Haven deceased. First and Final \
bond August 29. 1933
j THREEroom furnished apartment to
The worthy matron of Grace Chapter, Grant, Mrs Gladys Winchenbach. Charles Lane, Sr.
I places in Massachusetts.
i
f
f roiS
BLANCHE M
KILLERAN. late ot : let. at « Pleasant St LILI.IAN BICKRoberts and Miss Eliza- Account presented for allowance by i
123*125
Mrs. Delano, in a happily w’orded
Minnie Simmons. Mrs Sarah
* * *
J. K Lowe of 8pruce lodge, re- | beth Wciderhold have rotumed from Lamar K Lewis, of North Haven. Admr j Cushing, deceased. September 12, 1.983 ; NELL, 82 Limcrock St
speech presented Mrs. Hilton with a Lash Mrs Laila Blanchard. Mrs
Chturh Notes
ESTATE ARTHUR W STURTEVANT
KJileI5.n
Portland and
[ FOUR ROOM apartment to let, elecmft
.mxrAAmtuir. fcr her services se
c u e
'
turned Oct. 12 from a fortnight's visit a visit in Quir.cy. Mass,
of Rockland, deceased Petition for Kllleran of Thomaston, were appointed lr|c lights, flush toilet and garage T J.
in \hef nr^-^m^-a-s the ceremonv ol VTS, 8o,^flcld' M-^ Lois Hagennan
Baptist Church. Rev. Oeorge F ln Massachusetts.
The Ncedlrcraft Club met Wednes- late
Allowance, presented by William G. Administratrices and qualified by filing CARROLL. 144 Camden St. Tel. 739-M.
In the program was the ceremony oi and Miss Weston. Miss Alma Olid- carrier The fiimriav services will
, |
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ESTATE JOHN MORRIS, late of St.
with bath $5 week V F. STUDLEY 283
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Oail McEachem of Greenville St George. Exr
furnUhed to let. modern conveniences.
pointed Agent In Maine.
come Among mose attaining was ham Normal School, and now a teach- .
Mr and Mrs. Billy Libbv and , LS EUPSt Of v»r and Mr= William RenESTATE JOHN MORRIS, late of 8t.
MILES. 31 Ocean 8t.
Tel.
WILLIAM N BENNER. JR., late oi MINNIE
Mrs. Wlnnifred Conleydistrict, pand er
she u living good
e^iock at iTe two da^ters. Mr. and Mrs Fred Wotton. n/r
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Petition for Distri
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Mrs Hiram Arey returned to Rock' St Oeorge. Exr.
received the degrees. The banquet !
Admr.. and qualified by,filing central location, at 32 School St. Tel.
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD. Es pointed
I Town hall at which Mr Currier will Prs Monday at H w Andrews' en- land Wednesday.
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ANNE V. FLINT
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bond
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was abundant and finely served. The
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and
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‘pter
Frances | apartment.
modern.
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MRS.
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Mrs. Leah Davis. Mrs. Margaret
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CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
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Newton Law and Robert Barnsdall
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Mrs.
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and
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Mrs.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
both of Portchester. New York, were
keeping with the season and taste- Jr. of Saugus, Mass., arc visiting her ! will hold an all-day session at the 1 aston and visited friends
MODERN rooms to let. with OT With
Whereas. Ero SJoblom of Rockland
Executors and qualified »Vv
fully arranged. Grace Chapter may | parents Mr. and Mrs Edward A. vestry; Thursday evening
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MRS
SUSAN FO.SS, 493 Main St
well be pleased at the honors which Matthews.
service
j recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. H j
i Mrs Fikeman Roberts was a recent and recorded In the Knox Registry ot of Rockland, appointed Agent In Maine
118*120-tf
GEORGE W BENNER, late of Friend
came to them.
Women's Community Club Met
Methodist Church. Rev. Forrest F. Higgins at their cottage Edgerock. I Rockland visitor.
Deeds. Book 217, Page 387. conveyed to
SIX-ROOM house to let on Camden
deceased. September 19. 1933. Riley
Miss Hilda George te leaving today
Greene Arbour was the scene of a Fowle: Church school at 10; morning Spruce Head. Other guests were Mr.
,, Helen Smith and Mixi So- the Rockland Loan & Building Associa ship.
Bradford
Friendship, was appointed St . near Sllsby Greenhouses, electric
Saturday,' lor Boston ^frorn whence jvery interesting gathering Oct. 10, worship at 11; anthem by choir, “11 and Mrs Leonard of Bar Harbor and! phrona Tolman were Rockland visit- tion. a corporation legally organized and Admr.. andof qualified
lights,
furnace, bath; clean, cosy, eco-j
by filing bond Sep
existing under the laws of the State of
she will leave for Honolulu, to re the first meeting of the season of the i TLove
jivn fzx 'T'xxll fktA JOfzvrtp*” af A n
m ‘I Vr
and Mrs.
KAru Vniinu
r\f Camden.
/7amdon
......... <
nomical. MRS. H. M. FROST. Tel^
to Tell the Story;" at 6 p. m.
Mr and
Young of
Maine, and located at Rockland ln said tember 22. 1933.
ors
Wednesday
112-tf
sume her work at public nursing.
IZZIE M ST CLAIR, late of Union ' 31g-w
Women's Community Club. During i devotional service ot the Epworth
Missionary Yacht Sunbeam was at
County, the following described
Thc Tuesday Evening Sewing Club Knox
Mrs Jennie Erickson, hbusekeeper thp b
n
£ League, continuing the discussion of' the Lsland Monday. Rev. Arthur
SMALL tenenfent on Holmes St., to let,
real estate, together with the buildings deceased. September 12. 1933. Earl R
Clair of Union was appointed Admr.. flush toilet, electric lights. TEL. 958-J.
ln Lawrence Dunn’s family, will sponsor music in the new High School the list of questions: at 7 o'clock, Sargent was on board, Rev. Mr Gup- met this week with Miss Elizabeth thereon, situated ln Rockland, bounded St.
112-tf
and qualified by filing bond September
and described as follows, to wit:
spend the winter ln South Waldo and Miss Wlnola Rich'an was chosen union service at Town haU; Ladies' till being at the Century of Progress Pease.
22.
1933.
1
—
Beginning
at
the
northwest
corner
FURNISHED tenement to let. All
Miss Beulah Gilchrist and Miss Villa of McLoon heirs’ lot. so called, on Pacific
FRED A. COLBY, late of Vlnalhaven modern Hot water heat, electric lights,
boro.
as supervisor. This is a big step for- Aid meeting on Wednesday; Thurs- j Exposition in Chicago.
I Calderwood expect to leave Monday 8treet; thence on said lot. 64 feet, more deceased. September 19 1933. Oeorge A
Pine Cone Girl Scouts will have a
and cold water, gas and bath. Rent
' to attend Rebekah Orand Lodge at or less, to a granite post, thence par-1 Kay of Vlnalhaven was appointed Exr hot
mwting7n7hT‘congr^tionalTe?try w'^d and
club will earnestly day evening prayer meeting
reasonable Apply to FLOYD L. SHAW.
allel with Pacific Street. 63 feet; thence and qualified by filing bond Septen>bci 47 No_rth Main_St.
Lewiston.
__________ 109-tf
Sunday at 330.
stnve
makc 11 a Permanent °™- '
* * * ’
ROCKVILLE
westerly and parallel with the McLoon
Carver Street Bridge Club met this heirs’ line, 64 feet to Pacific Street; 26. 1933
Mrs. Lina Burkett recently opened [
PART of the Crockett Baby Shop to
Fred E. Buzzell
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Keep were
MARGARET
BRADY,
late
of
Thomas

111-tf
thence on line of Pacific Street to the ton deceased, September 19. 1933, Olive let. 303 MAIN ST.
caltors Friday upon Mrs. Nellie Reed
'o^Xd' pVacrng
E Buzzc11' 76' died ™“"day
Manley Pettingill who has employ- week wth Mrs. Albert Carver. First place
of beginning.
FURNISHED apartment to let at 566
honors went to Mrs. Jeanette Carver
E. Keizer of Thomaston, was appointed
Also
another
lot
or
parcel
of
land
situ

aLl
he?°n?,€°5SC.r.beJ.t.,I?e^ri„. miLsieinthe.schooLsandtheconunit-1"1®111 at hls
in ,Simonton
fol- ,„cnt ln Bangor visited hte mother second to Miss Faye Cobum.
qualified by filing bond Sep Main St . heated, rent reasonable In
The Ranttst laAiox- circle win meet music in the schools and the commit- !, .
... home
ated on Pacific Street ln said Rockland Exx.. and
quire ALBERT PETERSON, at Fuller26. 1933.
nJt
W^esda^ftemoon^thX- ^e reported $10 50 earned. Mrs
an lllnp
« of, only
a ,few days. Mr.s Annie Bucklin, recently
At the close of the regular meeting bounded and described as follows, to tember
Cobb-Davis.
118-tf
Attest
a^ Mr%rSn<kews chalrt Grace Williams reported $19 taken in ^"eral services anil be held Sunday
Mr. antJ Mrs F. W. Robbins spent of Marguerite Chapter. O E S. Mon wit:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
TWO VERY DESIRABLE rents to rent
2-Beginning on the westerly line of
SSn o?coXtto^
>at
lunch booth at Union Fair!8;,I P m.. Rev. F. F Fowle of the thP weekend in Portland.
117-8-123
day pight. the children of Eastern Pacific Street at land of Emma E
at once, at 34 Pleasant St. One upper
and one lower flat, each with flve rooms
^rvlc£ Sunday at the Federated which was conducted (or this same Methodist Church off elating. Mr
Mrs. Lula Marshall has returned Star members will be entertained at a Wltham: thence north by said Pacific
and a bath. Garage for one car to rent
Street.
39
feet;
thence
west
by
land
of
Church :Cht^h ihool at 9 « a m.; purpose
I Buzzcl> te surTlved
hte wldow' Mrs' I from Augusta.
Halloween party. The committee. Clarence E. Gouldlng. 63 feet to an Iron
also. It will be worth while to look $
these rooms. Kev to be found at ANNI
morning service at 11. subject, “The ' The program of the afternoon was “a“*e Fr^Merrn™!1 n^rVmrien1113
Mr. and “rs
E Hunter attended Hazel Dyer, Flora Brown, Ida Libby bolt; thence south parallel with Pacific
FLINTS. 32 School St. or Tel. 1161-R
Marion Littlefield, Grace Conway. Street. 39 feet to land of Clarence E
Charm of the English Bible." The | in charge of Mrs. Edith Greene whoi^e?5011 Fred Mercnant of Camden. J Topsham Fair Wednesday,
111-tf
Gouldlng;
thence
east
by
land
of
choir will render "Bless the Lord O proved very efficient in the handling I
_
Capt. C W. Carver and family have Estelle Brown, Lucille Carver.
Clarence E. Gouldlng. 63 feet to the
Mrs.
Carroll
Gregory
and
Miss
Beu

Mrs.
Mary
Louise
Spear
i
moved
to
Rockland
bound first mentioned.
My Soul," by Holton. Evening serv- of her subject—music. Her paper
tr*
And whereas, thc condition of said
Friends were shocked to learn of i Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Barrows of lah Gilchrist were overnight guests
ice at 7, topic "What Is Your Life?" , outlined music from its earliest hismortgage has bcen broken: Now. there
Wednesday
at
Heron
Neck
Light
i *
I tory up to thc present time, and was the death of Mrs. Mary Louise Newtonville, Mass., are at their sumfore, by reason of the breach of the
Pleasant River Grange will attend condition thereof, said Rockland Loan
j interspersed with several piano solos, (Thorndtke) Spear, 73, wife of Ed- . mer home for a few days,
'A
SOMERVILLE
&
Building
Association
claims
fore

services
at
Union
Church
Sunday
’timely placed and beautifully ren mund W. Spear, which occurred, II. B. Richmond of Atlantic City
closure of said mortgage.
morning
and
Rev.
N.
F.
Atwood
will
FOR SAI.E—Six room house, good lo
dered. It was a splendid contribu- about 10 o'clock Thursday night fol- ! has beer, spending the week with
In Witness Whereof, the said Rockland
Mary E. French
cation. price right. This property Is
Mrs Richmond who has been at their deliver a sermon appropriate to the Loan & Building Association has caused
Mrs. Mary E French. 89. died Oct tl0n and
“cml*rs enthusiastically lowing an illness of only one week.
i good Investment. Its location is on a
this instrument to be sealed with Its
occasion.
cement road. ROBERT COLLINS, Real
6. at tne home of her son Charles H. 'hanked her for it and also for so Mrs. Spear was born ln Rockport, summer estate here since spring, and
seal and signed In Its corpo
Mrs. Harriet Jones returned to corporate
Estate Agency.____________________ 118-tf
rate name by Harry O. Gurdy. Its Sec
French. She 1s survived by five sons, graciously offering her home for the April 21, 1860, daughter of Capt. Wil- !who will accompany him when he re Rockland Thursday
retary.
thereunto
duly
authorized,
this
THE L. E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
liant H. and Mary E. Thorndike. She (turns Sunday.
Frank G., Charles H . Edwin W.. and ’club meeting
Mrs. Fr^nk Sellers was a Rockland 27th day of September ln the year of
St.. Rockland for sale Hardwood floors,
our Lord, one thousand nine hundred
William FYench. all of Somerville and
At the close of the program the attended the public schools In town
visitor Wednesday.
electric lights, large lot. Price right.
VINALHAVEN
&
ROCKLAND
and thirty-three.
Apply to M M. GRIFFIN, Rockland. Me
Percy French of Sidney, two daugh-j hostesses, Mrs. Electa Lucas, Sor and waa afterwards graduated from
Mrs. Sadie Robbins entertained the
SIMONTON
(Seal)
97-tf
STEAMBOAT CO.
ters Mrs. Stephen Plummer of Weeks Ience Thurston and Mrs. Edith the Sacred Heart Convent at St. John,
ROCKLAND LOAN A BUILDING ASS’N.
Non-eaters Thursday
By HARRY O GURDY. Its Secretary.
------Mills and Mrs. Ernest Fuller of New Thomas, served a dainty luncheon. N. B. About 47 years ago she was I
Mrs. Frank Donovan of Weymouth,
Steamer
leaves
Swans
Island
at
5.30,
Jersey, several grandchildren, great- I There were 29 members and two married to Edmund W. Spear, who I A Farm Bureau meeting will be Mass., is visiting her parents Mr. and Knox. SS. STATE OF MAINE
1855
1933
a m.. 8tonlngton 6.25. North Haven 7.25.
survives her, together with two held at thc home of Mrs. Ouy Annis, Mrs Ernest Williams.
Rockiand. Maine. Sept. 27. 1933.
grandchildren and two great-great- guests present.
Vlnalhaven 8.15; due to arrive at Roqkappeared Harry O. Gurdy land about 9 30. Returning — (Miles j
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
daughters, Mrs Terrell Shrader of Oct. 17, subject, “Know Your GroMiss Teresa McKenna of Medford, asPersonally
grandchildren Funeral services were
Secretary aforesaid, and made oath
Mlajni, Fla., Mrs. Harry McDonald of ceries.” It will be an all-day meet- Mass., is guest of Mrs. Edith Vinal.
to the truth of the foregoing notice of Rockland at 1.30 p. m . Vlnalhaven 2 45.
Waldoboro, Me.
held Sunday afternoon at the home
North Haven 3 30. Stonington 4 40; due |
Rockport, a son, Wallace Spear of ing, starting at 10 30. Miss Lawrence,
Miss Margaret Lowe returned foreclosure ln hls said capacity.
of her son Charles and interment was
to arrive at Swan's Island about 6 p. m.
Before me.
Artistic
Memorials in Stone
home demonstration agent, will be Thursday from two days' stay in
Nobleboro,
and
two
sisters,
Mrs.
B H. 8TINSON
|
EDWARD K GOULD.
In the family lot at Sand Hill ceme
Rockland
Katherine Ame.shury of Pasadena, present
II7-tf
Oeneritl Agent.
117-8-123
Justice of the Peace.

Keep Watch for the
“Feverish Cold”

7"

LOST AND FOUND

1

Dr.True’s Elixir

WANTED

----I

I
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TO LET
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SELL/
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READ THE ADS
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Shop With The Blue Eagle For Fair Prices
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

GREGORY’S

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
MIK Mi MM

IA

ROCKLAND
SHOE REPAIRING CO.

B

Men’s Wear

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

IN "THE BICKNELL.” ROCKLAND

■- Y

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

B

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

DYER'S GARAGE

Radio, Electricians, Refrigeration

Dodge and Plymouth

442 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

PARK ST., ROCKLAND

M

At "The Brook

The Family Store

ROCKLAND, MAINE

436 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

BUY

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

NOW!

99

PARKER’S
SERVICE STATION

ROCKLAND, MAINE

410 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

Wholesale Confectioners

Department Store

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

Confectioner

ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN,
WARREN

288 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

In-urancc In All Ils Forms

PHONE 390, ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

B

DOYLE’S EXPRESS
Phone Rockland 71 For Service

ROCKLAND. MAINE

Old" mobile Sales and Service
TEL. 8191, ROCKLAND. MAINE

■

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

CHARLES C. TIBBETTS

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

JOHN A. BLACK CO.

•t tr MM

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

General Auto Repairing
PHONE 3-4—NORTH HAVEN

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

B

NOTE—The Rockland Compliance Board will meet at 2 o’clock every Monday
afternoon in the City Council Room to receive complaints from employers and
employes on NRA matters. The board has jurisd’etion over the southern half
of the county beginning with Glencove and including the islands.

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

Expert Shoe Repairer

WE DO O’’R PART

CHAPE'S LUNCH

NUTT SHOE STORE

HARRY P. CHASE

LIMEROCK ST., OPP. PEOPLE S LAUNDRY

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

B

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

B

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

A. C. McLOON & CO.

B

SEA VIEW GARAGE CO.
"Ilomp of Chevrolet"

A. T. THURSTON

In All Departments

f»«9 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Electrical Contracting, Refrigeration

ROCKLAND. MAINE

TEL. 618, ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

R. U. COLLINS

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

Rral Estate and Insurance

Coal and Wood

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

SIDNEY F. COPELAND

PHONE 77, ROCKLAND

517 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

New and Used Cars

PARK & HIGH STS., TELS. Rockland 238; Warren 12-5

I. L SNOW CO.

PHONE 629, ROCKLAND

428 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

"We Make Your House a Home"
313-319 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 980

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

C. O. Haraden, Prop.

"FOODLAND"

Ship Repairs

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

B

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.

B

“GONIA’S”
Wall Paper, Paints, Gift Shop
"THE BICKNELL." ROCKLAND

Dry Goods and Wall Paper
316 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

JOHN B. ROBINSON

Sales and Service
Reo, Chrysler, Plymouth, Wlllys, Auburn
PHONE 466-W, ROCKLAND

Furniture

486 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

B

HARBORSIDE LUNCH

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

FARREL CO., Inc.

Lunches. Boer, Magazines

Genuine Auto Electric Parts

TILLSON AVE. iKIckapoo Berthl ROCKLAND

643 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

COMMUNITY
SERVICE STATION

B

Texaco, Tydol, Greasing. Tires

PARK ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

MAURICE F. LOVEJOY

E. L SPEAR & CO.
GLIDDEN PAINT STORE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

(Successor to Roberts & Veazie(
General Insurance
PHONF 1060-J, ROCKLAND

591 AND 615 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

MAINE MUSIC STORE
Musical Instruments and Sporting Goods

395 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

“The Home Store"

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

393 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Rockland, Me.

WE SUPPORT THE NRA
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

NEWBERRY’S

B

362 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

HERBERT B. BARTER
General Contractor
227 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

B

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

W. A. KENNEDY
Fruit and Confectionery

“AT THE BROOK,’• ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

**
«K -XWW1

GREGORY'S
Picture & Framing Shop

OVER CRIE HARDWARE CO., ROCKLAND

*4

GENERAL ICE CREAM
CORP.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

C. M. BLAKE

Certified Cleansing and Pressing

342 MAIN ST., Opp. Strand Theatre, ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

H. & H. EXPRESS

PERRY'S MARKET

LOURAINE’S

=LI

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

B

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

CHESTER R. WALLACE
ft K-«•*■*

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

DUNN & ELLIOT CO.

WE SUPPORT THE NRA
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

PHONE 98 OR 556-R, ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

662 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

362 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

MARDEN’S CASH STORE

FRANK A. WHEELER

MIDDLE ROAD, WARREN—PHONE 1-34

Boot and Shoe Repairing

106 PLEASANT ST., ROCKLAND

PHONE 5, THOMASTON

General Insurance In All Its Branches

Wall Paper and Paint

H.M.deROCHEMONT

Waltham Oil Burners, Plumbing. Heating

Coal, Wood, Groceries

Groceries and Provisions—Warren-Rockland Express

JOSEPH ADAMS

B

Meats. Groceries, Bread. Pastry

TEL. 40, NORTH HAVEN

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WM.E.DORNAN&SONS
Ml — MMM

Memorials
EAST UNION

GRANITE ROCK
BOTTLING WORKS
E. Stewart Orbeton. Prop.
PHONE 8469 11, ROCKLAND

Every-Other-Day
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PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRY
KNOX COUNTY COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY

Jn

. 6hlre city of Knox County with a population
ping center of forty coast and Inland tc. ..s. It ts
Kancoc'; Counties with a total trade area of 75.000
tlie hub of several steamboat and air lines as well

of 9.000 ls th< wholesale d:
tne one large trading cen
peopla It ls the center of
as the eastern terminal of

SELECT YOUR

SERVE BEGGS'

NEW RADIO

PIES
CAKES

__

at

£

doughnuts

FIG SQUARES

“Good To thc Last Crumb'*

■
Beggs’ Home Cooking
ROCKLAND

716 MAIN ST.,

&

ROCKLAND

House-Sherman, Inc.
442 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

B
■
PIIILCO, MAJESTIC, CROSLEY,
ETC.
Large Assortment

BLOW-OUT PROTECTION FREE
Amazing Invention Makes “Safest Tire Ever
Sm*
Built” 3 Times Safer At High Speeds!
The work of Goodrich engineers resulted in a remarkable invention.
Golden Ply—which by actual test, makes you "three times safer”
from blowouts at high speeds. For the Golden Ply Resists Heat. It
attacks blowouts before they get a start. For you. it can banish fear
of blowouts—yet Goodrich Silvertowns with the life saver Golden
Ply cost no more than ordinary standard tires—not one penny more!

LORD’S TIRE AND BATTERY SERVICE
59 CAMDEN ST. MAVERICK SQUARE,
TRADE IN YOUR OLD TIRES

ANDREW REKILA
Boot and Shoe Repairing

ROCKLAND, ME.
VULCANIZING

FIRST CLASS

TRUCKING SERVICE

Neatly Done

AND FURNITURE MOVERS
FOSTERS TRANSFER

320 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Over Hastings' Dry Goods Store

Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Uhg.

W. R. FOSTER, Prop.

ributing point and retail shop
r of Knox. Lincoln. Waldo and
a fine system of highways and
the Marne Central Railroad.

Robert Z. Mooradian Is An Artist At Rebuilding and
Repairing Defective Cores—Shop At 698 Main Street

Every automobile crash of any ' a big factory, studying and working
importance means to the average there on every phase of the manu
auto owner the expense of a new facture. He was promoted steadily
radiator. This is absolutely need until he became foreman of the
Before
less
expense now because there is Beacon Auto Radiator Co. of BosCold
Weather
located in this chv a plant called iton, a position he filled for 11 years,
Have Youi
the Rockland Radiator Works lie started business on his own ac
Radiator
where a damaged radiator can be count in Lewiston in 1914 and also
Cored and
restored to its full usefulness exact carried on a shop in Augusta for
Cleaned
ly
as good and as efficient as new eight year*. Failing health of Mrs.
Expert Radiator Repairing
at less than half the cost of a new Mooradian demanded the benefit
ROCKLAND RADIATOR WORKS radiator.
of sea air, and after studying sev
698 Main St,
Roikland, Me.
This will he good and pleasant eral localities Rockland was found
news to the average car owner be beneficial and the family moved
cause he has felt that a smashed, here.
About a year ago Mr. Mooradian
damaged or clogged radiator meant
« pened his local shop for radiator
expensive
replacement.
This
is
not
McKESSON’S
the case. Clogged and damaged repairing and rebuilding and has
radiators can be repaired at the ’met with pronounced success. This
Milk of Magnesia
Rockland Radiator Works at rea •veil equipped shop is located at fa9S
Tooth Paste
sonable expense. New cores can Main street, just north of Rock
Be built up inside the old shell and land street. Local garages are tak
Tubes, for
at a fraction of the original cost thc ing full advantage of Mr. MooraLarge 25c
faulty radiator can be made entirely jilian's skill and send balky radiators
or accident smashed fronts to him
j satisfactory.
This sort of work cannot be done for repairing and rebuilding. For
606 MAIN ST., RANKIN BLOCK by an ordinary workman. It must merly it was necessary to send such
be done by an expert and that is just work to Portland. Mr. Mooradian
the type of workman found in the Joes not confine himself to automo
proprietor of the Rockland Radia bile work alone hut will do any sort
tor Work, Robert Z. Mooradian. I of soldering or repairing from a tea
He learned this radiator business in kettle upwards.
RESTAURANT
LOBSTERS A SPECIALTY
PRICES REASONABLE
GOOD COFFEE

THOMASTON

J>

RENEWS AUTO RADIATORS

• Sharing honors with Searsport as Maine's most beautiful town, has an Interesting historic background
to enhance its present charm.. Stately homes set well back from wide, cool elm arched streets set Thomas
ton apart as an Ideal residential town. Here Is found the famous Knox Mansion, museum of rare historical
gems of the Revolutionary period, surrounded within easy driv.ng distance by Innumerable spots of Revolutionary
and colonial significance. Too. modern Thomaston presents an active business aspect including within its cor
porate limits the great $4,000,000 mill of the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.

STOP
THAT
LEAK

KA

REMINGTON NITRO EXPRESS—extra long range Ammunition
$1.15 Box
A 20 GUAGE LEFEVER DOUBLE GUN for $19.95
ALL COMMON SIZES RIFLE AND REVOLVER AMMUNITION

PENTTILA’S
83 Main Street
Thomaston, Mr.

NEWBERT’S

Eat Fish For Health!
QUALITY. CLEANLINESS
AND REASONABLE PRICES
AT

MORTICIANS

FEYLER’S
SEA FOOD MARKET

Located in Thomaston, Me.
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS
LICENSE

GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL CO.

SHINE

POOI,

TWO

SHINE PARLORS
Op. Thorndike. Op. Hotel Rockland
Shoes Cleaned and Dyed

STEVE ALEX

NELSON CARR
WHOLESALE
CONFECTIONERY
TeL 1243

Permanent
Waves
PARISIAN
BEAUTY
SALON
67 PARK ST.
PHONE 898

LIKE MOTHER USED TO MAKE
The Fame Of Beggs’ Pies Has Spread Far and Wide- -The
Story Of a Business Built On Merit

1 ne way to a man s heart is steps and make the product even betthrough his stomach” said a wise old ter with special attention given the
Established 1863
philosopher uncounted years ago
Edison electric oven which has
Telephone 14
operated
perfectly day in and dav
and it is still an admitted fact. ()ne
out during that entire period with
And other rectal diseases
reason whv it is more true than ever out an instant’s bother.
today in Rockland is Beggs' Food I Beggs’ pastry is known far and
Treated Without Pain
STORE AND YARD, 451 TO 455 MAIN STREET
-t
::
»*»
’
Shop at Main street, corner of wide and is regularly supplied to a
MILL,
18
TO
24
TILLSON
AVENUE
or Loss of Time
Janies.
large number of homes in this city.
1 Seven years ago next.month Fred j 1 hc restau™»s «L‘J not pass up the
BUY STORM WINDOWS AND SAVE FUEL
M. Beggs opened a grocery and con- ‘*PI>yr,un,r> ,o L*et the home coolcTEL. 1076
Ifectionery business at 716 Main
’*> Wubtr with the public,
They Pay Big Dividends in Comfort and Economy
39 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND
street
and
Mrs.
Beggs
agreed
to
P'« are now supplied to sev127Stf
, make a lew pies to supply a small era* "f the be!,t kno"'n Durants
Paramount, Chisholm's
lunch VUUlltVI
counter X.carried
on <17*
as Jt«tt
partL A.J
of including
lUlltll
ftg I I IV U stll
z^1'
*
X'
T
the business. Mr. Beggs is himself,.,’’1' . ralni [.? ™ Lunch, Jennies
aa cook
cook of
ot manv
many years
years’ experience
experience Lu"ch :'nd S,m s Sandwich Shop.
IJougnnuts,
cookies, cup cakes
i and a past master in the art of pas.
,
I trv making hut neither were pre- ’in‘
<rPas,rV specialties are
This charming town is richly endowed by nature with magnificent bits of mountain, lake and rugged
pared for the phenomenal growth of K?'" c !ut P1^ dominate the sitilascenery of old ocean—famed the nation over for Its palatial summer homes and beautiful Beauchamp Point I the home cooking business.
,!'>n ult 1
custard and date
Withal it is a delightful town with its busy mills and thriving market place, an ideal place In which to live.
Very soon after starting they the prime favorites. Only the best
available materials are used and no
i found their original kitchen quar
pie filling preparations are ever
ters entirely inadequate to permit utl|h
being made on
!
supplying
the
rapidly
increasing
de,
' everything
„
CHIROPODY, MANICURING, SHAMPOOING AND PERMANENT
mand so a large section at the rear of ’. C spJ11.'
u,e , ' n,? comP<,und.
WAVING
[the store was partitioned off and I1?’1 V ln inS *he delicious Beggs
MILLINERY, LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S FURNISHING
(a kitchen established there with all I"’1,11' nU,f.s.' .
CAMDEN, ME.
34 MAIN STREET, CAMDEN, ME.
the essentials for convenient home ,, 11
' l,|lin t0 Mr- and Mrs.
A Prescription Drug Store
cooking. A special coal oven, hot -KKS thrw other persons arc em‘
\ ? including Miss
HARBORSIDE LUNCH and cold water and other conveni-1 i’!.}e<
CAMDEN
for over 65 years
cnees wnc installed and it seemed, 1 lln ' *' 1 rs' Kathleen SukcSANDWICHES,
MAGAZINES
ADVERTISERS...
forth Fuller and a part time girl.
An Old Pharmacy
that this plant, would satisfy all reLunch with us at the
Take Advantage of This New
1 he store is continued with a line
With Young and Modern Ideas
| quircments.
Eastern Steamship Dock
Classified Display
of light groceries, confectionery,
"Where Old Meets Young”
But
the
proprietor
figured
withTOBACCO
CIGARS
Read the Center of This Page
R-Own ice cream, tobacco and ciga
iout recognizing the public appreci
ation of Beggs’s pies and other rettes and periodicals. The lunch
counter remains a popular feature.
pont, Nina Johnston. Clara Overlock, Somerville, Mass., after a week's va products and two years ago faced
W ASH INGTON
the
necessity
of
making
some
radical
Mr. and Mrs Harvey B. Mooers, Ma- cation.
The following members of Fond- jrion Mitchell, Peggy Calkin, Helen Mrs. Mary Mitchell spent a few change to gain more spacious quar Ticklish Subject.—“Every cloud has
days last week with her daughter and ters so an addition was built doub a silver lining," said the man who
du-lac Chapter, OES braved the Bowes. Edith Overlock.
Marion Mitchel! was Central gill I family, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Suke- ling the kitchen and giving an up- dons, not hesitate to intrude.
storm of last Thursday night to at
“What are you talking about
lorth of Burkettville.
tend inspection of Lakeview Chapter last week.
Much now?”
asked Senator Sorghum;
The Ladies' Guild met with Mrs. to-the-minute workroom.
Mrs. Alice Ware, Willard Ware and
at Jefferson: Fred Ludwig. Nellie
new equipment was added to save "poetry, or the monetary situation?"
Crooker, Frances Crooker, Lilia Pier Clifton Leigher have returned from Nellie Bartlett last week Tuesday.

PILES

W. H. GLOVER CO.

DR. JAMES KENT

$

$

BOYNTON-McKAY
DRUG CO., Inc.

CAMDEN

Jn Jk

DR. CLEMERET M. WALDEN

Water St.,
Thomaston
Tel. 117
FREE DELIVERY
9.00 A. M.-12.00 Noon

Lady Attendant

Office Tel. 192—Res. 143.

Famous Tire Manufacturers Have Done Much To Improve
Safety Of the Highways Through Law and Reason

READ THIS CAREFULLY
ALL OIL USERS

THOMASTON

E. E. STUDLEY, HARDWARE

EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING

SINCE 1882 IN KNOX COUNTY

A. C. McLOON & CO.

CIGARETTE BOXES
Uhlc Sport Sweaters for Men and
Boys—Conservative yet Smart

E. A. AMES

A. D. DAVIS & SON

“THE CHOICE OF A NATION”

Come In and See the Novelty

105 MAIN ST.,

McCarty’s Drug Store

Simple rules of safety and courte number of fatalities attributed to
sy which any motorist should he automobile operation.
Nearly a million motorists re- 1
Lvnn Range Oil Burners Are Outstanding Favorites—Winning
willing to follow as a part of his
-ponded
to this plan and enrolled in !
Through Sheer Merit. .Ask for Demonstration. We Sell Range
responsibility to save human lives
the ranks to combat this devastating
Burners of All Prices. Furnace Burners. Parts and Accessories.
from destruction on American high force which annually cause the ;
ways form the basis of the Silver- death of more men, women and chil- ,
SIMON K. HART
MONUMENTS n-S-tf
town Safety League sponsored by dren than the combined fatalities of '
53 Pleasant St. Rockland Tel. 911M
503 MAIN ST.
TEL. 730
The B. F. Goodrich Rubber Com- the World War.
"The Silvertown Safety League ■
, pany.
is designed to form public opinion
“These rdles are no more than , along one line," according to Mr.
WF. INVITE YOU TO SEE OUR
anv humanitarian driver would gx- I-ord. “ The causes of accidents are
Parlor Suites and Studio Couches
xSERVKE
' pect to follow in protection of his known, the cures are definitely out
Special Values in Beds. Bedding and Floor
Coverings
own life, let alone helping to pro lined, and there is a challenge to
He Aim To Please
American motorists to halt the on
A.NASTASIO BROS.
JOHN B. ROBINSON
tect the lives of millions of other
Over 5c and 10c Store
slaught of the careless driver.”
CHISHOLM BLOCK,
ROCKLAND
motorists and pedestrians who dime
“He must be made, either bv law ’
in contact with the ever-flow ing jor reason, to meet the requirements
lines of motor traffic,” says Sher I of safe driving. Education is effec
man E. Lord of Lord's Tire and tive in accomplishing this end. The
Battery Service, recently appointed ' Silvertown Safety League is based ;
Goodrich tire dealer located at on thc following general points:
See that your Fuel Oils are Delivered in Trucks that DO NOT haul
Maverick square, Rockland, one of
1—Recognition cf the dangers:
Gasoline—You Know Why
the thousands of dealer headquar -—Careful and courteous driving,
Wc are Sole Distributors and Dealers in
SHELL FUEL OIL ONLY
ters in the I’nited States for the and, 3—Proper automobile main
BUY YOUR
A chirk-up may ■ urprire you. (You know about that ounce of
Silvertown Safety League.
tenance."
SEA FOOD
prevention that is better than a pound of cure*
The Silvertown Safety League
.Motorists who join the League
was organized by the Goodrich I are under no obligation. They sign
FEYLER’S
Company to promote a militant a pledge of safe driving and receive
Scallops, Lobsters
CAMDEN, MAINE
Tel. 1191 Tillson Av movement among American mo a Silvertown Safety League emblem
Sole Shell Distributors Knox County
Ro?kland
torists to reduce the increasing for their automobile.

ZZ.

Established 1825

QQc

SILVERTOWN’S SAFETY LEAGUE

MEN’S PANTS
$2.98 to $5.00
HUNTING CAPS
69c
HUNTING HOSE,
69c

THE
THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

2

J»

“MARK EVERY GRAVE"

THE LAST GIFT—A MEMORIAL

COLDS are SERIOUS

The history of one's family written in the

They may lead to complications.
Why take chances when you can
let immediate relief by usin<

permanence of stone

WILLIAM E. D0RNAN & SON, Inc.

Brackett’s Cold Capsules
Trv Our SPECIAL COUGH SYRUP

GRANITE AND MARBLE

W. H. BRACKETT
Reg. Ph.

EAST UNION. ME.
Phone 13-31

THOMASTON, ME.

» DON’T

THOMASTON, ME.
Phone 185-4
DURADENE
Permanent
Waves

DRIVE ON

OLD TIRES

COLONIAL
BEAUTY SHOP
Tel. 133

Trade Them In For New

KELLY-SPR1NGF1ELDS

This hilh quality Tire costs no more than other makes.
Come in and see them today
J. B. Garnet Ls now In charie of our repair department, specializing
in Ignition and Carburetor troubles

Camden-Thomaston Bus Line Filling Station
CAMDEN STREET

jn

ROCKLAND

TEL. 664-W

Strout Insurance Agency
Waiter Strout Allred M. Strout
Insurance in all its branches
Probate Bonds
Notary Public
Vinal Building Phone 158
110 MAIN ST., THOMASTON. ME.

J.

ST. GEORGE

A

Rich ln tradition and charming old day folk lore is St. George, most historic of Knox County’s town*.
Every loot of Its fertile fields or rugged shore is hallowed ground, scene of some happenstance of tragedy
or humor in days long passed. The present day St. George, comprising a group of prosperous hamlets centered
about historic Tenant's Harbor, though smaller by far ln population than a half century ago ls rich ln natural
resources leading to prosperity, paving on a large scale agriculture, fisheries and many beautiful summer estates.

LET ME
Handle Your

INSURANCE
The Modem Way

Dodge and Plymouth Cars
USED CARS OF ALL KINDS

HENRY K. ALLEN
TEL. 8007
TENANT’S HARBOR. ME.

COMPLETE..

TJT.TM.FUNERALS
Cost
tor

oderate

Since 1840 this Arm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND. ME.

FRIGIDAIRE
LYNN BURNERS

WATER SYSTEMS
We Also Sell the

CLARION RANGE
Made in Maine

Harold H. Hupper
TEL. 55-5

TENANT'S HARBOR

I lacquered furniture and practical casions. All in all, there's no doubt
pillows ln lacquered fabrics, these in that this fashion for ornaments has
white, henna and brown shades.
gone to the head.
Color An Important Factor—
Raincoats Show English Influence
WEST ROCKPORT
English Influence Is Shown
The English influence, which marks
' the smartest of casual clothes in the Arthur Clark is very 111 at his home
In Raincoats
| mode, ls seen in the more distinctive here.
raincoats of the season. A rain
In the new classic-modern mode, coat is no longer just a raincoat. As Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Shaw, who
which best describes the furniture seen this fall in smart tweedy water were at the home of Mrs. Geneva
and house furnishings on display in proofed materials with swagger, Collamore while Mr. Shaw was in
the most comprehensive exhibition of youthful lines, it ls a country day- stalling the new fire whistle at Cam
house interiors now shown in New coat for rain on shine. There are den. have returned to Portland.
York, colors in new and interesting new models in corduroy, crepe dc
Miss Grace Parker has been spend
combinations play a significant part chine and rayon fabrics, also water ing the week with her parents, Mr.
Ivory, mother of pearl, soft shades proofed, carried out in neat belted and Mrs. Fred Parker. She expects
of greys, blue, char’.-euse green and styles with high buttoned side clos to return Monday to Marblehead,
beige, combined with deeper tans, j ings.
Mass., where she is engaged as nurse.
browns and hennas, a-e carried out
Mrs. Maurice Carroll entertained
Decidedly practical and favored by
in carpets, wall cover es, drapes and school-girls are the new models in the Tuesday Club this week * Mrs.
upholstery. Done in r manner which pig-grain finish fabrics, some of Margaret Andrews will be hostess at
emphasizes our mode: n fimpliclty of which have a soft fleece finish on ' the next meeting.
line and, at the sam time, retains the back, which makes for warmth
the more gracious Ur of the 18th Big patch pockets and composition Miss Bernice Parker has employand 19th centuries. *e result is buttons further characterize most of [ ment at an Augusta bank. She is ex
pected home for the weekend.
pleating and practical. An Interest these models.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Tolman have
ing group in this exhibition features
moved into the Isaac Blake house.
Combs and Bandeaux
a nemi-cirqular dining rcom table
Several from this place attended
which can be placed against the
Hair ornaments are decidedly im
wall or even against a window. Oc portant ln smart fashions. Whether Topsham Fair Wednesday.
casional chairs In this group are your coiffure features curls, ringlets, Mrs. Earl Tolman and son Maynard
ccvered with a chartreuse rayon sculptured or fluffier effects, there spent Wednesday with Mrs. Vernon
fabricarc new combs, bandeaux, clips, pins, Tolman.
Mr. and Mrs. Andros Mitchell of
In this classic-modern Interpreta tieras and what-nots for them all.
tion which characterizes still another The new composition bandeau in Nahant, Mass., have been passing a
New York exhibition cf furniture and colors as sponsored ln the Chanel few weeks at their cottage at Mirror
house furnishings, tfeutral grays, showing finds favor with school girls. Lake, their stay being prolonged by
coppers, rust, ivory and cool shades For evening, there are new jeweled Mr. Mitchell’s illness.
of blues are featured in drapes, up clips and clasps and sometime^ Mrs. Laura Packard of Glencove
holstery and wall coverings.
A jeweled headbands to match the lias been guest this week of her sister
charming bedroom is done in rusty gown. Metal and composition com Mrs. Emma V. Leach.
and copper colored tones. There ls bined are seen in some smart new
Louis Robinson has had the tele
also a liveable sun porch with clips and bandeaux for daytime oc phone installed.

NEW YORK STYLES

Every-Other-Day

®Soci
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Miss Lucie F. Winslow is confined,
to her home at. 10 Claremont street I
by illness. Her sister, Mrs. W. A.
Healey arrives from Springfield to
night.
Mrs. Frank Bridges and Mrs. Louis
Cates attended Topsham Fair Thurs
day.

In addition to personal notea regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE _............................. 770 or 790

There will be circle supper at the
Sunshine Society will meet Monday
Methodist vestry Wednesday at 6 afternoon at the Central Maine club
o'clock, with vegetable hash on the rooms. There will be work.
menu. Mrs. Ella Lurvey will b?
chairman.
Mrs. Henry A. Reuter who has teen
guest cf Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Knight. !
Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr. returned yes returned yesterday to Boston, accom
The Shakespeare Society meets
panied by Mrs. E. S. Bird, who will
terday
Monday evening at the home of Mrs.... . from
. _ a few days’ visit with be her guest for a week.
Ethel Lovejoy. Talbot avenue, with frlends ln Farmington.
Mrs. Evelyn Hix as leader Act 1 of
Mrs. Sarah L. Brackett and Miss
Othello will be read, and papers will
Mrs. Bernice Jackson has as a Goldie McAuliffe left by motor Wed
be presented by Miss Ellen J. Cochran guest her grandmother. Mrs. J. A nesday for Portland and other cities.
and Miss Mabel F. Lamb, with notes. Freeman of South Gardiner,
of the commentator by Mrs. Clara ,
- ■■ ■
Mrs. Frank Bridges of Swan's
Rounds.
1 I’hete will be circle supper Wed- Island is guest of Mrs. Basil Stinson.
_____
1 nesday at 6 o'clock at the UniversaThere will
party
Wed..... be -a -card
__ r—
_
___ lis* *es/nr in charge of the block
Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Charles A. Moore
nesday afternoon at Grand Army whlch has Mrs- °eorBe B Wood
and Mis: Margatet Crosby of Bangor
i.v.1
-----4pent
Columbus ^ay wlth Mrs E u
hall under the auspices of the Aux- j chairman
Spear at Dynamite Beach.
iliary of Sons of Union Veterans,
Percy Demmons entertained his
with Mrs Nellie Achorn as hostess.
club Tuesday evening at hls home in
CAMDEN
Play will begin at 2 o'clock.
Thomaston, those present being Col.
Basil H. Stinson, E. R. Veaz.e, Albert
Baraca Class held its monthly .
w'^Mtor'tov I Mr and Mrs' Murray Johnson are
neetlng Wednesday
Wednesday evening
evening at the ? ^,0^'nd
H Spear
Machia5P°rt- called »y the critical
meeting
E. Eaton, and Walter H. spear.
nmess of hu brolher g,,,., Johnson
Methodist vestry attended by a large (
_____
number of members. The business
Albert W. Thomas left Thursday
Mrs. Oertrude Fowler of Madison
session was devoted largely to a dis- tor wai^am. Mass. called by the! who has been spending the summer
cussion of a new classroom and win- ,eri<,us niness of hls father John H. at Kcsicot at Bayside, is guest of Mr.
ter activities. During the social hour Thomas, a member of Edwin Libby and Mrs. Richard Howarth, Wash
games were enjoyed and refresh- po;ti g.A.R. and for many years one ington street.
ments served under the direction of"'of Rockland's most active Civil War
Ai McLain has gone to Northern
Mrs Henry deRochemont.
I veterans.
Maine where he has employment.
of ------Stowe.- —
Mass
Lloyd'N. Benner returned Wednes-. Maurice Oregory —
----- ,1, H«nj7 OP>ci
, . Is in New York city on
day from Chicago where he was the and Mrs. Freeman Blodgett of Som- 1 Business trip,
guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. Bruce Higgs, ervlUe. Mass., are spending the
Rev. and Mrs. C. G. Robbins and
and attended the World's Fair.
weekend with their mother, Mrs. Miss Elizabeth Raymond returned
_____
r Maurice Gregory, who will return (Friday to Lawrence, Mass., after
A Richan returned yester- ' with them.
spending a few days at Juniper
Dr. J-----------------—
j Lodge, Lake Meguntlcook.
day from Washington, D. C, where ' Mrs. Label Anastaslo
who has been
Capt Fra„k Ha
and
Qran_
he has been on business.
a
to returned vllle have returncd t0
afler
hSe
,reatment haS returned • pending the summer in Camden.
Mrs. Frank Davis of Winter Harbor
_____
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Welch of
is the guest of her aunt, Mrs Minnie
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith of Wor- Machiasport are guests of Mr. and
Rogers, Amesbury street.
cester have been visiting Mr Smith's Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur. Sea street.
The card party at the Elks Home sister, Mrs. Jennie Robbins, Gurdy i Mrs. William Williams entertained
j the Pailathea Class Friday evening.
Wednesday evening had 11 tables, i streetwith Mrs. Perley Damon and Mrs. A.
Henry Foster is employed in Ora
Mr. and Mrs Oscar Delhsim have
M Moody in charge. Halloween deco gone
to Boston to attend the wed- R Browns market on Main street,
rations graced the tables, and buffet
ding of Mr. Delheim's niece, Miss
Mrs. Eliza Wooster will entertain
lunch was served. The highest score
Julia Weil and Joshua Gold. The the Woman's Baptist Missionary
in contract was won by Mrs. Arthur
b? performed at high , society Tuesday afternoon.
Wagner of Camden and ln auction by ceremony will
Miss M. E. Bartlett has been a re
Mrs. L. A. Crockett. There was a noon Sunday.
cent guest of her sister, Mrs. Oscar
prize for each table.
Mr and Mrs. Rodney Brazier have Emery at Bar Harbor.
gone to Caribou for the weekend.
Mrs. Charles C. Wood will enter
Dr. and Mrs Philip Gilley of South
tain the ladies of the Baptist society
Lillian Pendleton, who has been at Wednesday afternoon.
west Rarbor were recent guests ot
Mr. and Mrs Rudolph Gilley and Maine General Hospital in Portland
Mrs. J. B. Waterbury is visiting
for adenoid and tonsil treatment, has friends on Cape Cod. Mass.
Clayton E. Gilley.
returned home. She was accompanied
Mrs. Albert E. Luce will entertain
Mr and Mrs Lloyd Jameson enter here by her aunt, Mrs. James Taylor the ladles of the Methodist society
tained Thursday evening, with three ,
Mrs. Mary Adams who has been Wednesday afternoon.
tables
laoies of
oi bridge,
onusv, their guests being
------ tn this eitv ind
ncv
Rev Winfield
wuuiwa Wltham
witnam is in
ln PittsMr. and Mrs. Leland Hawkins. Mr/.vb ting
in this citjr and
attendlng the Nfw
and Mrs. Maynard Ingraham. Mr. and . »icinity during: the
;and Reglonal conference
Mrs. Frank Salisbury, Mr. and Mrs. turned to Shrewsbury. Mass.
Mr and
L p Sjng)eton
Paul Seavey and Mr. and Mrs. Paul
cr0M enterUlned lhc daughter Miss Jean Singleton have
•*
"v __ mi __
Wallis Honors were won by Mrs. I
closed their cottage am
on tBay
View
Hawkins. Mr. Wallis and Mr. and Jolly Six Club Thursday.
street and returned to Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mrs. Salisbury.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Jay Potter are on
I Cynthia Tibbetts celebrated ber
birthday Wednesday afternoon a motor trip through the White
Mrs. Lester C Bradbury and daugh fifth
at the home of her aunt, Mrs. James Mountains
During their absence,
ter Miss Muriel Bradbury, left Thurs W. Emery. Her guests were Mrs. , lJ}elr stual°in chaige of Mrs. Doroday for Boston and vicinity where Annie Edwards and daughter Joan. th£? Thompson.
they will be the guests of friend*, the
The °
Schuyler
Days have closed
w«>ic Mbss Bradburv will at- (Miss Josephine Halligan and nephew
cnu
M Halligan. Mr. Evangel,,,. Sel,t,m .nd
foo'.nall ..... ..a name I.a«
|~« ■“
I Mrs Prang £
_____
I Clark and daughter Gail, Mrs. Laura I
The four sons of Wilbur Cross, Clif- Mank, and daughters Marion and
t
’ f°r 3 short stay ln
ton, Harold. Raymond and Billy, Joan. Mrs. Mildred Moran and grandJ a™ city
staged a surprise for him Monday daughter Jean, special guests were j *
Mt Battie
night as a birthday observance. Lunch thc grandmothers, Mrs. Maud TibBe, 10.0 F, Friday evening, these
N°b‘e gT8D5'
was Mrved and the time spent belts Mrs. Ida Tolman and greatgrandmother Mrs Sarah F Sylvester. E?ar es J Merriam; vice grand.
happily
The table was prettily decorated in 9!“te£ Hansen: ^cording secretary.
* Z/a“; fi™nclaJ secretary,
The T Club had shore dinner at a color arrangement of yellow and
1 Warren RSJW
Conant; treasurer. E M.
Rockledge Inn Wednesday night, at white, including the birthday cake.
L. S.
tending Strand Theatre afterward. Refreshments were served. Cynthia
was the recipient of many nice gifts. N. G„ M Drinkwater; warden, Har.
old
Hansen;
conductor,
David
Miss Ina Hunter and Harry Gil
more. of Providence, were weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Ibrook Cross are mo French; RS.V.G., Edward Dodge;
guests of Mr and Mrs Herman Hart. toring to Stratton today for the LSV.G, Robert Dexter; chaplain.
They were honor guests at a gath weekend. They are accompanied by John Alley: RJS.S.. Warren Mer
ering at the Bowley camp. Lermond's Mrs. Edith Williams and Mrs. Wil- chant; LJSJS, Raymond Davis; trus
Pond, Saturday evening, others pres- i liam Arnold who have been guests tees. Charles C. Wood. Ralph John
ent being Mr. and Mrs. Hart, Princi- , of Mr. and Mrs. Cross at their cot- son, J. Frank Thomas; I. G„ Capt.
Ernest Torrey; O. G, L. Farnsworth.
pal and Mrs. Joseph E. Blaisdell and tage for a monthG. D. D. Charles Gregory of Rock
son Franklin, Supt. and Mrs E. L.
Mrs. Rebecca Stryker is at the land was installing officer, assisted
Toner, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold C. Rog
ers, Mrs. Charlotte Jackson, Mr. and horn? of Mrs. Mary Skaye, Union by Luke Davis of Rockland as grand
marshal. Oyster stew supper was
Mrs. Oeorge E. Dunton, son Robert street.
served at 6.30. Installation was
and daughter Margaret. Mr. and Mrs. |
The auxiliary of Sons of Union private.
Joseph Robinson Picnic supper was Veterans meets Wednesday evening.
followed by games of various sorts,.
There will be a card party at 2 and
Wadsworth-Doagherty
6 o'clock supper in Charge of Mrs.
Mrs. Lizzie Gillis, formerly of this May Cross and Mrs. Oladys Thomas. Thursday morning at St. Bernard’s
rectory in Rockland. Miss Doris Irene
city, who has been at North Haven
Dougherty, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
for the summer months is spending
Miss Margaret ^Robinson is with
several weeks with Mr. and Mrs. John her sister, Mrs. Ralph L. Smith, Daniel J. Dougherty, and Walter Ab
bott Wadsworth, son of Capt. and
L. Stahl in Camden.
Broad street.
Mrs. John Wadsworth, were united in
Mr and Mrs. C. Leslie Farr of Port
The Corner Club had an all-day marriage by Rev. Father Flynn. They
land are weekend guests of Mr. and meeting yesterday at the Gonia cot were attended by Miss Irma Wads
Mrs. Arthur Post, Suffolk street, tage, Crescent Beach, Mrs. C. A. worth. sister of the groom as brides
coming over from the P.T.A. Congress Packard as hostess, won high score maid and Alexander U. Dougherty,
in Brunswick yesterday.
in cards. Picnic dinner was served brother of the bride as best man.
Mrs. Wadsworth was graduated
at noon.
Miss Florence McFadden is at The
from Camden High School in 1925
Lauriette for the winter.
Mrs W. O. Fuller had as luncheon and the groom was graduated in 1917
guests yesterday Mrs. E. C. Herrick and later attended the University of
Mrs. Edward Gonia and Mrs. E. W. of Newton Centre, Mass., Miss Gar Maine and Columbia University.
Freeman gave a birthday party diner of Fall River, Mrs. H. I. Hix After a wedding trip through the
Thursday evening at the former’s and Misses Carolyn and Alice Erskine. White Mountains and Western
apartments in honor of Mrs. Bertha
Massachusetts, the newly wedded
Radcliffe. Refreshments featured a
Miss Alberta Knight gave a bridge couple will return to Camden where
birthday cake, and Mrs. Radcliffe was luncheon last evening, honors won by . they will make their future home
____________
presented with a gift. In cards fa Miss Marie Dorgan and Mrs. Leonard
vors were won by Mrs. Frank Fields Campbell.
man accompanied by his wife,
a man,
and Mrs. Russell Davis of Tnomaston.
visited a tailor to order a suit, The
Mrs. Harris Kalloch of Thomas couple disagreed over the material
Other guests were Mrs. B. L. Grafton
of Thomaston, Mrs. Emerson Sadler ton was the guest Thursday of her and style of making, and his wife last
sister, Mrs. Etta Covel, Berkeley her temper.
and Mrs. Flora Fernald.
street.
"Well," she said, turning awav
Mrs. John E. Walker who has been
"please yourtelf; I suppose you are
Mrs.
Minnie
M.
Rogers
was
pleas

at the home of Mrs. Stanley Poland,
the one who will wear the clothes."
Friendship, has returned to Thom antly surprised Thursday evening
"Well," observed the husband,
when
12
friends
called
to
help
cele

aston.
brate her birthday. Bridge was in meekly, "I didn't suppose you'd wear
the coat and waistcoat.”—Tit-Bits.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ames Williams order with Mrs. Harold Horrocks,
are at their farm home, "Hard- Mrs. Earle McWilliams. Mrs. Henry
Your worn tines are worth money
tciabble,' ’ Searsmont, for several Lurvey and Mrs. Frank Davis receiv in exchange for new Firestones at
ing
the
prizes.
A
feature
of
the
lunch
weeks, to take advantage of the early
was a lovely birthday cake made by Fireproof Garage. Day or night.
gunning season.
123-125 & 128-130
Mrs. Horrocks. Others present were
Mrs. George Dunton, Miss Winifred
Mr. and Mrs. Lee W. Walker gave Coughlin, Mrs Maynard Marston,
A framed picture makes a worth
a buffet supper and contract recent Mrs. Lloyd Benner, Mrs. Rhama while gift. Large stock to select
ly at their home in Thomaston, their Philbrick, Mrs. Wesley Thurston, from at Gregory's Picture and Fram
guests being Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Mrs. Chauncav Keene and Misses ing Shop, 406 Main St., Over Crie
Bird, Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis, Mrs. Eva, Ruth and Madlene Rogers. Mrs. ’Hardware Co., tel. 254.—adv.
G. M. Derry of Rockland; Mr. and Rogers was presented with a nice j-----------------*-------T.Irs. Lawrence Dunn, Miss Margaret gift.
Jordan, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Flint,
Miss Harriet Dunn, Arthur J. Elliot,
Football tomorrow (Sunday) at
Myles Weston, Miss Clara Spear, of Community Park — Ladies' Day.
Thomaston; Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rockland Shells vs. We-tbrook
Ingredients of Vicks
Gould of Waban, Mass., and Thom Huskies. Admission 35 cents. All VapoRub in Convenient Candy Form
aston; Mr. and Mrs. Ray Piercey Of high school studen'.-,, 25 cents. Ladles
, kt fat A !' i St Li- a j 11 11
>
Nobleboro, and Nathan Farwell of with escorts holding tickets free—
adv.
123
Orff's Corner.
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THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Miss Anna Coughlin, beloved I of St. David's, and preceptor of King
teacher, bnce told me that my name Alfred.
4 The Eisteddfod which was
in full is pure Welsh, yet there isn't
held at Conway in the 11th century j
a drep of Welsh blood in my veins under the patronage of Bleddyn of
so far as I know. However, Wales Cynflss.
and the Welsh people have always 5. The Eisteddfod which were held
held a subtle fascination for me, and (*ntnj tihe rciign of GruliUydd cit
consequently I have read with avidity Cynan. Prince of Gwynedd (1089 to
everything I could find about the 1137), or.e at Caewy3 in Flintshire,
recent Eisteddfod held in Wrexham. and one in Ireland, the latter known i
Wales. Musical Courier carried an as the Eisteddfod of Glynachlach.
That the Eisteddfod as a bardic
exciting account, by H. 8. Gordon,
who described the Eisteddfod as "a institution dates back as far as thc
week of intense activity, brilliant 6th century ls very probable. It is
that
Aneurin, Taliesin
music-making, keen competition and known
sensational excitement;’ also that Dywarch Hess and Myrddin lived at
Wrexham's fourth National Eistedd that period, and it seems natural to
fod will long be remembered for t.he suppose that’whatever two or three
r.ew standards it has set up, as its bards were gathered together, an
third, in 1912. is recalled for attacks Eisteddfod would be a necessity, it
by militant suffragettes on Mr Lloyd being one of the recognized objects
of an Eisteddfod to define, establish
George.
The first night, was devoted to a and confirm the rights and privileges
Welsh version of the German variant i of the bards, and formulate rules for
of th» English miracle play, Every J their guidance in the practice of their
man. Ten thousand people packed art.
• • • •
the pavilion with thousands turned
away. Tuesday a choir of 1.000
I recall that when I uecd to visit
children sang the songs and hymns in the home of my uncle, the late
of Wales, danced the dances of then- E. L. Cleveland, at Houlton, there
beloved homeland, and received rap- was a Congregational minister who
.-lrously other Celtic dancers from came to their home often. His name
Ireland and Scotland. Wednesday was Williams, and he was a Welsh—
saw Handel's Samson, and Thurs a picturesque old man who loved to
day a Wagner concert, the first at an nil of Wales and to sing the rongs of
Eisteddfod in Wales. Friday came his native land. I was hardly more
the greatest adventure of all, a per than a child at the time, but have
formance of Delius' Mass of Life, always remembered the lovely old
tung by amateurs. A work frantical man, his melodious speaking voice
ly difficult for singers accustomed to and the beauty of the Welsh songs
the old oratorios, and a daring | as he sang them in his native tongue.
gamble for amateurs, so daring that
the critics expected the choir to
WARREN
oreak down or the audience stampede
However, under the direction of Dr
Crescent Temple, P S.. will enter
Hopkins Evans of Liverpool the
work was magnificently given. Then tain District 10. afternoon and eve
there were competitions, choral, ning. Oct. 16, with supper at 6 o'clock.
These officers elect will be Installed
band, dance, etc.
The poverty
stricken community Ystalyfera ln at St. George Ixjdge, F. A. M.. Mon
South Wales of about 5.000 souls day evening at a private Installation.
pulled off not only thp first prize ' D. D. John Mitchell of Friendship to
ln the chief choral competition with install: Charles Wil'on. worthy mas
a choir of 200 singers, but also won ter, Ralph Starrett senior warden
first and second prizes in the brass Parker McKellar junior warden. G.
band contest. The choir left home D Gould treasurer, C. B. Hall sec
at 5 o'clock in the morning, sang like retary, Albert E. MacF.rall senior
angels ln the afternoon, and got back deacon, Niven C. Crawford Junior
Starrett senior
at 3 o'clock next morning. That is diacon, Henry W.
the tpirit of Wales, despite more steward. Benjamin Starrett junior
years ot desperate depression than steward.
America has known months. It ls
H N. Hilton is improving after a
no exaggeration, quoting Mr. Gor slight operation performed Thursday
don. that music has saved the soul of last week at Knox Hotpital.
of Wales ln these dark years.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Connell ot
Poetry, dfama. literature, played Dover. N. H., spent last weekend with
big parts - The opening feature is i Mr. and Mrs. John Connell.
the ceremonial, the meeting of the
Supper guests Wednesday night dl
ancient "Gorsedd" in a Druidical
semi-circle in the early morning, j Mr and Mrs. Harry Gordon were
and the final crowning and “chairing" i Willis Burbank of Brighton, Mass.,
of the year's victorious bards. David j and John Fellows of Boston.
Homer Carroll and sons Paul and
Lloyd George and John Masefiela
(Poet-Laureate) were among the Walter and Warren Carroll and
friend of North Waldoboro were
distinguished visitors.
• • • •
callers Sunday cn Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Norman Wolfe of Thomaston, Btane.
learning of my interest in the Eistedd
Among those from Ivy Chapter,
fods. brought me some material con O.E S . who attended Inspection night
cerning Eisteddfods in this countrv. at Grace Chapter. Thomas on, Wed
patterned after those in Wales; also nesday. were Mrs. Eleanor Barrett,
programs of concerts given by a Mr. and Mrs. C. Frank Berry. Mrs.
Welsh singing society to which he Evelyn Robinson. Mrs. Laura Starrett,
belonged in Cleveland. Ohio. •
Mr. and Mrs. George Gardiner. Mrs.
A program of the 20th annual re Louie Drewett. Mrs. Harvey Buber.
union of The Welsh 'Society of Mrs. Alice Watts and Mrs. Carrie
Cleveland ln 1928 discloses such Smith.
names a? Evans. George. Morgan.
Mrs. Ambrose Mills of Rockland,
Blythln, and Griffiths. Several of Mrs. Annie Carlton of Wellesley,
the numbers were given in Welsh, Mass., and Miss Cora Perry of Mal
“Gwlad Y Delyn", “Cwam Rhondda". den, Mass , were guests Wednesday
"Bwthyn Yr Armddifad” and "Y
Delyn Aur". The hymn "Aberys afternoon and evening of Mrs. G. D.
twyth” is always £ung on such pro Gould.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Burns, accom
grams. Program of 1930 reunion
gives as one of its numbers. "Th'-' panied by Mr. and Mrs P. D. Starrett
Marching Man" sung by the Welsh motored Monday to Boston and re
Male Chorus. There is also a pro turned Thursday. Mr. ana Mrs. Star
gram of the 8th annual Eisteddfod rett having visited relatives in Brock
ton, Somerville, Quincy, and Whit
by the Southern Ohio Eisteddfod man.
Mass.
Association in Jackson.
The circle of Ivy Chapter. O.E.S.,
What a language Welsh must be to
speak and read, here is one line taken will meet Tuesday afternoon from 2
from this Drogram: “Na ddlystyied to 5. with Mrs. Anna Starrett.
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Jameron and
neb y cardotwver tlodion sydd mor
ddlwy a: - -”. Looks like a printer's Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Starrett motored
Sunday to Portland and were guests
relapse.
Among many other of these pro of Mr. and Mrs Orrin Eaton.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Joseph Cannon ot
grams that of gi ea'.est interest was
the National Eisteddfod of America, Malden. Mass . were overnight guests
at Wilkes-Barre. Pa., in 1928. Mr. Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. HoUis
Wolfe sang in the Cleveland Chorus; G. Starrett.
All officers of Ivy Chapter O.ES..
I wish you could hear him tell about
it. They worked for five months on are requested to be present at a re
the numbers they were to present m hearsal Tuesday evening at 7 o'clock.
Mrs. Inez Libby who spent the past
Competition, then appeared in the
Male Chorus Competition (over 79 two weeks wit'll Mrs. Charles Wilson,
voices) singing Leonora by T. J. returned Monday to Thomaston.
Miss M. E McQuade. Maine field
Davies and Destruction of Pompeii
bv D. C Williams. The prize was representative of the American Red
Cross, will speak at Glover hall. Oct.
$1500.
I do not know how manv Eistedd 23, at 7.30 on the Red Cross work
fods have been held in this country, throughout Maine the past year.
but there have been several. Welsh Union and Thomaston people are in
choruses and musical activities are vited to attend. An interesting ad
confined largely to the east, par dress ts promised. No admission lee
ticularly tinough th’ mining t?c- will be charged, and no solicitations
ons of Pennsylvania. They extend for membership made.
The Dorcas Circle of King's Dau?hthrough the middle west but are
ters will be entertained Monday eve
scattering tn the west.
• • • •
ning by Mrs. Nettie Vinal.
Work has be;un on t.ie road con
The EJ-stcddfcd was originally a
sitting or session of learned men struction at Libby hill, with George
gathered for the election of Welsh Siarrett as foreman.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Beane visited
chief bards, Wales being one country
where they show appreciation for Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bcar.e at Wis
the poet while he still lives and move? casset Sunday.
Sunday morning at the Eaptist
among his countrymen.
It was
probably the outgrowth of the an Church the pastor s subject will be "If
cient Gorsedd. or Druidic Congress. He Had Been There;" Bible school at
It has been the means of inducing noon, with classes for all ages; Chris
generation after generation of tian Endeavor at 6; at the 7 o'clock
Welchmen, more especially, perhaps, service there will be special music and
ln t.he lower walks of life, to turn the sermon will be entitled "Catch
their attention to the study of litera ing Up."
Callers Monday evening on Mr. and
ture and music. It serves to create
and foster a taste and an aptitude in Mrs E S. Carroll were Robert Sim
the masses, not only for literature, mons, Fred Simmons and Chester
but also for music, for art and for McIntyre of East Warren.
tradition. Any national festival that The list of those who attended
survives for more than a thousand Knox Pomona at Ocean View Grange.
years is truly worthy of reverence, Martinsville, last Saturday, was not
and that is why the National complete in that these names should
Eisteddfod in Wales is one of the have been included: Mr. and Mrs.
great events of the world.
Austin Kalloch. Mr. and Mrs. Austin
Tradition speaks of the following: Snow. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hopkins
1. The Eisteddfod which was held a. d daughter, Robert Simmons, Fred
at St. Mellons in the 6th century.
Simmons, Mrs. J. O. Jameson and
2. An Eisteddfod which was held Mrs. Harry Beane.
(somewhere) in the 7th century un Ihe Poultry Club wa- entertained
der the patronage of Cadwaladr, thc Tuesday evening at the home of Mr.
Blessed.
and Mrs. Ernest G. Starrett.
3 An Eisteddfod which was held
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Miller, daughter
in the 9th century, presided over by Ruth and Mr. and Mrs. Myron Miller
Geraint, who is supposed to be iden all of Carmel, and Miss Sylvia Mactical with Ascer Menevensis a monk Pheters of Hampden, were guests

tyfe EASY WASHER
with thc new

EASY No-Slip Safety WRINGER
Improvements on former features, plus startling new intentions, add time-,
money- and labor-saving conveniences to this new Easy Washer that make it
a truly amazing value at its remarkably low price.
Sew No-Slip Sajety Vringer of Exclusive
Easy design. Equipped with new hairtrigger Safety Release—(hat throws rolls
wide apart on contact—even without your
personal attention. Positive gear drive of
both rolls eliminates (he slipping, stalling
and excessive wear on clothes so often
encountered in cheap "hand-me-down"
wringers.

Easy Electric Pump empties all the water.
No heavy buckets to lift—no wet feet or
Bessy floors.

Easy Safety Suitet protects motor and
fuses.
a

Large Rubber Casters—Quiet, rust-proof^
easy on floors and floor-coverings.
I arger Capacity through its bigger tuB
and larger agitator with increased range
of action.

Plus Easy's quiet, floated and insulated
power plant—Easy beauty of design and
color —Easy quality construction.

Buy now—on the easy payment plan we offer for your convenience.

SX.A50

Still available at the lowest price ever
offered (or an Easy Washer with
Electric Pump.....................................

69

Convenient

Temin

centrmJmai n e
POWEI^eOMPANY

Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest O.
Starrett.
Friends were shocked to learn of
thc death from pneumonia of Miss
Clara V. Hosmer, 70, which occurred
Thursday afternoon. She had been
ill only a few days. Funeral arrange
ments were not complete at this writ
ing.
Ralph Spear and Percy Moore are
painting the Edward Seavey house.
Those who attended the Women's
Conference of the Lincoln Baptist As
sociation Wednesday at the First Bap
tist Church in Rockland Included
Mrs. Fred Wyllie, Mrs. Fred Butler,
Mrs. Minerva Marshall, Mrs. Susie
Oxton. Mrs Grace Wyllie. Mrs. Mar
tha Welch, Mrs. Blanche Moore, Mrs.
Laura Seavey. Mrs. Lillian Simmons.
Mrs. Wilder Moore and Mrs. Mans
field Robinson. Mrs. Robinson was
appointed prayer leader for the Wom
en's Conference.
John Fullerton motored Monday to
Cadillac Mountain, Mt. Desert, with
Mrs Luther Clark of Thomaston.

OUR DAFFODIL BULBS
Are just in and will be on sale until we are ready to
plant the first week in October.
Get your bulbs
now if you want the kind we plant ourselves.

Daffodils in variety
Madonna Lilies

Narcissus in variety
Mixed Tulips

SILSBY’S
371 MAIN ST.

TEL. 318-W

ROCKLAND
115-tf

MONDAY-TUESDAY

£oteV°r
yOU in

L&VCe
u

iri her 1 ife, onr

* creed. . / Give
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every
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t

love, beby!^^

COLBERT

10° *°

TORCH SIR6ER
A Paramount Picture . with

V

Hear Her Sing:
"Don’t Be A Cry Baby"
"It’s A Long Dark Night"
"Give Me Liberty
Or Give Me Love"
Shows 2-00
6-30 St 8-30
Cont. Sat.
2-00 to 10-30

RICARDO CORTEZ

DAVID MAnnERS

LYDA ROBERTI
and BABY LeROY
Now Piaving
"BLIND
ADVENTlRE"
with
Kobl. Armstrong

Everv-Otlier-Dav
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MAINE’S WANDERING DESERT NOW LOOMS OVER A WHOLE FARM
Reprinted By Permission From the Boston Evening Transcript

Covering More Than 350 Acres the Creeping Sands Have Now Reached the Foundations of H. M. Goldrup’s Farm Buildings
. from being anything like scientific ,
proof, it is fair enough to assume
The Mysterious Sands Which Have Spread Over Woods that when the person who succumbed
■ to this almost universal falling of our
and Fields Become a Real Menace—But Nothing
' race carved his Initials on thc tree,
he put them at least five or six feet
Can Be Done About It
from the ground.
According to H. M Ooldrup. owner
of the property, a spring house which
BY FRED HAWES
was situated some years ago on the
Freeport. Maine.
the same brilliant green woods as land now covered by sand, has disMainc has a desert It is not simply the surrounding territory. In oneappeared completely from sight
an arid spot, worthless to larmers fP?‘ 8 few scraggllng branches of
We asked Mr Ooldrup
what
oak mark the position where, a few theories there were to account for
and tourists, but it is a distinct years ag0 st00(j a tree fifty feet high the growth of the desert, and what
menace. It was first noticed as a Near the e'dgc of the desert the top- the scientists had to offer as an expatch of loose sand, and is now most boughs of an apple tree manage planatior.
for
this
surprising
sweeping everything in its path as it to hold the*r scraps of greenery a phenomenon
It seems that none of the explanaspreads in all directions ever more !.cant three feet above the level of
the ground.
tions are particularly satisfactory.
than 350 acres.
A few leaves prove the existence of The desert is six miles from the ocean
The slow but relentless crawling
life in this tree, though experts who and besides, the sand is of a different
sand hills are but a few feet from the have seen it confess themselves type and of much finer quality than
farm buildings of the pressent owner
Tumped as to how it remains alive that which is found along the beaches
and unless he cares to allow his
while almost completely buried in of the North Atlantic seaboard. A
property to be engulfed completely,' M,*«"*sand*
glacial deposit is always an easy exthe buildings will have to be raised
Other trees have been less fortu- p anation for geological formations
on piles or moved away entirely.
nate in their ability to survive the of this sort, but it is too easy: the
Each succeeding year brings in ravages of the encroaching sand whys and wherefores are missing as
terested folk from all over the world Altng another edge it ls possible to to how a glacier could cause this unwho try to explain the vast outpour see evidence of the way the vast area usual outcropping that still con
ing of vari-colored sand from becorLtstantly shifting and enlarging tinues.
neath the ground, that has already A steep slope of sand seventy-five
Learned opinion lias produced little
claimed hundreds of acres of fertile feet high marks one of the present in the way of scientific explanation.
fields, has crushed trees, bushes and boundaries of the desert. At the top Gentlemen from the Massachusetts
*2“^ 8"d
B 8 sheer exPan8e of
5811(1 Institute of Technology, and from the
Stretching
away
for
nearly
a
mile
Smithsonian Institution have paid a
and other small farm buildings i
At the bottom of the cliff where the visit to this out of the way place, and
nearby.
Located only two miles from the sand has not yet reached, is an un- , Mr. Nylander. a geologist for the
main highway north out of Portland broken stretch of green bushes. State, has put the official stamp of
and ln the township of Freeport, the foliage and wood flowers such as one recognition on a baffling quirk of the
J"
u accustomed to seeing anywhere in earth s complexion.
.
whn stare nnen mouthed in the rural dlstricts of New England
There may have been a lake over
Yemeni at^he white dunes and »ere' one m8/ ^7*
day^y‘ thls ,jpot 81 °ne Uroe- the «ientlflc
•listening
vallevs of .sand blazing so day march
°f
desert sPreadln« least
Pandits
say. but lfyears
so lt dried up at
glistening vanevs OI ano. maau g so over
countrys,de
a thousand
unexpectedly in the summer sun
Up and down this slope are dozens Perhaps the most convincing exUUP Mternoon. "ap^T the &
&^*?** *?" «
•

.............. .................... .. .

mystery of a moonlight night.
The area of a good-stzed farm has
now disappeared beneath the on
slaught of this miniature Sahara.
The trees and vegetation that for,
j .u.
now buried deep beneath ton upon
ton of shifting sand.
Treetops Showing
Only a few treetops remain stick
ing up like hardy bushes out of the
flat expanse of yellow waste, to prove
that this land was once covered with

»„n „nnn

“”l
closely packed sand. Others have which takes place when highly culbeen pushed this, way and that un- tivated land ls suddenly neglected,
able to survive the tremendous Two venerable residents of Freeweight of the tons of material that port, named Tuttle and Gould, are
have crawled continuous. but ever still living to testify that a half a
so slowly, until the trunks have century ago they cultivated the tercracked or twisted under the irre- I ritory over which tbe desert has now
sistible pressure.
spread, and that lt was highly deOn one of these birches a few veloped farm land. Quite suddenly
inches above the ground appear a set however, it was abandoned to the
of initials with the date 1929 carved mercy of the elements without
beneath piem. Although this is far further human care

Tbe “Oasis,” a Small Stream Between Steep Banks

Sigting Foot By Foot Down Into the Green Woods, Crushing and Smothering the Trees
The theory which the present
owner is inclined to favor is that the
topsoil, reduced to an unusual detree
of fineness by constant ploughing
and digging, was beaten and dried
by the elements into a fine sand
which has been spread about by the
wind
One of the unusual aspects of the
sand is Its remarkable coloring. Mr.
Goldrup produced a number of glass
bottles in which he had collected con
trasting layers of sand in rainbow
variations. He had. he said, taken as
many as 100 different tints and
shades of colored sand from a space
only ten feet square.
Animals and Sandstorms
“This sand has been analyzed." he
went on, "and it is made up for the
most part of silica. The other chief
ingredients are iron, feldspar, white,
black and brown mica. clay, decayed
vegetable matter, and black, red and
yellow ochre. All of these materials

are responsible for the brilliant I "It's a strange thing.” he went on
‘'as we walked with some difficulty
colors.
•’It doesn't seem to bother the ani over the sliding sand, “the number of
mals much having all this sand here." petrified and fossilized pieces of
Mr. Goldrup continued as we vegetation that we keep finding here
walked on over piles of sand thrown all the time. I suppose that proves
htre and there by the action of the that there was a lake here at one
wind ‘ll’ve seen several deer out time. I have perfectly preserved
here, a few loxes, a good many branches and twigs that show even
pheasant, partridges and woodcock, the markings on what used to be
and the place is fairly overrun with the bark, and all as hard as iron."
rabbits."
"How big is this desert likely to
“Yes, we have sandstorms.”,he said grow?"
with a smile, m response to one of “That," he answered, "is impossible
our questions. "When a stiff breeze to tell. The desert is working all the
comes up. it’s no fun to be out ln the time. In some places the sand has
middle of that place The sand ls so drifted away down to the level of
fine, you see, that it blows around water In those spots the vegetation
pretty freely.
is beginning to grow again and the
We learned that passers-by have i fertile ground is being reclaimed,
often noted the pall of dust that j “In other parts of the desert, the
hangs over the area in high wind, sand is appearing and drifting along,
and that the clouds of sand have been i killing off the vegetation at a rapid
j mistaken for a forest fire from the rate.
State road more than two miles away. ! "The spring and fall are the times

—Photo* by A. H Bl*ckln«ton.

The Figures Were Probably Shoulder-High When Carved
when it grows most rapidly. When
there ls no foliage on thc trees and
we have high winds, it is possible to
notice a decided difference in a
period as short as two weeks.
"Those buildings.” he said pointing
to a weatherbeaten and abanddned
old barn and outbuildings, “are right
in the path of the present course.
'Last year, the sand was a hundred
'feet away from the nearest. Now, you

can see, it has crept right up to the
foundation.
"Ever since I have been here, the
growing process has been going on
much faster than the reclaiming.
However, we don't know what
another hundred years may bring.
The desert may disappear altogether,
or lt may increase to hundreds of
acres, and throw a real scare into
the State of Maine."

must have been to them to see her and Mrs Gleason Gamage have been 1 Highway through Toronto to Prescott Tender Ilex was in the harbor this ELMER ALLEN’S CHAT Joy he was t«o us young folks ln those
days when the handbills told of his
go drifting by out of the harbor. The on a trip to New York and Washing- j where they crossed the St. Lawrence week and reset the gas buoy at
coming to town. I well remember
Corbetts were stationed at Mcnhegan ton for a week's visit. E Gamagc is ' River to Ogdensburg. N. Y.. then Tumbler Island.
the one song he used to give as at every
while we were on Manana Island.
captain at Damiscove Coast Guard through the Adirondack Mountains j There are yet some mackerel here, More "News" From
to Lake Placid to visit relatives We caught 75 last night,
Plenty of traffic here on the river Station.
Traveler—Yes, Elmer Was appearance. These are the words of
the chorus:
and wc sometimes think as much go-1 The beautiful cottage owned by Mr. thence across Lake Champlain to I we want to say hello to Charlie
a Pupil of "Boze"
For I'm a rare and radiant maiden.
ing on as in most other places. The Herrin of Somerville. Mass was Burlington, Vt.. and over to Ply-1 Tracy and family on Boon Island,
I To be atngle la my fate:
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
oil tanker New York, Soeony and, completely destroyed by fire Monday mouth where some time was spent i Everyone here is glad to hear Mr.
Thia panting heart that beata within me.
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
visiting the Coolidge home.
| Hutchins has improved in health.
These ilems ^re taken from The Still keeps longing for a mate."
i Berwindglln Just passed by going to ! of last week.
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
One of the most interesting build-: The Sunbeam called at the station Traveller, a weekly newspaper pub
Bath, and smaller craft passing all
Mrs H, E. Seavey has a new electric
Fuller's hall used to be crowded
ings at the Exposition to Keeper Reed I [ast weej[ Wednesday with Mr Oup- lished in Sept- 1894. by L. C. Sheerer
day Monday During the past week radio.
to the doors when he appeared. No
was
the
Department
of
Commerce
t
jjj
and
on
board,
and
we
had
a
and
J.
A.
Wheeler:
the following large boats were noted:
Rev Dr. and Mrs. Nets spent a Building in which Ls located the pleaiant call from them.
Atwood Snow mad' a trip to Rock body expected a classical entertain
ment- They went to get a good
Portland Head
) sure did pour. The parade was a suc- Str. Ilex. Tanker Oeorgene, Tug couple of days guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lighthouse Exhibit, and where he We wlsh to
remembered
Mrs land Saturday.
Foremost and two barges, and the! Elliot before returning to East
laugh, and they always got lt.
Mrs. Sterling and Mrs. Hilt were cess and honor to the city, and it will
met several lighthouse keepers, one Kpe
Matlmcus. and to exSchr.
Stephen
G
Loud.
Capt.
Pier

Tug Foremost made at least two or 1 Greenwich. R I.
Yes, Boze, I was your "Wild Cat
of whom had charge of the exhibit. tend
long be a topic of conversation.
arrived in Boston last week.
Portland visitors last Saturday
three more trips in and out of the I We had a very heavy Northeastj The boat niodeks.some of which were j tftn? °Uu ^P8^
her in the 1088 son.
The band concert Monday evening pupil" at that time (this village ls
W. C. Dow of Portland was recent
river.
rainstorm here Oct. 4 and the fog lighthouse tenders were of many 01 der husband
was fine under the leadership of W. now known as Willardham") and
Pond Island
Our son Fred who has been on the ' signal running. During the month of sizes and designs, and of special in-!
ly a business visitor at the station.
• • • •
H. Mathews.” This band has bc- will always remember the seating
Keeper Fickett's nephew, C. Lester Str. NJorth arrived home Tuesday. September the fog signal was in op- ' terest. Other things pertaining io ]
Mrs Hilt and son Willard were
Matinicw Rock
com eone of the be t in Knox County. arrangement of the school building.
the service were so interestng one i
There was one aisle and three rows
guests at dinner Sunday of R. T. Fickett, has been visiting for a few j and everyone seems glad to see him. eratlon over 200 hours.
we played in lt).
....
! could spend many hours there, mar- Hello, Folks! Once again we will <And
days at this Light He is now in Cari- j
• • • •
Sterling, and family.
R. J. McNeil has been confined to of seats on either side, and each
veling at the talent displayed, and :try t0 «et 8 llne ln for our busV llttlc the house by illness.
seat, as I remember, held eight
Mr and Mrs. Chester A. Moreshead bou and has begun his fall term of i
Seguin
Negro Island
among which were many beautiful' PaperNathan Howell. William Cowie, pupils, and If the one in the far end
Mrs^F1 O Hl"” CallerS SUnda>’ 0"
n\TeCehTndtaal.« LtH^ch
Mrs M. H. Urquhart and children
The storm of last week did some miniature models of the different' of course there is not much to ■ John Rivers and Alex Sivewright, of the teat wanted to get out, he had
school of that place, and also instruc ,.
j write about here. Plenty of wind.'
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